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FORORD

This program involved the improvement of mathematic models and perfor-

mance of psychophysical experiments as part of the continuation effort of

the 698DF development project for a high-resolution low-light-level tele-

vision system for tactical airborne application. The models are couched

in similar terminology as in the literature. It is felt that these studies

have led to a better understanding of electro-optical sensors and their

operation and could lead to improved sensors, improved methods of sensory

system specification and a reduced need for costly laboratories and flight

testing of systems due to the more realistic predictions of detection,

recognition and identification ranges that are now possible.

The Air Force Project Director on this program was Frank A. McCann,

AFAL/NVA(698flF). The Westinghouse effort was conducted principally by

Frederick A. Rosell and Robert H. Willson. The program was performed by

the Westinghouse Systems Development Division, Baltimore,

Maryland, under Air Force Contract F33615-7OC-l461.

This report was submitted by Frederick A. Rosell and Robert H. Willson.

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved for publication.

ROBERT J. I~RAf
Deputy Director
Naviaation & Weapon Delivery Division
Air Foce Avionics Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

This effort is a continuation of the Performance Synthesis

Study (Electro-Optical Sensors) reported in Technical Report AFAL-TR-71-

137, dated May 1971. Analytical models are developed for evaluating

and predicitng the performance of observers augmented by electro-optical

sensors fur laboratory test images such as rectangles and periodic bar

patterns and for a limited number of real world objects. The models

developed are improved, and modified to bring them into closer agreement

with those models proposed by other investigators for the purpose of ob-

taining greater accepLance and making available a wider body of technical

literature. In the models developed, a signal-to-noise ratio is associated

with an image based on the ima ,- 's irradiance and spatial dimensions.

Through psychophysical experimentation, the observer's thresholds for discri-

mination of these images are determined.

Methods of predicting the range capability of sensor-augmented

observers are developed anA applied to both range-gated active and passive

low--light-level television systems. These modelc take into account proper-

tie3 of the scene, atmosphere and level of target discrimination. Also,

pure image motion effects, observer effects due to motion, and sensor effects

due to motion are anal,--•ed. The general area of system specification is

discussed.
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1.0 Introduction and Summary

The objectives of the Performance Synthesis Study for electro-

optical sensors, performed under Contract Number F33615-70C-1461 are to

determine the fundamental limitations of long range air-to-ground detection,

recognition and identification of tactical military targets; to determine

mrthods of realizing maximum range performance through optimum spatial,

terporal aid electrical filtering of the received image signals; and to

devise methods of predicting maximum range performance taking into account

the parameters of real targets, backgrounds, illumination sources, atmo-

I spherics asd sensory systems. The results are to be applicable to all

imaging sensors whether passive or active and are to include low light level

television, forward looking infrared scanners and direct view light

amplifiers.

The current effoxt is a continuation of the program previously

reported in the technical report AFAL-TR-71-137 dated May 1971. The approach

taken is to devise analytical models to describe sensory system operation

including the observer as an integral part of the system. Psychophysical

experiments were performed to obtain the necessary constants required to

quantitatively evaluate the analytical models devised. It is felt that

these studies have led to a better understanding of electro-optical sensors

and their operation and will lead to improved sensors, improved methods of

sensory system specifications and a reduction of costly laboratory and

flight testing of systems.
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In the previous program, the emphasis in tha experimentation

a and analysis was placed on images of simple geometry such as scuares and

rectangles in order to focus on fundamentals, and to form firm analytical

bases. However, preliminary efforts were made to analyze and obtain

psychophysical constants for periodic test patterns, and to correlate the

discernibility of the periodic test patterns with the recognizability of

"*"real world" objects such as vehicles of different types. In the continnation

effort reported here, the main emphasis has been on periodic test patterns

and on the recognition an. identification of the "real world" objects.

However, studies were also initiatedl or extended into the areas of eye

Limitations to range performance and to sensor time constant effects. in

the eye limitations area, we have investigated re.inel fluctuation-genera ed

noise problems, images of large angular extent, display vievding distance-

to-height ratio and the effect of images in motion. In the sensor time

constant area, image build-up and decay times and dynamic resolution effects

* were studied.

The detailed results of this Performance Synthesis Study are

presented in Sections 2 through 6. In Section 2, we present a range analysis

for both a passive and an active television system. A passive system views

a scene which is illuminated, or irradiated, by natural sources of light

such as the sun, moon, stars, sky glow, etc. Atn active system includes

its own scene irradiator. In the active system case, we focused most

attention on sources which are pulsed and used in conjunction with sensors

which incorporate range gating. The purpose of the range gating is

to reduce image contrast degrading atmospheric backscatter effects.
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In the analytical models which we develop in Section 3, we

associate a signal-to-noise ratio or SNR with an image detail. This MIR

is a function of the image's size, irradiance level, contrast, location

relative to background clutter and the sensor parameters such as the

objective lens diameter, photosurfece sensitivity, modulation transfer

characteristic and various signal and system generated noises. In partic-

ular, we wish to note the SNR.'s functional relationship 0e the size of an

image detail. In our analysis, we select the image detail size on the

basis of the level of object discrimination desired. For tVis repýrt, w*

use three levels of discrimination definitions; detection, recognition aid

identification. It is quite clear that a higher reb 'ving power is needed

to identify an object than to merely detect it. Many years ago, methods

for determining the resolution required for a given level of discrimination

were experimentally determined. Also, a parallel requirement for

"sufficient" SNR was imposed although the method of determining the SD&

required was not explicitly given. The parallel requirements of SUR and

resolution are avoided in our treatment because we define SNR as a function

of the image detail size. Image detail size is selected on the basis of

the level of discrimination. For detection, the selected image detail

size is large while for identification, it is a-mall. The SM required

for dstection is, however, the same as for identificaLion and thus it

follows that detection raMg will be longer than identification range.

The analAical model of Section 3 together with the paycvhopysical

experimient results of Section 4 are used in Section 2 to predict sensor

range capability. For the passive sensor, we discuss properties of the

scerJ irradiance and the effect of the atmosphere Latervening between the
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source and the observer. It is seen that the principal effect of the

atmosphere was to degrade the apparent image contrast. In this connection,

we note that the amount of contrast degradation depends not only upon

meteorological visibility but upon the object's background reflectivity,

the sky condition, source to object viewing angle and many other parameters

which are neglected by many systems' designers, more often than not.

Since the image contrast is range dependent, the sensor/observer

SNR equation, written as a function of range, is solved for image contrast.

When the MNR obtainable from the sensor/observer combination is set equal

to its threshold value, the image contrast becomes the minimum detectable

contrast. We then plot the sensor-augmented-observer's minimum detectablc

contrast vs range and on the same cooH-inates, we plot the apparent

image contrast vs range. The intersection of the apparent image contrast

and minimum detectable image contrast gives threshold range.

The atmosphere can also reduce the apparent image contrast for

range gated active systems although contrast degradation is not the principal

effect for a well designed system as is dizcussed at length in Section 2.

Rather, the principal effect is the absorption of source radiation, both

on its way to the scene and on its 43y back to the sensor. For this reason

it is ore convenient to plot scene irr&diance as a function of rnnge for

the source. The SM equstion for the sernsor and observer is solved for

differential scene irradiance level as a function of range. Again, the

SMR is set eq7ml to its thtreshnld value ar•d the differential scene

L-radiance level becores thx =ini= detectable scene irradiance. FtUl,

"the r;ni .- detectable scene irradiance and scene irradiance curves are

plotted vs range usizng the sam coordinates and once again, the intersections
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of these two curves gives 'hreshold range.

In the earlier Performance Synthesis Study Report, an analytical

mod2el for sensor prediction was developed and it was shown that good agree-

ment between measured and predicted results was obtained. However, the model

differs in certain respects from that developed by Schade. These differences

are mainly conceptual and have only minor impact on sensor predictions. How-

ever, in order to obtain a closer agreement between investigators and to make

available a wider body of literature and data couched in similar if not iden-

tical terminology, it was decided to adopt many of the features of Schade's

analysis. Neither the previoub model developed in the Ferformance Synthesis

Study nor that of Schade can be considered to be completely ver f lied but

both are considered adequate for first order analysis.

The elementary model described in Section 3 is believed to be

generally accepted by the majority of investigators in the field and has

been experimentally verified. The elementary model, however, only applies

to images which are undistorted by optical and sensor apertures, i.e.,

optical transfer functions or OTF. The effect of an OTF on image

discernabiLity can only be estimated4 in many cases. For isolated

aperiodiG images, the Schade theory holds that image detection is made more

difficult by OTF's preceding a point of noise insertion but are made easier

by OTF's following a point of noise insertion. With periodic patterns, an

OTF severely reduces signal amplitude whether it precedes a point, of noise

insertion or not but an OTF has some noise filtering effect if it follows

a point of noige insertic.A. The effects of OTF on an isolated object's

detectability cr its effects on noise filtering are subtle. Preliminary"-I"

attempts to verify current theories have not yet borne fruit. The first
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order effect of an OTF on periodic signals seems quite clear however.

In the current model, it is assumed that any noise at spatial

frequencies below that of a periodic image's spatial frequency will adversely

affect the periodic image's discernability while noise at higher spatial

frequencies will not. However, there is considerable evidence suggesting

that noise at or near the signal frequency is more serious than noise

at other frequencies. This notion needs further verification.

In any event, the updated model is applied to the SEBIR and I-SBIR

camera tubes and its resolution vs input signal current and input irradiance

characteristic is calculated. We have found these predictions to be

quite accurate.

In Section 4, we report the results of an extensive series of

psychophysical experimentation. Test images used included aperiodic,

periodic and "real world" imagery. The aperiodic test images used were

mainly images of large angular extent relative to the observer's eye. In

the earlier study, we noted the eye's ability to integrate over very large

angles; over 60 in one direction. However, the images used were long

thin rectangles. in thr literature, it has been obs',rved that the eye

is not effective in integrating over angular subtenses much larger than

about 0o. This conclusion was determined mainly on the basis of square

or round images. It was hypothesized that the eye is actually a differen-

tiator and that it uses only the image's edges in the detection process.

The very high detectability of the long thin rectangles is explained on

the basis that they are nearly all edge. 11his is apparently the case as

we show. Interpyeted in this light, our results are computable with

the results reported by other investigators.
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Much of the psychophysical experimentation was devoted to the

discernability of bar patterns. In the earlier study, we hypothesized that

the eye uses only one bar in the pattern and that the discernability of the

bar pattern is proportional to the area of the single bar. This appears

to be the case. It was found that the threshold signal-to-noise ratio

required to detect a bar pattern did decrease with increase in bar pattern

spatial frequency when viewing distance was near optimum. This could be

due to the eye's inability to effectively integrate along the length of

a low frequency bar or to the notion that noise at the signal frequency

is more important than noise far removed in spatial frequency as we

noted above.

The influence of display viewing distance to display height

was experimentally studied. As we expected, the observer should increase

his viewing distance to see low frequency patterns and decrease his viewing

distance to see high frequency patterns. The effects of image motion from

a psychophysical viewpoint were deemed negligible for the magnitude of

image motion normally expected. Image detectability limitations due to

retinal fluctuation noise are a reality and can be the limiting noise

under certain conditions. More effort in this area is needed to include

thia noise effect in the analytical model.

A considerable experimental effort was mounted in the object

recognition and identification area. In the first series of experiments,

four different vehicle types were randomly displayed at randomly selected

signal-to-n)ise ratios. Data was taken in the form of the probability of

correct recognition vs the signal-to-noise ratio. It was found that the

SNR required to correctly recognize a vehicle on a 50% probability level
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Sand computed on the basis of a strip equal to 1/8 the area of the vehicle

*L was nearly identical to that required to discern an "equivalent bar pattern."

The equivalent bar pattern was one with bars of length equal to the length

of the object and width equal to the object's minimum dimension divided by 8.

This equivalent bar pattern approach has a historical basis which was the

reason for its selection.

The identification experiments were performed in a similar

manner except that five vehicles, all of the same type (tanks in this case),

were used. As expected, higher resolution is required to identify an object

than to recognize it. Again, the "equivalent bar pattern" approach appears

to have merit. For the identification case, the equivalent bar pattern is

one which has bars of length equal to the length of the object and of

width equal to the minimum object width divided by 13. Again, the signal-

to-noise ratio needed to identify the object was about the same as that

required to discern the equivalent bar pattern for a given level of

probability.

The results obtained in comparing the discernability of the

equivalent bar pattern and the recognition or iderhification of an object

were almost too good to be true and indeed they probably are. The essential

difference between a bar pattern and an object is that the bar pattern

is periodic while the "real world" object is an assemblage of aperiodic

objects. Thus, the effects of OTF will be different for the object and

the bar pattern. This subject needs further work and will be stoldied

in the continuation effort. In the interim, the equivwlent bar pattern is

considered to be a useful and viable concept and can be used. It is felt

that range predictions using the equivalent bar pattern will tend5 to be
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somewhat pessimistic but not greatly so.

In Section 5, we have made some initial efforts to determine

the effect of image motion on overall system performance. We first

studied the geometrical aspects of motion and showed that some scene motion

will nearly always exist and that the magnitude of the motion is enough

to cause sensor time constants to come into play. Next, considerable

numbers of exploratory sensor experiments were performed by the Westinghouse

Electronic Tube Division under the direction of Dr. A. Laponsky. These

measurements included both readin and readout time constants and dynamic

resolution measurements. Attempts were also made to measure the modulation

transfer function or MrF using bar patterns in motion with the hope that

these measurements would explain the very large sensitivity losses noted

in making dynamic resolution measurements. However, the sensitivity

losses noted were far larger than the MTF losses. Further studies are

indicated and will be emphasized in the continuation effort. We consider

motion effects to be a first order effect having major impact on sensory

system performance. Though these effects are very significant, they are

not now included in range prediction analysis.

In Section 6, we c mtv; , .. •.e general area of system specification.

EBy specification, we do not mean the physical details of the equivalent

such az the finizh af part, vulnerability to fungus or the like. Though

these features are important to the final product utilization, the concern

is with providing the procuring agency with some assurance that the

equipment being proposed for a given mission will have some reasonable

expectation of actually meeting the mission requirement. Toward this end,

we discuss scene and sensor parameters. We highlight the areas where
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parameters are misused or incorrectly defined or specified. Where a number

of definitions are involved, we make reconmendations for a selection.

While the various individual scene and sensor parameters are

important, it is the overall performance of the ensemble that matters.

Thus, we recommend that a system proposer be required to make range

predictions to show that mission requirements will probably be met.

While manufacturers can be requested or even forced to supply

data and calculations, the quantities supplied will be of little use unless

some degree of standardization is imposed. It is also reasonably clear

that standards and specifications are of little use unless they are generally

accepted and there is little likelihood that this will happen unless most

of the major military aid industrial organizations take part in their

generation. Thus, we reco mend the establishment of such a committee.
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2.0 The Range of An Electro-Optical Sensor

"On a clear day, one can see forever." While this popular

statement is undoubtedly optimistic, it is certainly true thrt one can see

the sun by clear day, and the stars by clear night, at considerable distance.

From a more practical viewpoint, the objects of our attention are more likely

to be more mundane terrestrial objects at modest range. These objects may

be seen with greater or lesser clarity depending on the acuity and sensi-

tivity of the observer and the range, size and incremental luminance of the

object. Sometimes it will not matter whether the object is seen at a given

level of discrimination or not, while at other times it may be vital. In

general, our concern in this report will tend to favor those conditions

unader which the observer is highly motivated to observe scene objects

with some intended purpose in mind quch as navigating in a boat or aircraft,

detecting a criminal act or differentiating between friend or foe. If we

suppose the observer has some purpose in searching for scene objects, it

follows that he must observe the object at sufficient range if the intended

purpose is to be served.

Thus, the range at which an object can be observed with sufficient

clarity to perform some useful task Is of considerable interest. The words

"sufficient clarity' should be stressed. In one case, it may be sufficient

to merely detect a blob such as a channel buoy while in other cases, a much

higher level of object detail is needed. For example, it is of no use to

televise and record a burgulary if the recording's acuity is insufficient to

identify the burgular in a court of law. In the usual case, by range, we

imply the =%aJimi range at which we can just barely resolve the object if it
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is the mere presence of the object we are interested in. If the object

such as the burgular, is to be identified, then we would be interested in

the maidmun range 6at which the subject's features can be barely discerned.

In short, range implies a threshold but the threshold depends upon the level

of object discrimination required. The various levels of discrimination are

usually defined as detection, orientation, recognition and identification

and are discussed in Section 3.3. -

We proceed next to the discussion of the various factors which go

into determining range. The primary interest herein is -in the performance

of a man augmented by an electro-optical sensor. The general procedure is

to associate a signal-to-noise ratio with an image as it appears on the output

of the sensor's display and then the signal-to-noise ratio required by the

observer is deteimined through experimentation. By relating the signal-to-

noise ratio required by the observer to that provided by the sensor, threshold

range can be computed. In this analysis, the image signal-to-noise ratio is

computed on the basis of an equivalent test object of aimple geometry but

with characteristics like the real object. The premise is that the detecta-

bility of a simple test object can be correlated with the detectability,

recognizability or identifiability of the real object by suitably selecting

the parameters of the test object.

2.1 Properties of tht. Scene

The scene to be viewed consists of a source or a number of sources

of radiant energv, an atmosphere intervening between the source and an object,

the object itself and its background, and the atmosphere intervening between

the object and the observer or electro-optical sensor. The sources may be

either natural such as the sun, moon and stars, or auxiliary such as a
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searchlight. At times, the sources can be a combination of natural and

auxiliary sources. However, for the sake of simplicity, we will consider

sources to be either predominately one or the other and analyze the cases

separately because a slightly different approach is indicated in each case.

2.2 Natural Sources of Scene Radiance - Passive* Sensors

A wide variety of "natural" sources can exist, including the sun,

the stars, the moon and the skyglow. "Unnatural" sources such as city

lights reflected off low clouds and even scene floodlighting when the flood-

lights are not at or near the scnsor's locaLiun will nevertheless be considered

as natural sources on the basis that the scene radiance passes only once

through the atmosphere from the object to the sensor rather than twice as is

the case for the auxiliary source. The two primary classes of natural

sources are those which provide mainly diffuse scene irradiance and those

which provide predominantly directional scene radiance. Clear night star-

light and heavy overcast sunlight or moonlight represent diffuse sources

while clear day sunlight and clear night moonlight would be examples of

directional sources. There are obviously cases where both classes of

source exist together and are of near equal importance such as in light

overcast sun or moonlight or when the moon is new or when either the sun

or moon are low on the horizon sky.

In diffuse light, the detectability of objects would be expected

to be relatively independent of viewing angle since the lighting is nearly

* By passive it is meant those sensors which use natural scene irradiance
rather than auxiliary sources of radiation.
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* uniform in all directions, and the objects are shadowless or nearly so. The

average scene contrasts also would be expected to be lower than in the case

where lighting is directional. With the directional lightiug, one expects

sharp contrast shadows but object features may become unrecognizable

except at certain viewing and source angles. For example, a black and

white bar pattern on a panel may be clearly discerned when the moon is behind

the observer, but with the moon behind the panel, the panel appears black.

Naturally irradiated scenes can assume an infinite variety depending

on the relative aspect angles between the scene object, observer and the

source, or type of source and it becomes most difficult to divide the number

of objects into a reasonable number of cases for analytical purposes. Hence,

it is usual to assume that the source is primarily directional or primarily

diffuse. If directional, it is assumed that an equivalent diffuse source

can be defined.

The irradiance levels we expect to find, whether day or night, are

ordinarily tabulated for typical scenes. Usually, the irradiance levels

are measured with photometers which are compensated to have a spectral

response similar to that of the unaided human eye. The resulting curves such

as that shown in Fig. 1 may or may not be relevant to electro-optical

sensors which can have an entirely different spectral bandpass.(1) This sub-

ject is discuased in some detail in Ref. (2) and (3). However, it is

assumed that by some means, a nat-ural source and scene object can be

approximated by an apparent source and object of known geometry and radiance

level. Usually, the apparent object and its background are assumed to be

diffusely reflecting.
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2.3 The Atmosphere, Source-to-Object and Object-to-Observer for Passive

Sensors

The atmosphere between the source and object, or surrounding the

object has three principal effects on passive imaging sensois. First, the

atmosphere may be, in effect, the natural source as is the case of the sun

just below the horizon. In this case, the light scattered by the atmosphere

is the principal source.. Secondly, the scene irradiance is diminished due

to absorption and to scattering of the natural source radiation out of the

path between the source and object and finally, a portion of the sources

radiant energy may be scattered into the sensors line-of-sight. The levels

of natural scene irradiance are not ordinarily calculated except in special

instances but rather, are taken from tables and curves as we noted above.

The main effect of atmosphere scattering of radiation into the

"line of sight is to decrease image contrast.

Many definitions of image contrast are in current use. Two

definitions that are comnonly used in sensor analysis are, the isolated

image contrast, CI, and the modulation contrast C. The isolated image

contrast, CI, is defLned as

Nmax - Vmin

max
and the modulation contrast, CM, is defined as

N max - N
' M N ma +N~ min

where Nmax and Nmin are the radiances of the object and background with

Nmax representing either the object or background depending upon which is

the brighter. With these definitiors, contrast is always positive and can

16



r&nge in value between 0 and 1 only. The isolated image contrast definition

is preferred for small objects against an extensive uniform background while

the modulation contrast is preferred for detailed objects against variegated

backgrounds. In the special case where the objects are diffusely reflecting,

the radiance N may be written as H/n where H is the scene irradiance and

contrast becomes the incremental irradiance divided by the background

irradiance or sum of object and background radiance as appropriate. The

two definitions of contrast are actually equivalent* descriptions and are

related by the equations

2 CM3)CI + • '

and

CI

These relations are plotted in Fig. 2.

In dealing with atmospheric effects on contrast, it is usua! to

define two contrasts; the "inherent" contrast and the "apparent" ccatrast.

The "inherent" contrast is the contrast of the object at tero r~age

along the line of sight from the observer's actual position at rar4,e, R, to

the object. The apparent contrast is the actual contrast of the image at

the observer's location. The most general law for atmospheric contrast

* For positive contrasts only.
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Visibility Extinction Coefficient

n. miles n. miles- 1  ft-±' Subjective Visibility

- 100 - 0.39 - 6.52 xl0-6

- 38 - 0.12 1. 8 x 1 Exceptionally Clear

-10 - 0.39 6.52 x 10-5 Very Clear

Clear

5 - 0.78 - 1.3 xl 0 -4

Light Haze

2 1.95 3.26 x 1Cf 4

Haze

1 3.9 6.52 x 10"4

Fig. 3. Atmospheric Extinction Coefficient as a Function of Meteorological
and Subjective Visibility.

For an optical standard atmosphere, Middleton (after Duntley) gives

R2

f '-r sin 0/30O)000dr (7)

where r sin e is the altitude of either object or observer above sea level

and 0 is the angle between the observer and the horizontal. For tha above

formulation, a single vertical structure is assumed for the atmosphere which i?

usually not the case. An alternative approach is to use the actual slant

path and cor:'ect the sea level extinction coefficient, ea of Fig. 3 by

means of the curves of Fig. 4 (23f. 5).

The general law of contrast reduction has been specialized for
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Fig. 4. Approximate ratio of the Atmospheric Extinction Coefficient, a
at Altitude h to its value, a , at Sea Level for Slant and Horizontal Fatps
neglecting Water Vapor and Caribon Dioxide Absorption.

three cases by Middleton as follows.

1. Horizontal Vision - Wlen the observer is looking at an object imaged

against a horizon sky background, the general case simplifies to

-•oR

which holds for objects of both positive and negative contrast. This

equation is often erroneously used even when the object is not imaged

against the horizon sky.

2. The Observer Looking Upward - For this case, Middleton gives

cR Co e O ..... ... (9)
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Sky Condition Ground Condition S/Gd

Clear Fresh snow 0.2

Clear Desert 1.4

Clear Forest 5

Overcast Fresh Snow 1

Overcast Desert 7

Overcast Forest 25

Fig. 5. Typical Values of the Sky to Ground Ratio in the Visible Spectrum.

where

ms 0O

fR f (r) dr and, R. J f (r)dr. (10)

3. Vision Downward - This is the most important case in aerial surveillance.

For this case,

C C r.1 Sk (1 e -OoR)0
Td

C - co [i -Jd(1 .- O -),3 (1.)

where Sk/Gd is a quantity dubbed the "sky-to-ground ratio" and represents the

sky-to-ground brightness ratio. Its value is estimated to be inversely

proportional to the background reflectivity, o, i.e.,
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4 1.0

0R 03.1N -j

Range (Nautical. Miles)

Pig, 6. Ratio of Apparent to Inherent Contrast vs Range for Various Values
of Sky-to-Ground Ratio for a MeteorlogicaJ. Visibility of 10 Nautical Miles.

-k (overcast sky) (2
G d P

-0.2 (clear sky) .(1.3)

P

Typical values of k /G d are given in Fig. 5 for the visible spectrum.

The Eq. (11) is plotted in Fig. 6 for a meteorological visiiility of 10 n.

*miles. Note that these curves apply to the visible spect.rum. In the near

infrared, the reflectivity of forests is much higher than in the visible

and hence, the sky-to-ground ratio is correspondingly lower.

jj The main point of the above discussion is to note that the

reduction in contrast due to atmosphere is not always a simiple exponential

22
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as is commonly taken to be the case but instead varies with the sky condition,

the background and the viewing direction.

2.4 Auxiliary or System Sources - Active Sensors

The auxiliary or system source may be a simple searchlight, or a

complex light emitting diode array or laser. These sources may be used in

conjunction with a simple passive sensor or with a range gated sensor. In

either case, the system is considered to be an "active" system if an auxiliary

source of scene irradiance is used and if the system source is near the

observer.

The primary system source parameters are the average transmitted

source power, Ps, and the solid angle ns into which it radiates. Thus,

the average source radiant intensity, J., is

p\

is = f) s (14)

The system source may be continuous \ave, CW, as in the case of an ordinary

Bearchlight, or pulsed wave (NW) as i\ the case of a pulsed laser. If pulsed,

the pulse duration, T, will be a primaYy source parameter. Also, the pulsed

source is monochromatic in which case J\e comes J

In the absence of atmosphere, th\ scene radiance normal to the

line-of-sight is given for a diffuse reflectA by

N22 (15)
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where • is the scene reflectance, Ps is the source radiant power in Watts,

and 0 is the solid angle into which the source radiates in steradians. In

normalized form, this equation becomes

Ns 1 Watts/r-sr (16)
PPs 8 fR2  Watt

which is plotted in Fig. 7.

2.5 The Atmosphere, Source-to-Object and Object-to-Observer

"'he atmosphere intervening between the source and object has two

principal effects on active imaging systems. First, the scene radiance is

diminished due to scattering of source radiation out of the line-of-sight

and secondly, a portion of the source radiation may be backscattered into

the sensor's line-of-sight. The reduction of source radiant intensity by

the atmosphere at range, R, compared to that in a vacuum is given by

- 0 e , (17)

sv

where J is the radiant intensity under vacuum condition. Then, theSV

actual scene radiance becomes

P PS exp (-aoR)Ns = •R2(18)

However, the reflected scene radiance must travel through the atmosphere

once more on its trip to the observer and thus, the apparent scune radiance

becomes

24
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Visibility Extinction Coefficient
n. miles • (ft)l (n. Miles)-1 a (meters)-1

1 4.72 x 10-4  2.27 9.15 x 10-4

2 2.18 1.33 6.65
3 1.37 0.832 4.18
4 9.82 x 10-5 0.597 2.99
5 7.58 0.461 2.31
6 6.1 0.371 1.86
7 5.1 0.310 1.55
8 4.32 0.263 1.32
9 3.8 0.231 1.16

10 3.3 0.201 1.0
15 1.99 0.12 6.08 x 10-
20 1.39 0.0845 4.24

Fig. 9. Values of the Extinction Coefficient at 0.86 Micrometers vs
Meteorological Visibility.

p Ps eop (-o 0 R)
Nn2 (19)

which is plotted in normalized form, (Ns/p P.) in Fig. 8 for a 40 x 40

field of view with X = 0.86 micrometers and various sea level visibilities.

The value of ao for the curves is obtained from the relation given by

Steingold and Strauch(6) as

S-911-3 r 0-_,]°58503

2o2110) r 0 V (20)

where %o(X) is the attenuation per meter when V is the meteorological

visibility in kilometers and X is in micrometei-6. The Eq. (20) is tabulated

in Fig. 9 for X = 0.86 micrometers. As can be seen from Fig. 8, the

atmosphere strongly influences the apparent scene radiance.

27
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Sensor

Source

R R
0 S

Fig. 10. Geometry for Backscatter Calculation - Sensor Not Range Gated.

The second major effect of atmosphere on an active system is to

decrease image contrast as is discussed in some detail by Rampolla in Ref. (3).

The contrast reduction in general terms is given by

CR Fb3-I

0 s

where Fb is the total flux returned to the sensor by backscattering and Fs

is the total signal flux.

For continuous wave, or CW, systems. the ratio FIFs is given by *

F Fb ~a"% 2 (ex 2aR R exp '-yaR) dR

F Sp Rfs (22)

R

• In this formulation, we use the extinction coefficient, {ra, which is
corrected for slant path.

28
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........ ,-

Sen sor ... .. .'.... ..

Radiation *cT/2
Source

S.• Location

R0 RT RL R R

Fig. 11. Geometry for Backscatter Calculation - Range Gated Sensor.

where the distance limits, R°0 and R., are obtained from the geometry of Fig.

10. The above equation cannot be solved in closed form but can be evaluated

using the series expansion (Dwight 568.2 and 568.1),

exp (-2oaR) dR -e aR lnR R 2aR)2

R2  R 2oa a 2.2!

(23aR)3 (2())n
+ 33"+ n- n' ] (3

For the range gated active system, the contrast reduction by

the atmosphere can be expected to be smaller, but the contrast reduction

calculations will be found to be much more complex. Hence, a number of

29
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simplifications are in order. The simplified geometry to be used is shown

in Fig. 11. The duration of the radiation pulse is taken to be T seconds,

and, the range increment corresponding to the pulse packet is cT/2 where c

8is the velocity of light (9.835 x 10 ft/sec). If the radiation pulse is

initiated at time zero, and if the sensor is gated on at time tl, the leading,

edge of the pulse can be located at range RL and the trailing edge at range

RT. These ranges are

RL=ct1/2

( = c (t, - T)/2 .(24)

The sensor is gated off at some time t2 and there will be a range Rm

corresponding to this time. A scene object to be detected must be located

approximately between the range limits L and RM. (At slightly longer or

shorter ranges, the object may be detected because of the radiator's finite

pulse duration but the effective object radiance is reduced because only

a part of the returned pulse ii sensed.)

The ratio of Fb/Fs is determined from the relation

a 2 exp(-_OaR) fR- s exp(- d] R) .]
Ea R2 R2

b ,, • --- • - (25)
- .- 80 "Áx 1(-2caR )/R 5 2

30



where the limits are

P I RO if Ro> R atl,

R, = I ifR < T tl,

(26)

R12 = a if RIt> R(a t1

R2 Rs if Rs < § R tI

The first tem in Eq. (26) which is designated (Fy'F')1 , is repeated below as

2r exp P-?y T)

Fb R . 2 (cTA) f
s 8 o exp (-2,aRs)/Rs 2

is the component of backscatter due to the range interval from to in

Fig. Ui. Suppose that the object is at distaxce t,. Then, the seco:nd term

in Eq. (25) is zero and only Eq. (27) applies. A typical result for this

special case is calculated using Eq. 's (27 and 21) and is plotted in Fig. 12.

For this calculation, the radiation wavelength was taken to be Q.S6 microri

and a visiblUty of 10 n, miles was assuzed for the purpose of obtoining

the atmosjteric extinction coefficient. The scene reflectivity used was

0.2.

For comparison parposes, the contrast degradation due to

atmosphere is shon for a passive system orn the same figure. Observe
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Fig. 12. Ratio of Apparent-to-Inherent Contrast for (- ) Range Gated
Active and (- - -) Passive Sensors for Background Reflectivity of 20% and
30 Nautical Mile Visibility.

that at short ranges, that the active system is inferior to the passive

system while the converme is true at long range. The inferior result at

short range is due to the fact that very little of the atmosphere is range

grted for close in targets and the back3catter fron- the radiation saurce is

larger than from an atmosphexe irradiated Ly a natural source s•ch rzs te

In the r&arall case, the object wiiI be at sow range R greater

than RiL" In this case, we will prefer to 0-'termine the ratio FbIF in the

form

Fb

K cbl (T, HL)l +F R IF ~ (2, )tý '*R )I
I b )1



'where

.2

(29)
~exp (-2yR)

and

R exp (-2caR) [R-(R.-cT/2)] dR
[Fb'(T )i = R2 cT/2 ,(30)

and RL-cT/2
3fnd

Rs exp (-2maR) dR

[Fb'(Rs)] 2  -1a fa (31)

ind

RL exp (-;;baR) dR

[FbI(RL)'2 - a - - (32)

The function [Fb '(T, RL)1 2 is computer calculated and tabulated for various

vitibilities and two pulse durations in Fig. 1-3. The functions [Fb'(Rs)] 2

and [Fb'(RL)]2 are actually the same function evaluated between the same lower

limit but different upper limits. Thus,

R

[Fbl(R 5r exp (-2- a R) dR (3
S)b (a) 2 - b (Lb 12 = t~2aj

which is the desired result. The function [Fb(R) ]2 and K are tabulated in

Fig. 14.
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Fig. 13(a) Tabulation of [FbI (T, L)]1 for T =2 microseconds and

Various Meteorciogical Visibilities.
Visibility = 3 n. m. 6500 3.9781hE-10 Visibility = I0 n. m.

T=2 ps 7000 3.15276F-10 T = 2 s
[.L= Ff'= 7500 2.5.738F- 0 FH=

PO2. , 1 *7P61IF-S 8000 P.*(),61 6F- 10 2000. 5. 77Fd)7,-9
2500 8.59359F:-9 8500 1.67090F-I( 2500 3. -C 9
3000 1.86niPFf-9 9000 1 .37 485 F- 10 300()0 . 0 179.6.-9
3500 2-. 978 55-9 9500 1 • 138H;F- 371302-.
-1000 1.92.56F-I'-9 1C0000 9. -. )C99F- 1 1 400( 98-6329F- 1 0
14500 1.P951(E-9 1I")0 0 7.9S".I ýF-I I 1.50O 7.3#71 J- I (!
S 00 *9772•0- 10 11000 6I 69I O2V- I 5000 5. 6701 SF- 10)
5500 6. 37277F- I I 11 500 . ( 76 .7 - II500 . 46 ý73w-- I 7.
60(;0 4. 61216P- 10 12 00'0 i'. ,790),- 1 1 6000 3. *59[IOF- I I
6500 3.39172F- 10 1, 500 '4. 0i975: - I1I 6500 9. 9 -1 p
7000 5 .25•798E- 10 130C.('0 3. '7000 2- A 1 700G f" )V- I C
7500 1.90593F- I0 1 135C;() 3. *(;5CF-- I 1 7500 2. OPW S F - I;
800) I e 4'51 .3F- 10C, I 4100(I .* 5" 6( C5.'- 1 1 8000 1 71 /4/ 6F- I 0
b500 1.1t1 46(F- 16 1/,ASOO P..30',3F-I 1 1 500 1 146l7!.--1
9000 8. 6'2577F- 1 15000 I 3F -11 9000 1 9551 "F -110
9500 6.72052-F.-11 1550I 1 '72.30a- 11 9500 1 ; I
10000 5.-26768F- 11 1 r' .1. /5'"75- 11 10000 9. '43993W- i 1
10500 4- 151}:9F= 11 1(-50J I I[,., - 1I 15(500 b. 557 CF- -I
1 1000 3.-P750F- 11 17000 1 * l02"'-F- I I II0 7. 1 1
11500 2.61501F-11 17 75o L 9. 636F'7- 1 11500 6.d0.31'.-II
12 )0C P. *08,';5OF- I I I',( ; * ./:3 /4(.F-I*. 1200 5.67599L- 11
l PSO-) 1.6741'.F*- I I ; 50C0 7.3939417- 12 1250( 5.049]IF-I l
13000 1 34663E-I 1 19 Cr; 00 (, A)16/I-l--I• - • - ,a 13000 '4. 5047Pr- lI
135[00 1.*O6(5(.F-I 1 195'00 5.70766F-12 13500 4.0352,1'-I I
1 4006 8 * 79e.6SVF- 12 2)0000 5. 0205P.F- I 1 14000 3. 6p350-- I 1
14500. 7. 13439F-l2 P05 00 4.'.3009F-1,? 1]4500 3.26P56,-1 I

5 5000 5. F033(,F- 1 21I000( 3.91 [)6F'- I•p 15000 2. 9449ýF'- I IIS5500 4 * 7.11 (-,9 F- I P •I SOO 3. s 5 54, F - I 15 IbGO (,644 a a F - I I
1 4(; 0U 3. F (.3 "F- II 1 00C) 3. (" 570 1 F• I 16000 .*41 51," F-I I
I 650) 3.1 6574F- " PP 1500 P_. 7073ý,Fý 1 1 0(1 2. 1951"I F-- 1
17000. 2.59706F-lP 23000 2t./'O0C18-;E-12 17000 1.99S16,F-I 1
17500 ,. 13/1 C F- p 23500 2. 12991 F- I P 17500 1. e .222 SF- 1 I

Iao00 1.7571 /,- 12 2,1100-0 1 09 .114 -p 18000 1 66.,,r- 1
21,/500 1 a t'F: 189 F-12 19500 1 523131:- 1

Visibility= 5 n.m. r" *O I(F- 12 .31 a(- iT p C5000 I1. 'e.9 1F-1 19000 ) 39 57 6ý- I I
T = 2•s "5500 1.33P.7K-12 19500 I..?08-11

-4 2000 26000 I. I770F-01 POO1 :
P650C, 1.05931 F- 12 205)00 1.083.b5- I I

"'.%(P700 9@. 454",F' 5F "1'330M. 3I70296ý-9 ,750. P( 9. 51A8 (, F- 13 9iO00 9.97780F'- I
AI ,"7500 4. 0/F- 1 3 P.150 9. P03()Pi- 1I

; .1.l ,,('.-' p o(00 7. 5, 4S 9F- 13 2849790F'-I1
45,_ f.3W-9 28500 6. 75060F- 13 P2500 7 8 551 7F- I -'.5',', 1 I * '/77(F-9 90 0 .O l3/ -| 0 0 7 .6',• -1"
S 8.7b6H F- 0 P9000 6. 0913/9F-I 23000 136*7hIr-1;

5500( 6.61033F-10 901) 5.4,)989F-13 5360300 5 08735S-1O !0 24000 6.Pa119F-I1
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Fig. 13(a) continued. Tabulation of [FbZ (T, R?9]l for T = 2 microseconds

and Various Meteorological Visibilities.
Via. = I0 n. m. (cont.) o7500 3,33100.13 11500: 4.13113F-11

T = 2, s,, 48000 3.155(,0F-13 "120001 3.73200E-11.
2.456"' 5.79123F-12 48500 2.99011F-13 12500" 3.38389E-11
250001 5.37832E-12 49000 2o83390F-13 13000' 3.07867F-11
255001 4.99895F-12 49500 2. 69642F:- 13 13500 2.80976F-11
260004 4.65002E-12 50000 2.54714E-13 14000 2.57177E-11
265001 4.32873E-12 50500 2.41557F-13 14510, 2.36027F-11
27000i 4.03259F- 12 51000 2.29125F'-!3 150001 2.17158E-11
27500 3.75935F-12 51500 2*17376F-13 15500. 2.00264F-I 1
28000 3.50701F-12 52000 2.06P268F-13 16000 1.85087F-11
28500 3.27374E-12 52500 1.95765F-13 16506 1.71410E-11
29000 3.05791E-12 53000 1.85830F-13 17000 1.59048E-11
-9500. 2.85806F-12 53500 1.76432F-13 17500' 1.47845E-11
30000; 2.67284E-12 54000 1. 67538F- 13 18000 J.37664E-11
30503 2.50104E-12 54500 1.59121F-13 18500 1.28390E-11
31000 2.34157F-12 55000 1.51152F-13 19000 1.19923F-11
3i500 2.19344F-12 55500 1.43606F-13 19500 1.12175E-II
32000 2.05574F-12 56000 1,36460F-13 20000 1.05071E-11
32500 1.92764E-12 56500 1.29690F-13 20500 9.85446F-12
33000 1.80840F-IP- 57000 I,23275F-13 21000 '9,25373F-12I 33500 1.69733F-12 57500 1.17196F-13 21500 8o69981g-12
ý34000 1.5936IF-12 58000 1. 11434F.-13 22000 8.18819F-12
34500 1.49726F-12 58500 1.05971F-13 22500- 7.71488F-12
35000 1.40716F-12 59000 1*00790F-13 23000 7.27633F- IP
35500 1,32304F-12 59500 9.58773F-14 23500 6,86941F-12
36000 1°24445F-12 60000 9.12167F-1, 24000 6.49129F- 12
36500. 1.1709HF-12 Visibility = 20 n.m. 24500 6.13948E-12
37000 110228F-12 T = 2 ps 25000 5.81170F-12
37500 1.03799F-12 L FB= 25500 5.50595F-12
38000 9.77808F-13 2000. p.5ii1 O-9 26000 5.22042F-12
38500 9.?1439F-13 2500 1.4631 F"-9 26500 4.95345E-12
39000 8.68617F;-!3 3000 9.3927PF-10 27000 4.70356E-1?
39500 H.19097F-1.3 3500 6.51907E-10 27500 4.*4A943F-l2
40000 7.72652F-13 4000 4. 77334F- I0( 28000 4.24984F-1P
40500 7.29073F-13 4500 3.63464F-10 28500 4.04367F-I.
.A41000 6.88165K-13 5000 2.t15172E-10 29000 3. 849933F- 1:
41500 6- 9749E-13 5500 2.29104F-10 29500' 3-66771F-12
t42000 6.13658E-13 6000 1.87628F-10 30000 3,49617E-12
42500 5.79739E-13 6500 1. 561 2?F- I0 30500 3. 33455F-IP
43000 59 47849F- 1I3 7000 1031655Fb-10 31000 3.16i 1bE- I,
43500 5.17855E-13 7500 !.12297F-1U 31500 -t.03832F-12
44000 4.89635F-13 8000 9.67338F-l1 32000 2.90250F-12
44500 4.63074F-13 P8500 8.40473F-11 32500 2.77413F-12
45000 4.390671--13 9000 7..25793F-11 33000 2,65271F-12
45500 4.!4514F--13 9500 A. 4,940F- 1l 33500 2.53781E-I.
46000 3.92323F-13 10000 5.7498IF-11 34060 2. 42898F- 12
46500, 3.71409F-13 10500 5.12559E-11 34500 2.3258bF--12
47000 3.51693F-13 I I QOO0 4.59142F-11 35000 2.29805F-12
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Fig. 13(a) continued. Tabulation of E~'(Ts Ri)), for T 2 microseconds

and Various Meteorological Visibilities.
Vis. 20 n. m. (cont,) 5F;5no A-it769F-Ij Be250o0 I o F. tip, F -1I

T = As59000 :109919PF~-l3 83000 1*03167F-13
115 b 0 C, -13 52 5F:- IP 59500 3 *87U 5QF-13 g 35c;00( 1.00S23F-13

1300 2*0736PF- IP 6~0000 3. 534,IF13 940 9*.79541F- 14e

3 C b0(0 1*9603>'F-12 630500 3*6403SE-13 s4500 9o545b3F-1de

Z'!7000 1.80X;ts- IP 61000 3*59497F:-13 88000 79*329E3P-14

h~,170C I NCI-1 p31F- I 615000 3 2.P'7P0F- 13 g *. 7.58967LF-14

6P60030 3P.6 (T -13 900 721?I
Z8 ()0 1.l77b)3F-IP 670 E:7e~F1 91000 6.93R66 F~-1'4
3P, *30 I - 66 769F- I . 67 rIO() *2. 544E- 13 9156S0 0 8-615203F- 1 /

~1.;Z3900 1*A-4IF.- IP 61000 P3136i39F -13 8,7000 F6.53307F- 14,
3900 1 N0eUF IP 63500 2.75F-13 .97500 6373 1878F-I1h-

Itiv33- I 69000 P.2o 99(-7F-13 930 6.l5 -1
JA s 0 oAPA 31 F.- I 69500. 2.148(37F-13 93500 7@78374F-14

"61000 1937563VF-13 750000 2*7075r(-13 S94000 7&589986F- 14
465S0 0 1. 3977E-13 I 7P0S500 P.W02 3 94500 .71-4

4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~27000 88020-13 710( I905P-3 900 .341'F-1/

4P00 82109-1 66000_ l.86L369F-13. 96000) 7- 36861F-1 4
0.9 Fb3L13 72500 2954259EF-13 96500) 7*03979'-1/4

'.9000 17S62F'-IP 673000 P 474 9 1F - 13 900 5124-
630M9-3 30 1750 1 975000 6o F902F- 14.

7.lS5IlF-1 675000 2oA4548F-13 900 h80W)
So5006 6.14!.F- 1,- 714500 6*69738F-198500O Po33643F3F-1'41(vI 6.Is N 3 9F-1 70C I.75F1 9900 5330e7F- 14

s1rA 6te'~14H1 7550 PoP7537'F-13 99500 6A.53167F-14'
4!A100 1 o 16 3 - 1 769000 I.49S911?-13 100000 6o~P4396F-14
ICS,. *ý0Ia2sF-13 769500 PoI458(-F'- 13 13005) 6*06698F1 -1i

A600i0 9o564~/3F-I3 770000 2*050179-13 104000 5#91 0FF- 1 4
b46S(O 5.6(359F-13 7750S .3OP 7F1) 10F19500 4.ll77 14F1-'-1
547000 SeS0720EF-13 7.0095"0F 02001 4.OP.27F'-14

470 e5.ASE~U-13 71500 1 .30643F-r3 105500. 5*A9978F-1 4
485 S 10095F- V3 79P000_ 1*97369F-13 106000 5366396F-11a

*-1!06 7*997b3F-4~13 72500 1*.23956P13 IVso 5*3.794fF-1.4
49R94W1 000 0.04P1 170000 5o 1b123F- 14

49s(() 7 ~.40 6691 70500 1971503F-13 1050 39709F:P-14.
79 1581- 1 7000 1966484F-13 905001 34#9l16VI- 4
6091159K-13 74500 1.11572E-13 9105500 4*75403F-14

6s~f. *4.6-',o¶F-13 75500 1*0R689F-13 109000 4*53167F-14

A.p~fv7- 1 600 1 4S1 -13 1 O)(()4 IPA3361



x4

Fig. 13(b) Tabulation of [FBI (T, L)11 for T = 4microseconds and

Various Meteorological Visibilities.

Visibility - 3 n. m. 10"60" 2.1613OF-10 6000 8,455978-10
T =4s 10500 1.802818T-10 6500 6.80588F- 10

RL=- FB= 11000 1.51183F-10 7000 5,56544F-10
4000. 5960843E-9 lit001 1,27393F-'10 7500 4*61204F-10
4500 3.60586E'.'9 120001 1.07818E-10 8000 3#86547F-10
5000 2,41945F-9 12500 9,16146E-11 8500 3,27152"-10
5500 1#67573E-9 13000 7.81311E-II 9000 2,79245E-10

* 6000 1,18956F'-9 13500 6,68561F-11 9500 2e401)28E-10
6500 8,61274F-10 14000 5,73855F-11 10000 2,07886F-I0

* 7000 6,33763F-10 14500 4#93976F-11 10500 1.81030E-10
7500 49727IIE-10 15000 4,26348E-11 11000 1 *58483F- Io
8000 3,56666F-10 15500 3,68889E-11 11500 1,39411F-l0
8500 2.71787E-10 16000 3,19911E-Il 12000 1,23169F-10
9000 2,08901E-10 16500 2#78035F-11 12500 1e09253-t10
9500 161785F.-1O 17000 2.421298-11 1300CY 9,7262IF-I1

e10000' 1,26139F-10 17500 2.11260F-11 13500 8,68772F-11
10500 9.89367F-11 18000 1-84657E-11 14000 7,78409F-11
11000 7.80183F-11 18500 1.61675E-11 14500 6,9943SE-11
11500 6#18217F-11 19000 1.41779F-11 15000 6,30145E-11
12000- 4,92034E-I1 19500 1,24518IF-1 15500 5,69118E- l
12500 3,93179F.-I I 20000 1909514E-11l 16000 5,15185E-11

130M 3.15340F-11 20500 9#64489F-12 16500 4,67367E-11
13500 2.537668-11 P21000 8,50511F-12 17000 4.24843F-11
14000. 2.04851E-11 21500 7.50917F-12 17500 3.86919F-11
14500' 1,65841-IlI 22000 6.63757F-12 18000 3.53009F-11
15000 1,346188-1I 22500 5,87363F-12 18500 3.22612F-11
15500 1,09545E-l1 23000 5.20312F-12 19000 2.95300F-11
16000 8#93491F-12 2P3500 4.61380F-12 19500 2.70706F-11
16500' 7-30343E-12 24000 4.09519F-12 20000 2,4951 F-11

17000 5,98198F-12 24500 3.63823F-12 20500 2.,RB448F-I1
17500i 4.90896- -12 25000 3.23513E-12 21000 ?,I0271F- 11
18000 4.03565E-12 25500 2.87913F-12 P1500 1.93776F-11

26000 2.56440F-12 22 000 I*7878PFE-1
Visbility= 26500 2.2R8587F-12 22500 1.6E'131Fo11

T = 4 __s 27000 2#03912F-12 23000 1 • 5 ; "hF- I I
hL= F2= 27500 1*82033F-12 23500 .41,316F.-11

4, jo.. 4954841E-9 28000 1#626158-12 24000 1.3092PF-11
4500 3.11834E-9 28500 1945366F:-12 24500 1.21404F-Il
5000 2.22933F-9 29000 1,30032E-12 25000 1.12677F-11
5500 1,644308-9 29500 1.16387F-12 25500 l10,1667F-ll
6000 1.24259F-9 30000 1.04237F-IV 26000 9.730518-12
6500 9.57493F-10 Visibility = i0 n. 2-. 26500 9.05320F-1?
7000 7.49710E-10 T= 4 s 27000 ý, 4P937F-IP
7500 5994939F-10

o000 4,77529F-10 RL= FR= 27500 7. 42.F-812

8500 3.87072F-10 4000, 2#59338F-9 28000 7,32340F-l?
. oo 3.16442-- 0 4500 "1,85961F-9 28500 6.83305F- 12
9000 3,60651E-10 5000 1.38971F-9 09000 6.37967F-12

- . .'00 " .. .. 5500 1.07109 -9.. 29500 5#96009F-I11
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Fig. 13(b) continued. Tabulation of Fb I (T, RL)]J for T = 4 microseconds

and Various Meteorological Visibilities.
Vis. = 10 n. m. (cont.) 53000 3.P83P55F-13 18500 2.'681.IF-1 I

T 4 us 53500 3.63925F- 13 19000 20500 52F- 1
3(0000 5. ,7147F- lP. 54000 3.45442F-13 1950) 2.33F;OF- I I
3t1S00 .o1 1 .3F-12 54500 3-29046E-13 I.O0000 P ;.II Zv-I I
310(,0 '1,R7703F-l12 55000 3.1158OF-13 2 0 0500 P.*05030f.:-1 I
3150(i /,,i,,t75F'- 12 55500 9.95990F-13 21000 1 • 93p.0'F- I I
32000 4.27h',.r-12 56000 2-81228F-13 P1500 1; C;u969-31r- 11
32500 n 4. 0104'2F:- 1 56500 2. 67045F-13 PP000 *. 69912914-I I
33000 3.761 0,F- 12 57000 2. 5399EF!- 13 1 p. 500 1 599k W; 1r.- 1 13,15G0 3. 5P-1bE- 12 57500 2.41 446F.- 13 P3000 I * 5078iF- I I
34000 '.1 31 54F- I P 58000 2.29550E.-13 23500 l.h22/,.FF-11
34500 3,IICI9OF-IP 58500 2.18273F-13 24000 1,34328F-11
3'-N,00 2.9n2,,-S0F- 12 59000 2.07582F-13 24500 1.26967F-11
35500 2. 747 P5F:- I P 59500 1,974i43F-13 25000 1.2011.4F-1I
3 , 2..5•331 F- 12 60000 1 .eR7? -1) 25500 1.13729F-1 1

26000 1.07i77E-113650(10 2. .130133F- 12 Visibiliy = 20 n.M. 26500 1.07770E-11
370 000 9.... 92F-T .26500 9 7022 F3F- II
37500 P.15297F-12 = 27000 9.c9970F-l
3•;; 2. 027611.-12 l" L= iFR= 27500 9.VI12260-IP
3,500 1.'If-I2 4000. 1. .23PRF-9 2nOo S.75 54P.F- ,11,.39000 1 .80029w- p 4500 9.01 930F- 1 0 28500 h* 3266F- I P.
39500 1 * A972SF:- I P 5000 6, 87/48 4F.- I 2, P9000 7.9 43333- 1 2
40000 1 (,()064F- P 5500 b. 40358F.- 10 P.9500. 7. 541)1F- I
46(500 1. 51 00,F- 1I P 000 4. 3500P- 1 C0 30000 7. 1 900v-:F - I P
41000 1 *4249,;F- 12 6500 -3*56985F-1(0 30500 66FS'49:.-!
h1500 1.3451 E-12 7000 2.9763PE-10 31000' (..5:39091r-IP
42000 1.2701E-1 l. 7500 2c 51 460F-10 31500 6. 2/i1.• 2F- 12
Z.2500 1.19971F-12 BOO0 2.1I6F:-IO a•(),o 5.9.0,pF-I2
/43000 1.13349F-12 8500 1H5:538.4F-10 3p.50)o 5. 9.."'"r-It'
',3500 P .07126F-12 9000 1.6,31 3F- 10 3.'1000: b,44334F-1I ;:
z4400 1,OIf5E-12 I 9500 1,41417E-I0 33500 b.PO55F;3 F'- 1 2-¶50( 9. 575I2F,-! 3 10000 1.24797F-10 34000(. h.910OF-l!
4•5000 9.(Th(.7E-13 10500 1-10782F-10 34500 4. 7 G G3F- l P
'.5500 •° 5•$, 2- l3 11000 9.0963SE-11 35000 4e 566 (*,F- I
460o,0 I,10509K-13 11500 8.K651OF-11 35500 493747UF-1l-.
"6500 767457E-13 O12000 7,9839AE-11 36000 -be 19300F*- 1
47000 7.595F.-1 3 1.500 7.PIP194F-11 365(004 C.C2045F- I ,
'7b 0 •. 70F.-1 3 13000 6.5509)E-11 37000 3. 856511F- I2
86-0(0 6*51736F.-13 13500 5396470'-l1 3 500 3.70(6(F- 1 P

AR, 500 6, 17459F-13 14000 5.'.47(75F- I I 34000, 3* 5 5,2'",12
900#0 b, 5112F-I3 1500 4,9896IE-11 3H'500 3, I135F-1P

A9500 5,5 4579 F- 13 15000 4, 582fOF- 1 1 39000 3,.770PF-1P
50000 5.25749F-13 15500 '., P.I2.:-1I 39500 3,14tgoF-l
50500 4985P2IF-13 16000 3.89P45F" 40000 3.0271)91.-I
S 51000 • T2798V-13 16500 3,59939F-11 40500' P-91079F-12
SI.,1 SO 4A4K9'!F-l3 17000 3,3351OR-11 , 41000 ( 279985F-1P
S 5PO0 ", 5'517F-13 17$00 3,09607F-11 415 0 0 P. 6939 (,F- I P
!• 0 4*.03796F-I3 1000 P H 792FF.- I 420P00 2. 59pbF- 12I.
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Fig. 13(b) bontinued. Tabulation of [FbI (T, i for T = 4 microseconds

and Various Meteorological Visibilities.
Vis. = 20 n. m. (cont.) 65500 5.*8192E-13 89506 1. 49,821E-13

T.- 4 T p= s 66000 5.32380o-13 90000 1.46103E-13
42500 2.49627F-12 66500 5.17084F-13 90500 l.42.487E-13
43000 2.40398•1-2 67000 5. 022t36E- 13 91000 1.38969E-13
43500 2.31575E,'12 67500 4.87968F-13 91500 1.35546E-13
44000 2.23136F-12 68000 4.7411,o-13 92000 1.32215F-13
44500 2.15062E-12 6o500 4.60697F-13 92500 1.28973F-13
45000 2.07334E-12 69000 4.4771IF-13 93000 1.25819F-13
45500 1•99935F-12 69500 4.35139E-13 93500 1°22749F-13
46000 ,.92848F-12 70000 4.22964F-13 94000 1.197,•IE-13
46500 1.86058E-12 70500 4.11173.-13 94500 1.16853F-13
47000 1o79549E-12 71000 3o997518-13 95000 1.140218-13
47500 1.73308E-12 71500 3.88666F-13 95500 1.,1126h-13
48000 1.67323E-12 72000 3.779658-13 96000 1.0858C0-13
48500 1.61580E-12 72500 3.67576E-13 96500 1.05967F-13
49000 1.56069F-12 73000 3.57507F-13 97000 1.03422F-13
,49500, 1.50778F-12 73500 3.47747E-13 97500 1.009-4E-13
50000 1.456978-12 74000 3. 382985- 13 98000 9.853018-14
50500 1.40816F-12 74500 3.291118-13 98500 9.61792F-1Z
51000 1.36126F-12 75000 3.20216E-13 99000 9.38894F- 1 4
51500 1.31618F-12 75500 3.11589F-13 99500 9.16587F-14
52000 1.27284E-12 76000 3.03222E-13 100000 8.94857F-1"
52500 1.23116F-12 76500 2.95105E-13 100500 8,.73686E-14
53000 1.19107E-12 77000 2.872318-13 101000 8.53059E- 1 4
53500 1*15249E-12 77500 2.79591E-13 101500 8.329608-14
54000 1.11537F-12 78000 2.72177F-13 102000. 8.1337148-14
54500 1.079638-12 78500 2.64982F-13 102500 7.94288F-14
55000 1,04521E-12 79000 2.579988-13 103000 7.75687F-1L-
55500' 1.012078-12 79500 2.51219E-13 103500 7. 57558F- 1 4
56000 9.80134E-13 80000 2.44638F-13 104000 7. 39888- 1 4
56500 9,49365E-13 80500 2.38248F- 13 104500 7.226648-14
57000 9.19710E-13 81000 2.32043--13 105000 7.058738- 1 4-

57500 8.91121E-13 81500 2.26017E-13 105500 6.89504F-1,
58000 8.63555E-13 82000 2.20165E-13 106000 6.73545F-14
58500 8.36969E-13 82500 2o 144FOE-13 106500 6. 57986F- 1 4
59000 8,11323E-13 83000 2.0895HF-13 107000 6. 421 4E- 1 4
59500 7.86578E-13 83500 2.035938-13 107500 A.28021F-14
60000 7.62698E-13 84000 1.983HOF-13 108000 6.-13594F-14
60500 7.39648F-13 84500 1.9331 4F-13 10500 5.99525F-!4
61000 7.1739BE-13 85000 1 o tit;39;F- 13 109000 5.858048-14
61500! 6.95908E-13 85500 1.836078-13 109500 5.7242IF-14
62000. 6,75155F-13 6000 1.7H97F-13 110000 b.59367V-14
62500 6.55108E-13 86500 1.744368-13 110500 S. 4663-4F- 1 A

63000' 6.35740E-13 87000 1.70041F1-3 111000 5.342138-l4
63500 6.17023F-13 87500 1.6576HF-13 111500 5.22096F-14
64000 5.98934E-13 HH000 1.61613F-13 112000 5.10274F-14
64500. 5.81447F-13 88500 1.57573F-13 112500 4.967408-14

650011" 5.645418-1.3 $9000 1. 53643E- 13 113000 4.974878-14

• •'.



Fig. 14 Tabulation of EFb' ( or RL)]2 an K for Various Visibilities.

Visibility= 3 n. m. I .96,91F9- 9000) 3 - 96 --9+ 7
___ __ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ __,i30597F-) 95 C0 ri4 A7s F.'+ 7

P 71 668F-9 3900) 3*99b16F+6 ".1473?7F-9 I ..L.) -)U As77tJ11)+7
A*47099F-9 4000 5.9P?43bF46 P,. S37bIbF-9 I Ioo ())() ;-01 ,39F+ 7
5*66Q52P-9 4~500 8.*6'6J1F+6 ~.9f",(.IF - 9 11500( .9 . -1, 1--() OF+ 7
A. 41901SF:-' 5000 1 *P29130F+7 K*63b27F.9 1 001 *I 1005F+8
7.ORPOIF-9 5500 1.70654F+7i R.67771E-9 12500l1.*29933E:+8
7 e!) 1201 F'-9 6000 PsIp912F+7 8971147F-9, 13000 1-51602F+8
7 - 8P925F -q 6500 3.134EJ4F+7* 8*74044F-9 13500 1976362E+8~
S -V '-634F- 9 7000 4,16949EF+7 8.*76538F-9 114000 2.*0/1603F+8
9 eP s A9 F- 9 7500 5*.H91j-e7- 'r.e73 6 90 1-:-9 1450)0 2 -3 67 6 PF+F
80381plF-9 9~000 7. 1694?deF+7 ;.0!, S2F- 9 15- 5-000 2 -753,"-'1
R*48713F-9 $i,50() 99P7299F:+7 ;;*F1(i7F-9 I o3.'2F +P
8*568683F-9 9000 1.19224eE+S 8.1571 F- 9 1 (,(C)( 3 a I FF+8
8-63242F-9' 9500) 1.b2344F+11 F.84793F-9 1-450(l 4.!1e(+-
9 e68'P32r!F- 9 10000 1 .935H7F+8 , F.;5f-;59F- 9 1 7000 1..7 541I ~
S*7?16F:-9 10500 2.hh76SE+8 8.*i6791I-9 17500. j 4.'3'6ýF+ý-
8.75288F-9 1 1000 3.UHO77F+H -F;7607F-9 16000 ~.27 F +,

87772eF-9 11I500 3.1F6160F+8 ,()C)p;~ 7R0 70(,7t-f-F+~
X *7975FF- 9 12000 4*HPP06E+Fi F'L'- Q 51 F- 9  j 9 C0 .,Uri1,1)
196~1351F-9 12 56 U) AoO052F+W ii ~ .9 504F- 9 19500 .9.1:17 7hF+ 8
X 98 PA W9 13000 7e44310F+8I F; .-C,9 90 F-9 ?00 001sA 03693V+9
9*83460iF-9 13 SOO 9-20519F+i He.90419F-9 PO 5c0):1 *175'ý:ýF+9
8HOK.50f.F-9 I /J()()() 1 *1 353,?F*+9 h.S 9079FSF-9 Piooo * 33030ýF+9
RoKS18tF-9 140 ~S)I 139A66F+9 1.1191 1 3F-9 PI 560'1 +9
ý-.@W574(IV-9 1 5000 107141 3F+9 8 e9 1 AP 9F- 9 ;ý- '! ( (0 1 * ('9908 F+9

f61 9 1F*-9 155i00 2o09905F+9 P . 01(f,9 PF-9 p?5(i00 1.9171'.F+9
9 A561 F-9 161000 26S650(6R+9 f'.91995tF-9 ()(Iooo" P1 611) '9

6 K A3 F- 9 1 6500 3. 1 PY.I'1 F+9 S99'J 31F-9 P35c)O 0 4e ~3:16: V+ 1
X-l.71 11 F-9 17006 3e8094KF+9 ..P1S- 4000 -'2.73HP3F+9

K-8731 5F-9 17500 4. 6P2P37F+9 t7 *92/A78F- 9 P4.4500 1 C 3.7P,,I F+ 9
K.~7hWW- 1 Kufl ~* ~ ;992623F-9 P5000 3Ab31+

.9,9752F-9 -50 3,% ~ ;~L
Visibility~ 5 nl m. _.P5500 ~ oo h3SHIF.

P09P~97OF-9 2$~50U h4,R76R2F+9
FB = H9306PF-9 27000 5@461II'F49

qP3P.61 F-9 '3500 2060305F+6 t4*9314ZF-9 P,7 500 ( 6.911 1 5,F+9
3o7A619~F-9 4(10oo 3*66764E4.6 S a9 321CF- 9 P80W) A*F43'a7UF'b9
4*Fs71Y.SF-9 4'.5CM S.50073P~F.6 Fi'3M8F-9 2 8 0 0 7 - ;.R 5H F9
5*6917FT-9 bOU 6.66876F.6 ý;&9.13 4PF.F-9 9008*53175F+9
603136F'b9 55(m0 14-7046,3F+6 8;.93394F-9 p.)boo0 ?*hP370IF'+9
6@.74464F-9 (,0oo 1*1I750F.7 F4*93AdA1F--9 30 (110,1 ()AP 49F+ If
7 @170! 14F - (1500 t~1 && 79F~+7
7.v'Z-71/,:11r-9 706UI AoM7002F7
7*7107'-V'Y 7506& .:'1919Pr+7
7 69 (. S. b - 9 noooi '2. #69031 F'+7
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FiU 14 continued. Tabulation of [Fb' (RS or )2and K or Various

Visibilities.

Visibility= 10 n. m. 6.2814AE-9 26000. 4.70009E+8
6.28569E-9 26500. 5.04641E+8

B; RS= K= 6.28963F-9 27000" 5. 41440F+8
1928206F-9 3500 1.92916E+6 6-29331F-9 27500 5.80524FP+8
2.20156E-9 4000 2,60426E+6 6,29674E-9 28000 6.22017F+8
2.89356F-9 A 500 3;40659F+6 6.29995F-9 28500 6.66051F÷+,
3.42922F-9 5000 4.34678E+6 6.30294E-9 29000 7.12764F+8
3,853298-9 5500 5,4 3606E+6 6,30574F-9 29500 7.62299E+8
4.195218-9 6000 6.68641F+6 6.30835F-9 30000 8.14809F+8

-4,4751 5F-9 6500 8. 1105.3E+6 6.31080F-9 30500 8.70451F+8
4.70732F-9 7000 9.121886+6: 6.313108-9 31000 9.29394F+b
A.90200F-9 7500 1I.15348F-+7 6.31524F-9 31500 9.91912E+8
5.06682E-9 8000 1, 35643F'+7 6.31726F-9 32000 1.05789F+9
5920753F-9 8500 1.58266F+7 6.31914F-9 32500 1. 12782F+9
5.32855F-9 9000 1.83386F+7 6.32092F-9 33000 1.20180F+9
5.43332F-9 9500 2.11183F+7 6.32258F-9 33500 1.28004F+9
5.52455F-9 10000' 2.41H49F+7 6.32414F-9 34000 1.36278F+9
5.604411F-9 1050Q. 2.75584F+7 6.32561F-9 34500 1.45023E÷+9
" 5.67466.-9 11000 3P12603F+7 6,32699E-9 . 35000 1.54265F+9
5.73672F-9 11500 3#53130F+7 6.32828F-9 35500 1.64028.+9
5,79175E-9 12000 3,97405E+7 6.32950F-9 36000 1.74341E+9
5.84075E-9 12500 4.45680E÷:7 6.33065F-9 36500 1.85230F+9
5.88450E-9 130001 4#98220F+7 6.33173F-9 37000 1.96725F'÷9
5.92370E-9 13500ý 5.56308E+7 6.33275E-9 -.37500. 2.09H58F+9.
5.95892F-9 14000 6.17240F+7 6.333708-9 38000 2,21660F+9
5.99065F-9 14500 6.84330F+7 6.33461F-9 38500 2.35166F+9
6,01930F-9 15000 7.56910F+7 6.335468-9 39000 2.49410F÷+9
6,04523F-9 15500 ?.35327F+7 6.33626F-9 39500 2.64430E+9
6,06875F-9 16000 9.19952F:+7 6.33702F-9 40000 2.80264F+9
6.09013F-9 16500 1.01117F8+ 6.33773F-9 40500' 2.96954F+9
6.10960F-9 17000 1.109408+8 6.338418-9 41000 3,14542E+9
6,12736F-9 17500 1.21506F+8 6.33905F-9 41500 3.33073F+9
6.14359F-9 18000 1.32861F+8 6.33965F-9 42000 3.52592F+9
6.15844.-9 18500 1.45053F8+ 6-34022F-9 42500 3.73150E+9
6#17206F-9 19000 1.58133E+S 6.34075F-9 43000 3.94798F+9
6.18455F-9 19500 1.72154F+8 6.34126F-9 43500 4.1758HF÷9
6.919604F-9 20000 1.871718+÷ 6.34174F-9 44000 4.41577F+9
6,2066I8-9 20500 2.03244r.÷8 6*34220F-9 44500 4. 66$24F ÷9
6.21636F-9 .21000 2. 20435F8+ 6.34263F-9 45000 4.9339F÷+9
6.22534.-9 21500 2.38HO9F+8 6.34303F-9 45500 5.213388.÷9
6.23364F-9 22000, 2.5K435F÷. 6.34342F-9 46000 5.50736F+9
6#24132F-9 22500' 2,79385F+8 6.343788-9 i 46500 5991655F+9
69.24842F-9 23000 3.01734F+H 6.34413F-9 47000 6.14168Fe9
6.25500F-9 23500 3.25564F÷H 6.34445F-9 47500 f,. 4351 F+9
6.26110F-9 24000 3.50956f88. 6.34476F-9 ' 48000 6.84286F÷'Y
6,26676E-9 24500 3.78004£8. 6.34506F-9 48500 7,220b5F'+9
6.27202F-9 25000 4.06795F'÷S 6.34533F-9 49000 7.61747F+9
6,27691r-9 215500 4.37429F8+ 6.34560F-9 49500 8-03453f-9
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Fig. 14 COntiniued. Tabulation of rFb' (RS or 'k) 12 &nd K for Various
Visibilities.

Visibility = 10 n.m. P 3.3o o65 9 IIo,,
(Continued) 3 .33/#1 1 F-9 ",' -.; S

(.34S85F-9 50000i -. 477 70F÷+9 3.341P4F-9 230(to 1 0.f533CF+,'=;
A. 34609F.-9 bO 5n 0 i , 9 3',798.'-9 3 5 G30 0 ,le 9,9 • ....(-*34631F.-9 bI o tý 9 . III(,Ar2r.-+9 3.354.14.F-9 44(C,)O) C 1.0 44031.'-W +,
6.3A(S9F-9 51 30 9.A 6'Pl IF+9 3.36037;7-9 'P4500 I o .A (...+:-
6.34•1"i3F-9 4oG'; ! •(,37,:F+10 3.366007F - 9 25,v I •.56. 0,+e

3.37147F-9 25500 I lo .6S14C +•Visibility 20 n. m. 3.37659F-9 -.60c;( 0 C 7 (.;. ( +:-I
Ff 1 5,-9 P, 0 . 71 3,b 3) 7; :

3.38607F-9 27000 I o 9( 337F+P(, ! II-71V- I i :it)Ou I • 6P,773F +A 3. 39 0/16K:-9 2 75U-0 A. (30/ý.F+'X
P W,57h7F'-9. 1 ,1. , -. , ' ÷ + •39 '.3F- 9 2.2 A4 I 3;:+

1 . A ',0 PF- . ; i,:; 97 +, + 6 3. 39i(,OP- 9 .... . A:
l. 710,6!:-" , 3. - 17)F; + 3.O 4023F;F-9 2?9000 , 35/.. -÷ F +P,

9 .. :"9 F-9 ':i. /.. /.(A j W +( 9 , 3. 40 59 F' F9 pq9So r--. /17( 1 3F+I-•f'.,i'(,t,15F- 9 (00) b. 31683F+6 3./.09/2F-9 3c)uL, 2.59;3P-F+h
2o21834F-9 6500 6.32723E÷6 3. l 21p7. - 9 3l50( 2.71/i-, -1 .+-2o34487F.-9 7000 7. O08OE-6, 3-./A15FiP-9 31 (*Oj - A,' •. +÷2. 45302F-9 7500 8.66130F+6 3.* Z-1 -EOF-9 31 50m 2.977/,/F÷.
. 546.5F -9 ý1iOo 9.99257F+6 3.apI 65F-9 3p20r) 3. I 7I?+I-""- )757r" -9 - P50 1 o I d,3P-;6F+7 3.o42 3F4,:-9 3,5(,!) 0 0 3. *•(-.5,' 3 F+,"Pe. . h76F.- 9r i:(, I * 30,034F+ 7 3.42699*:-9 333o00 3. 0,'9 ()',+;,f-.761 9 -9 ". 5ft 1 /-(-9 1 1F+7 3./ 29/18F-9 33500l 3. -(-OC, 7F+,-

7.1'- 735F-9 1 G ( .C. 150, 1.7I Vi+ 3. -31 :7P- 9 34&000 3. 71- 1(F+&;
" 6'" 711 E-9 I *0, G0 1* *:-/ .7J+ 7 3F '3" 5 -9 3 50) 5F,9 ...500
'91.1 7,F'J- 1c) I I O o F535h, F+7 3.*4363/4E-9 35000 4.051•49F+6;

I 1S~h- 506 P. * 78,KE+ 7 3 3.43R ,4'E- 9 35500 t) T•.26 i F÷p.9OR vC',F-9 1.c-,(;o 2. 51)2P77P+7 3.44046FK-9 -36000 &.,:.0 71 .F+J-3.UPI IF-9 1250CP 7e,/70'+7 3.44P39R-9 36500 4.* 593 2f'- V+8
3. 55115r-9 1 30;(,u" 3.02Kl 5+ 7 3."4/24F-9 37000- A.. 71E f. '6*-.F + X

0.U, 7$i>,,.- 135(O 3.31 5fbF*+7 3.. 4z 0AAP.F -9 37500 4. 9 5 6 +6;3GO3.',- 9 .;OC0 3.61571V+7 3.o 4477PF-9 39000J 5*191 1F+1Fi
.•, IP9(.5'-9 1450U 3.93P•7F.+ 7 3.4'493 AF - 9 38500 5.5/,031-71F+ ;1.. l7ý,,5F-9 15000 /.PA67(.9F+7 3.* 5094.-9 39000 5. 62?1 4FI+Ij3.1 67/".'PF-9 15500 /,./. (,073F+7. 3- 1, 52 4 5F•- 9 39500 5. S a4794 F+1
3.1ob IE;549F -9 J0€•O 4.9'),57F+7 3.*5391F-9 40000 6. O087F+R,:;

1 # ",500 5.38 3F OF+7 3.*4553IF-9 40500 6.321 P19F+.'3-P1779F:-9 170("0 5.79 503F+ 7' 3u"5666F-9 41000 6.. 56SF; I F+,+
3,ý0?3PPV'-9 I17500 ,.226PSF+7 3.4579AF-9 ý41500 6obPo;o(IF+;:.1.'571F -9 1rOrC 6.67999F+7 3o4 5921F-9 42000 7*017/.-(. f,

:! 5;o7F -9 18500" 7.1 5502F+7 3.46041F-9 42506i 7. 3SXHCT+E.
:17601;9 19000 7.65264E+7 3.*46157F.-9 43000 7. *3•/ ,W4+

S*;- 99F -, 19500 .o17354&E+7 3.46269FI-9 4350(1 7o99PI,9 ,'-
3 o f-,9 I -P. F- 1v ,!00r0: 1. 71 F*,14?F+7 3. 46376F-,9 44000 H *22 P.3127 r+ t.,30093F-9 t p'csr;" 9 . N40OF+ 7 3. 46480E-.9 445M) 8 a 5r- 8,9 r) F .q3.31 (,#OF-9 P. I 00 9.*H;30PE+7 3. 4t580R-,9 4&000 .7 377-+:)

3,31 F--9 1 500 1, 050÷2F+4 e 40A7 6``9 A 550) 9,l,6794F+8
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Fig. 14. (continued) Tabulatio of IFb, (S or RL) 12 and K for Various

Visibilities.
Visibility -20 nl . 3.MP9 600 .~73+

(Continued) 3.48908F-9 68500 3.933275 F+9

3. 4E(930F,-9 69000 05.;05 P F+9
FB a RS* K 3,49SbIF-9 69500 4.16850E+9
3,46769F-9 46000 9-50170F++8 3#48972F-9 70000 4.2.b789F+9
3. 46859F-9 46500 9-8-4529E+8 3*48992F-9 70500 4. 41 024F+9
3.46946F-9 47000' 1*01989F+9 3,4901 OI-9 71000 4#53563F+9
3.47029F-9 .47500 1.05629F+9 3.4903OF-9 71500 4.66411'+9
3.47110F-9 48000 1.09374F+9 3.49048F-9 72000 49.79578E+9
3.471889F-9 48500 1 * 1 32•8F+9
3.47?64F"-9 49000 1917192E+9
3.47337E-9 49500 1.2)P70F+9
3.47407F-9 50000 l.25464F+9
3,47475F-9 50500 1•29777F+9.
3.47541F-9 51000 1.34213F÷9

3.47605E-9 51500 "I3R773F+9
3.47666F-9 52000 1.43461F+9
3.'47726F-9 52500 1.4*280F+9
3,47783F'-9 53000 1#53233F+9
3.47F,39F-9 53500 i•59323F+9
3.47893E-9 " 54000 1,631554F+93.47945E-9 54500 168928E+9
3.47996E-9 55000 1.74450F+9

3i,48045K-9 55500 19.801 23F+9

3.48092F-9 56000 1.85950F+9
3.48138F-9 56500 1.91935F+9
3,48183F-9 57000 I*98081F+9
3t4g8226F-9 57500 2.04393F+9
3.48268F-9 58000 P. 10874F+9
3.4830BF-9 58500 2.17528F+9
3*4834RF-9 59000 2. 24359F+9
3,49386F-9 59500 2-31372F+9
3* 48423F-9 60000 P%3h570F+9
"39,68459F-9 60500 2. 459 Ski F+9
3.46494F-9 61000 ?.b3546F+9
3.48527F-9 61500 2.61321E+9
3, a85660F-9 62000 2. 69304-F+9
3o4*8592F-9 6• btJt. 2o77496F+9
3*4F-623E-9 63000 2,85900F+9
3.48653F-9 9 3500 2.945P2F÷9
3.48682F-9 64000 3*03366F,9*
3.48710F-9 64500 3.12437FW9'
3.48737F-9 65000 3.21I741F49
3.4H764F-9 65500 3*312H3F*9
3.48790R-9 66000 3.,4106k8F+9
3.48815F-9 66500 3.51102F÷9
3.48839F-9 '67000. 3.61390F.9
*3, 49863F-9 67500 3.71939f.9
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Object Range (n. m.)0 1 2 4 5 6 7 8

.9

S.'.8

.6 'i2

R- . .. .. ... ..... .. .
.5 . ....

S~0' .2 d

0 10 20 30 40 50

Object Range (kilofeet)SFig. 15. Ratio of Apparent to Inherent Object Contrast vs Range for a Near
Point Range Gate Fixed at RP for Objects in the Range Interval Ri_
to R l' Visibility at 0.• micrometers is 10 n.m. with Average
Scenaeflectance = 0.2. T=2 ps.

To Mllustrate the use of the tables and to give insight into the

operation of an active sensor, two cases are considered. In the first case,

the leading edge or the near point range gate, of the pulse is fixed at a

range RL, and the ratio of apparent-to-inherent contrast is calculated as

the object is moved from range Ru to R 2" Then, the leading edge is moved

to ". and the object is moved from 1L2 to R3, etc., as shown in Fig. 15.

In this figure, and the next, the radiation wavelength was 0.86 micrometers,

the scene reflectivity was 0.2, the pulse duration was 2 4s, and the

meteorological visibility was 10 n. m. With the visibility of 10 n. m., and

radiation pulse duration of 2 1s, the contrast degradation due to the finite

pulse duration [the first term in Lq. (28)] can be neglected. Note in the

Fig. 11, that the observer can increase the apparent contrast of the object

tr. nearly its inherent value at anytime by adjusting the near point range
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Object Range (n. mi.)

o 1 2 3 0 50
'.: .. : .,. ; .. . . I .. .. . .• .. .. ... I~ l • " - • - : :' :,: .t. .! . .. .. ...":..

~~~~~~~~~~~~. ......... .. ..... . : .. . ........ .......
Fi_.. .. Ratio.of Ap ..prn to I.rn C.. ontrast vs R."nge for Obj.c.t

mco.tr ....ig. 2.

T.2 - js

0 i0 20 30 4,0 50

Object Range (kilofeet)

Fig. 16. Ratio of Apparent to Inherent. Contrast vs Range for Objects
in the Middle of the Range Gate Limits. VisibiJlity at 0 .86

micrometers is I0 n. m. with Average Scene Reflectance = 0.2.

T - 2 ps.

gate so that it falls just in front of the object being viewed.

In a more practical situation, we assumed that the range gate was

moveable and that the object was located in the center of the range gate,

i.e., midway between the near point as set by sensor turn on time, ti, p d

the far point as set by the sensor turn off time, t2. The results are

shown in Fig. 16. In this calculation, the range gate was made progressively

larger as distance was increased to illustrate the effect of various rawge

gate wifths. This figure is probably representative of the typical search

condition. Once an object has been detected, the observer will probably

adjust the range gate near point to increase the object contrast.

2.6 tI-ns Paraeters

Scene radiant flux is collected and imaged onto the i=ege plane

by a lens. For the purposes of illustration and first order analy-sis,
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SField Stop-

II

Lens Focal
Plane

Fig. 17. Scnematic of the Lens.

the lens is assumed to be thin and the scene is assumed to be at long rane

such that the lens magnification is zero. The first order lens parameters

of primary interest ar6, the

(a) kns A rture. o. - The lens aperture is the effective lens diameter

and is sometimes called the clear apr•tur_ or entr•rnce r.g il. The entrance

pupil is the iwage of the aperture sten from object space (the scane -;do

of the lens-). In Fig. 17, the iris is tbh aperture stop and ontrince pupil.

7he w-uxi= diazetor of the entrance pupil in the thin l'ens case i the

diameter of the lens itstlf.

(b) Lj-ns Focgl Lkezh, Fi - Parallel light ras frofm distant abJects are

focused on the focal plane at distarce, FL, frei the Ions plane.

Cc) Lens �Fcsl T4Atio, f. - 7he ratio of lens focal length to cleAr pertue,

or FL/D, is called the lets focal ratio.



(d) LesTransmittance, To0 - The transmittance of the optical elements on

the optical axis.

(e) Lens T stop, T. - The lens T stop is numerically equal to f/l/o and

is used to relate focal plane irradiance to the scene radiance levels as

discussed below.

(f) Field Stop, X, Y. - For the thin lens case, the dimensions of the field

stop X and Y are given by the dimensions of the effective photosensitive

area of the sensor. In photography, the field stop is the size of the film

being exposed;while in TV, it is the area scanned out by the electron

beam referenced to the input photosurface.

(g) Sensor F-.•ld of View, Y y. - The sensor field of view is numerically

equal to p = 2 tan-I X/2 FL and 2 tan- Y•• FL. 'or small fields of

view, cpx! X/F- and Y/F

(h) Lens Point Spread Function, r (x,y). - The waveform of an image of

a point source. This is sometimes known as the lens's impulse response.

Wi) Lens Line Spread Function, ro(x) or r0 (y). - The waveform of an image

of a li-ne source.

(j) Lens Aperture Frequency Response*, Ro(k,k). - The lenses' complex

steady-state frequency response to a point source as discussed in Section 3

R0 (kx, k ) is the Fourier transform of ro(x,y). The quantities k k y are

called spatial frecuencies and are generally expressed in line pairs, or

cycles, per millimeter.

* In this report, spatial frequency is generally given as N lines per
picture height rr.ther than k Line pairs/=a. Note that N 2 kx Y
where Y is the picture heighf in mm.
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(k) Lens Optical Transfer Function, R%(k.) or R (k). - The lens's

complex steady state frequency response to a line source.

(1) Modulation Transfer Function, Ro (k , Ro(k y) or MTF. - The magnitude

of the optical transfer function.

2.7 Photosurface Irradiance Level

We next wish to relate the photosurface ilTadiance level to that

at the scene. Suppose the radiance of a small area ao on the scene is Ns

Watts/M2 -sr. If the scene is diffuse, then

W
N (3iP()

S n

where W is the radiant emittance of the scene in Watt3/m The

flux, P0, incident on the sensor's lens will be

WaAT

p _ s 0 0 0 (?5)

where A is the effective area of the objective lens and TO is its

transmitta:ce. Since Ao 0

WaD0 (30

0 -4 It

For an infinity focused lens,

a a,

o 2' (37)
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where ai is the image area. Now,

WaT
Hi = -21~ ($8)

a i 4T 2(39)

where T is the lens T stop as previously defined. The above equation may

e also be written as

H. -YN8(40)
4T 4T

In the analysis of sensory system performance, the image

irrad~iance must be related to the photocurrent of the input photosurface

to progress with the sensor analysis. This relationship is obtained from

the general relationship

i~~~ M'p R\i1d A, (41

where a p is the peak responsivit~y of the photosurface in Anps/ilatts*, lXis j

the photosurface' a relative spectral sensitivity, H~ is its spectral

ýrradiance, and y is the slope of the signal current vs irradiance

*When the gnana is different than 1, a and ii are functions of t~he
operating point on the signal transfeP charateristic.
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characteristic. Spectral sensitivity curves are shown for a number of common

photoemitters in Fig. 18 and for a silicon diode mitrix photoconductor in

Fig. 19. For these surfaces, the gamma is equal to or near unity. In many

cases, particularly in the laboratory, the response to a standard light

source, such as a tungsten source operated at 2854 K, is specified. In

this case

i = A [aT "HT (42)

where the subscript is used to denote a response to a specific source.

2.8 Resolution vs Discrimination Range

An electro--optical sensor is of little use if it does not provide

sufficient resolution of scene detail to serve some intended purpose. As

we noted in Section 2.0, the level of required resolution can vary depending

on the task at hand. In Section 3, the levels of discrimination of scene

objects have been arbitrarily divided into three major classes; namely,

detection, rerogaition and identifical' ion with simple detection being the

lowest level of discrimination and identification being the highest.

The conceptual diff.,ences between these various levels are discussed in

detail in Section 3 and also in Section 4.

Supwse the object in the scene is of rectangular shape of

dimensions 1 in the horizontal and w. in the vertical. Let the

corresponding quantities in the focal plane of the sensor's objective lens

be 1 and w. These quantities are related to one another by the formula
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1 w_As 1 w
-9- (43)R R- FL FL

As we discuss in Section 3, a signal-to-noise ratio can be associated with

an image and thit signal-to-noise ratio is proportional to the image's

area, a, i.e.,

SNRI a (a/A)½ . (44)

Note that we show the signal-to-noise ratio as being proportional to the

ratio of image area to the useful, or effective, focal plane area rather

than the image area alone. This is an analytical convenience rather than a

necessity. While the scene object may have specific dimensions such as its

length and width, the image area of a rectangle to be used in the signal-to-

noise ratio calculation is a variable depending on the level of object

discrimination required. If the object is isolated and amid a uniform

background, the area, a, is identical to that of the object's image. If the

object is amid clutter, then, the area is taken to be equal to 1/2 the

minimum object dimension times the object length. For the object to be

recognized, we specify the area to be 1/8 the minimum object dimension

times the object length and for identification, 1/13 the minimum object

dimension times its length. The rationale behind these area choices is dis-

cussed in detail in Section 3 and verified, or at least, made reasonable

through the psychophysical experiments of Section 4.
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II DETECTION

RECOGNITION y

Si IDENTIFICATION

[-.X ay

Fig. 20. Image Dimensions to be used in the Calculation of Signal-to-
Noise in the Focal Plane, XY, for Various Levels of Object
Discrimination.

For ease in calculating and plotting results in a common format,

we define a distance Ay on the object as shown in Fig. 20 and further

define

N y (45)

where Y is the effective focal plane, or "picture" height, such that the units

of N are "lines per picture height". Then, for the isolated object in a

uniform bacleground, the ratio, a/A, becomes

1w 2 A,! 2ý 2~ 2 nv
A w y2 2  P (46)

where Y is the picture aspect ratio (h/v)*, and nv is the length-to-width

* h is the horizontal dimension, v is the vertical dimension.
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ratio, l/Ay. For the detection of an object in clutter or, for recognition

or identification,

a .v (47)
1 K ay2 aN2

Next, we observe that by analogy to Eq. (43), that

Wr - a Y aY (48)
SFL N*FTL N

and,

N'FL.w
Y

N.WV ~ (49)

where 7 is approximately the vertical field of view for small angles •.

The quantity wr is designated the "ground resolution".

In the Fig. 20, the image is shown as a bar pattern rather than as

a real object. This stems from the concept promulgated by Johnson(7)

wherelil the detectability of a bar pattern is correlated writh levels of

target discrimination. That such correlation exists, is shown experimentally

1- Section I. n the above discussion, the isolated object case is separated
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from the cluttered scene detection and the recognition and identification

cases. The only apparent difference at this point is a factor of 2 in the

a/A ratio but considerably larger differences will be noted with respect

to the effect of apertures on the object detectability in the discussion

below.

2.9 Sensor Signal-to-Noise Ratio

For illustrational purposes, a specific low light level television

camera example will be used in the following description. This camera will

be the 40/40 m I-SMIR* which has been discussed and analyzed in Section 3.

It is assumed that the I-SEBIR is operated with sufficient gain before electron

beam image readout so as to insure that the sensor is photoelectron-noise-

limited. As discussed in Section 3, the signal-to-noise ratio for detection

of the isolated object in a uniform background case is written

v av(i ed (50)

1W
(isolated object)

where t is the integration time of the eye, i is the average input photo-

surface photocurrent, e is the charge of an electron and "lw is a noise

correction factor. For the objects in clutter, or for recognition and identi-

* I-SEBIR means the Intensified, S ilicon-Electron-Bombardment Irnuced
Response.
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fication,

r-t 2CM RSF(N) isN% = _ SF ýa( 1½ (51)

(objects in clutter)

where 0 is a noise equivalent bandpass and RSF is the square wave flux

response.

For the isolated object case, the function, $lw' is given by

the relations

'1W 1 w (52)

and

ri N 2

v eL
I N ' 2  + ... ..NN 2 (5'3)

and

2 N e2L
"eL eT

where 1. eL and NeT are the noise equivalent passbands of the lens and camera
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I Factors0. ,1 and---- --ad-qae-ae-lx -epnss

tubs esectvey. ThSep unti ons areq en pLotted in Fig Ht. fo n-,

N eL = 1,875 and N eT 241. It is implicitly assumed that the variou3 sensor

and lens WIF'Fs are equal in x and y and that x and y are independent and

separable variables.

For the objects in clutter, we use the funct",. and calculate

fI VoT (N)I2 N1
8 0 N (55)

where R T is the sers-(r- WI'F. -n the above, it is assumed that there are

on1.y two principal MIT's, the lens and the camwra tube. The quait~ity 8 'As

Dtained from ?'ig. 54 of Section 3. The square wave flux reeponse.
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is computed from

8 [R (kN) R OT (kN)J (56)2 2
TIT k

k = 1, 3, 5

and plotted in Fig. 21. In the above, ROL (N) is the lens MTF.

For calculation purposes, we will assume that t = 0.1 seconas,

nv= 4 and = 4/3. Then, Eq. (50) may be written as

SNRD - 3.86 x 109 - (v,-' (57)

(isolated object)

For the objects in clutter, Eq. (51) becomes

SNR% 2.736 x 1o9 CM F ((N) (, N , . (58)

(objiects in clutter)

2.10 Threshold Signal-to-4oise Ratio

The equations of Section 2.9 provide a =eans of dotermining the

signal-to-noise ratio of the displayed image as provided by the sensor.

To detez.ine range perforzance, it is necessary to determine the observer's

zignal-to-noise ratio requirem ts as a function of the sensor's signal

C'•r.en?. arzd the bar pattern spatial frequency. In thLs connection, recall

-ast we postulated that bar pattern detectability can be corrc-.eated with
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Fig. 2_2. Thresholc± Displayr Signal-to-,Noiz:e Lt.atio vs. Bar Pattern.
Spatial Frequency for 0 Opt im,.aJ Vi-ewi-ng DJisýtance wild~
0 28"1 View~ing Distance "'or Oxwe Obsem-:er.

the detectability of real world targets. The .signal-to-noi~e ratio

thresholds for bar patt~erns nave been investigated at length through

psychophysical experimzentat-: w~ith the resul~ts suxmaarized belcu.

In Fig. 22, the axpe-ri=-nta-l data points are shown. for the value

of the threshold display signail-to-noise rati.-o as a f'unction of LU'ar pattern

3patial fr'equency for two different ob~erver conditions. in the first

case, repres-ented by the circle data points, the obsomp-t sa 28" frmz

the dizsplay. As can be seem, there is a p-ogressive drop in. thresholA

signal-to-nois3e ratio with increase in spatial frerumecy. The average

value is 3 .0 an~ his is the value that the solid curve wa drawn throueh.

In the second case, the observer was allowed to va:ry his. distance at each

signal-to-noise value in such a =anier so jib to resolve the highest spatial

ireqtuenc.y possible for th3t. signa-l-t(>-noise ratio. -The da-ta is reprsented
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by the squares in Fig. 22. This is the so-called "optimal viewing" case

and as can be seen, the threshold value of signal-to-noise ratio is

virtually independent of spatial frequency. The average value is 2.4 and

this is the value that the dashed curve was drawn through. For calculations,

either 3.0 or 2.4 will be used, depending on operator conditions. A

threshold value of 3.0 also applies to i3olated images.

By "threshold" signal-to-noise ratio, a 50% probability of dis-

cerning the pattern is implied, i.e., 50% of the patterns were detected at

a given signal.-to-noise ratio and 50% were not. In order to in~z'e'•se

the prcbability to near unity, the signal-to-noise ratio required is

approximately twice that needed at threshold.

2.11 Minimum Detectable Contrast - Passive Zemnsors

In the passive system case discussed in Section 2,4, we noted that

th- primary effect of atmosphere on object detectability, was to degrade

the otjectls contrast with typical results as shown in Fig. 6. Thus, it

_3 most us•_ul to solve the -ignal-to-noise ratio exprm-sio-n of q5s. (50

aad 51) for contrast. In the special case *numericalJr evalwat-A lo- .
.(57 mid 58)`, the equation for the isolated object b'cceS

%ý 2 .59 x 1 o-1'0 N:( •• (59)
av

(isolated objpct)

* d fer the object in clutter

C,4 3.65 0 • 0 1 - . (60)

(object in clhtter)
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If now, the S is set equal to i-s threshold value SNRD-T' then Cm becomes

the minimum detectable object contrast, -MMIN"

To be used in a range calculation, the resolution term, N,

must be conve.rted to range using Eq. (49) which is repeated below as

Nw

Yy

The level of discrimination wanted is obtained by setting Wg, the

minimum object dimensions equal to

w

r - K- (62)

where KD = 2 for detection, 8 for rocognition and 13 for identification.

However, when the Eqs. (59 or 60) are evaluated using range instead of line

number N, it becomes specific for a certain object dimension and no other.

Hence, it becomes more convenient to plot the equations as a function of N

and convert to range as a second 3tep.

The Eqs. (59 and 60) are evaluated for 4 values of signal current

&ý;d plouted in Fig. 23. It can be seen that the minimum detectable contrast

is much lower for the isolated object than for the object in clutter. This

is particularly true- at the higher line numbers. To relate the Fig. 23 to

the detection of a scene object, we must first assume scere irradiance
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Fig. 23. Minimum Detectable Contrast for (- -- ) Isolated Objects
and (- ) Objects in Clutter for the Assumed Photoelectron-Noise-
Limited Sensor.

characteristics. In the case where the sun or moon are natural sources,

the scene radiance will be a function of the number of air masses through

which the source radiance must pass as shown in Fig. 24. Knowing the number

of air masses, the scene irradiance can be approximated from Figs. 25 and

26 which are taken from Ref. ( 2 ). From these figures, we can also

obtain the radiometric responsivity for a typical 3-25 photocathode which

is seen to be 2.34 x 102 Amperes/Watt on the average over the 0.4 to 0.85

micron spectral band. With this value of responsivity, a. the signal current

vs scene irradiance characteristic can be obtained frow the relation

v A av s 
(63)

iav - 4T2
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Fig. 24. Optical Air Mass vs Source Declination.

FULL MOON 0.3 FULL MOON
PLUS AIRGLOW PLUS AIRGLOW

1 2 3 2 3
all mass Iai mau's all InmHai air ma.s il man•es alr mrr¶se

Natural Illumma.'ct 1.532 .102 1.228 - 10 2 I 004. 102 4802 .103 3696 * 103 3 013 x 10 3
tc

Natural Irradince 1.fi6 x o0 3 8718 110.4 7309 104 3237 x 10-4 2624 o 104 2 '99 ;0 4
w/m•

Radiant Sensitivty 2.FA37 10 6 2.042 x 10 5 1.676 . 10 1 063 . 10 6 6 146 x 10 6 5 04 10 6
A/m2

Rad~ometric Responsvvtv 2379, 102 2.343 . 102  
2.294 x 102 2.361 * 102 2 342 K 102 2 291 10t

A/W

Luminors Sensitivity 1983. 104 1983 x 104 1.983 x 1014 983 * 104 1983 . 104 1983 10 4

Correction FactorI
1pc illuminance 1iais 1281 1.281 1.217 1279 1281 I 274

ipc irradaince basi2

Fig. 25. Relationship between Radiometric and Psychometric Quantities
with an S-25 Photocathode for 1.0 and 0.3 Full Moon.
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0. 1 FULL MOON 0.03 FUI L MOON

PLUS AIRGLOW PLUS AIRGLOW

1 2 3f 1 2 3
air mass air masses air masses air mass air masses air masses

..____ .,________ - - .-

Natural Illuminance 1.539 x 10'3 1.22 x 10. 1.011 x 10.3 4.G72 x 10-4 3.766 x 104 3.089 x 104
tc

Natural Irradiance 1.087 x 10' 4  8.82 x 10.5 7.408 x 10.5 3.336 x 10'5 2.724 x 10.5 2.3 x 10'5
W/m2

Radiant Sensitivity 2.567 x 10.6 2.061 x 10' 1.697 x 10,6 7.832 x 10*7 6.317 x 10' 5.211 x 10a 7

A/m
2

Radiomatric Rosponsitivity 2.363 x 10'2 2.336 x 10.2 2.285 a 10-2 2.347 x 102  2.319 x 10 2 2.266 x 102
A/W

Luminous Sensitivity 1.983 x 104 1.983 x 104 1.983 x 10-4 1.983 x 10'4 1.983 a 10-4 1.983 a 10.4

A/Irm

Correction Factor
ipc illuminance basis 1.278 1.261 1.273 1.2716 1.2713 11635
ip, irradiance basis 1.2.35

Fig. 26. Relationship between Radiometric and Psychometric Quanti ies
with an S-25 Photocathode for 0.1 and 0.03 Full Moon.

where A, the effective photosurface area is taken to be 7.68 x 1074 m2,

av' ,the average scene reflectivity is either 1.0 or 0.3, Hs is the

scene radiance in Watts/m2 , and the T-stop is taken to be 1.58. The result

is plotted in Fig. 27. Typical scene irradiances are also shown in this

figure for various moon conditions assuming three air masses.

Next, we plot the object contrast as a function of range for a

sea level meteorological visibility of 10 n. miles and a sky-to-gronmd

ratio of 4 in Fig. 28. Two values of inherent image contrast of 100% and

30% are shown. Then, the minimum detectable contrast curves of Fig. 23 are

' converted to range using Eq. (61 and 62) and by assuming an object width of

81, a discrimination factor of 2 and a field of view, ,p of 0.1 radian3

(5.730) in the vertical. The converted results are plotted for two values

)f signal current of 1010 and l0-12 Amperes on the Fig. 28. The threshold
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Fig. 27. Input Photosurface Current vs Scene Irradiance for a Typical

S-25 Photosu~rface with T/1.58 Lens and Two Scene Reflectivitiesof P 0.3 and 1.0.
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Fig. 28. Minimum Detectable Contrast for (-) Objects in Clutter and(- - ~-) Isolatedi Objects and (---) Image Contrast as a Function
of Range for the Assumed Sensor. Meteorological Range is 10n. miles and Sky-to-Ground Ratio is 4. Object is 16x8 feet.
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Threshold Detection Range (n.mi.)

Input Object Object Isolated
Photocurrent Contrast in Object

Amos) Clutter

10-12 100% 1.25 1.82

i0 -0 2.65 4.95

O-12 30% 0.7 0.95
10-1° 1.85 3.05

Fig. 29. Threshold Detection Range as Functions of Input Photocurreat
and Modulation Contrast for the Assumed Passive Sensor,
Atmospheric Visibility and Scene Object.

detection range is then determined by the intersections of the minimum

detectable contrast curves and tha image contrast curves. The results are

summarized in Fig. 29. Again, note that isolated objects can be detected

at considerably longer range particularly at the higher signal curren-cs.

Recall that the signal current can be related to scene irradiance by curves

of the form of Fig. 27.

2.12 Minimum Detectable Scene Radiance - Active Sensor

For the active sensor case, the primary effect of atmosphere is to

attenuate the image irradiance although, as we have seen, the received image

contrast may be somewhat reduced depending upon the object's location in

the gated range and the meteorological visibility. In any event, since

image irradiance is the primary factor being limited by atmosphere, it is

most appropriate to solve the signal-to-noise ratio equation for image
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irradiance or some related quantity.

To proceed, we note that the input photocathode current may be

written as

i av = T a A NaV/4T2 (64)

by analogy to Eq. (63) if Nay, the apparent scene radiance of Eq. (19) is

equal to o av N s This is approximately the case if the object and its

background are diffuse such that

N P~~ o-' b)NNay 2 N5

= av Ns (65)

In the graphical solution to follow, Nay will be plotted as a function of

range for a number of average object and background reflectivities.

Next, we solve Eqs. (57 and 58) for Nay using the Eq. (65) as

2
4T N . S -N

N . .---.. r__ ST~ (66)
Na-in TT r A CM2  3.86 x 109

(isolated object)

and

4T2 ý N SNRD-T
N av n2~ 9RN (67)

aav-min aACM WN 2.74 x 109

(objects in clitter)
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Threshold Detection Range (n.mi.)

Average Object Object Isolated
Scene Contrast in. Object

Reflectivity Clutter

0.5 31.6% 2.1 3.45

50 % 2.75 3.65

0.25 31.6% 1.75 3.0

50% 2.18 3.25

Fig. 32. Threshold Detection Range as Function of the Average Scene
Reflectivity and Modulation contrast for the Assumed Active
Sensor, Radiation Source Muteorological Visibility and Scene
Object.

These equations are plotted in Fig. 30 for a sensor of responsivity

15 mA/Watt. Again, note the much greater detectability of the isolated

object. Next, the apparent scena radiance is plotted in Fig. 31, for scene

reflectances of 0.5 and 0.25 and a meteorological visibility of 10 n. miles

using Eq. (15). The field of view was 5.70 by 7.60 or .0133 sr. Also

plotted are the minimum detectable apparent scene radian-es for the isolated

objects and the objects in clutter. As before, threshold range is obtained

from the inters .ctions between the minimum detectable and the apparent scene

radiances. The results, for the case considered are summarized in Fig. 32.

The minimum detectable apparent scene radiance for recognition

of the 8' x 16' object is plotted for the conditions above and oar :_ 0.5 and

CM 0.5 in Fig. 33. Also shown is the same quantity for detection. Tle

recognition range at threshold is seen to be 0.97 n. miles as opposed to

ý.38 n. miles for detection of a cluttered object.
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3.0 Analytical Model Up-Date

In the previous Performance Synthesis Study Report, (Ref. 2),

an analytical model for sensor prediction was developed and it was shown

that good agreement between measured and predicted results were obtained.

However, the model did differ in some respects with that developed by

Schade(S). These differences are mainly conceptual and have minor impact

on sensor predictions, i .e., the numerical results calculated with either

model are nearly identical. However, in order to obtain a closer

agreement between investigators and to make available a>-ider body of

literature and data couched in similar if not identical terminology,

it has been decided to adapt many of the features of Schade's analysis.

Neither the previous model nor that of Schade can be considered to be

completely verified but both are adequate for first order analysis.

3 .1 Elementary Prediction Model

We will first consider the very simple imaging geometry of Fig. 3L

The image of the scene in ýhis case coniists of a =-ill rectangle of area,

a, amid a unifoin background. 1his rectangle .ay W. viewed eit'oer

directly by the eye or through the auxiliary electro-optical sensor as

shown. Suppose first that the eye is viewing the image directly using

light that is emitted or reflected from it mid its background. Photons

received from the scene may be considsred noiseless. The lens degrades the

signal from the scene due to its finite aperture but does not add noise.

hbwever, the reti-nal photon-to-sensory impulse conversion process is
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Fig.. 34. Electro-Optical Imaging Process

considered noisy and thus, a signal-to-noise ratio is established at the

output of the retina which inherently limits the detectability of scene

objects.

in viewing the object indirctly- through the auxiliary ensor, tc

scene and lens are again considered noiseless and ocme Again. th. photon-to-

electron conversion process is conasidered noisy. Ai image sign-tl-to-noIse

ratio is therefore established at the output of the sensor's phot-turftace.

T-his 1=6e is then passoed to the signal processor whose main purpose is to

amplify and magnify the signals wnd noises alike. if the signals are not,

.her degraded by the finite apertures of the processor or the displaq

Ifn U' the processor is noise-free, then the sig.al-to-noise ratio of the

Sizse or the display will be identical to that of the input Photosurfttc,.

W,-rthe.rmore, if the gain and magnification of the signal processor and
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display combination is sufficient so that the observer's eye is neither

light level nor iLage size limited, then the image's signal-to-noise ratio

at the output of the eye's retina will be identical to that on the display

and in turn to that at the output of the sensor's photo-surface. This

condition can be achieved in practicu for a range of image sizes, signal

amplifications, apertures, display luminances, image magnifications and

observer viewing distances. In many other cases, the noise added within the

auxiliary sensor's signal processor will exceed that generated in the

primary photoprocess but the other conditions are such that the signal-to-

noise ratio of the displayed image is essentially identical to that at the

retina 's output.

In general, the signal-to-noise ratio which limits the images detect-

ability may be that generated primarily by the sensor alone, or that
generated primarily by the retinal photoprocess alone or that generated by

a combination of the auxiliary sensor and the retinal photoprocess. In any

experiment, it is important to distinguish between those various possi-

bilities.

(9)In 1932, Barnes and Czernoy suggested that the photon imaging andi

conversion process coUld be subject to statistical fluctuation. This

notion was mathewtical.y foromulted by do Vries(1O) in 1943 ard further

,oified by Schade as follows. If the ave.-age n=ber of photoelectrcms

generated Ln the photo•pocet-s by an image of uniform =plitude and aron, a,

is ne and if the average nu=ber generated by an equivalent arei -cnti r!ng

3rJ,: b.ack c-="d Is %, then the si.gnl 1ih Is equal to

n o - ( Y at, 
(,
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where n is the average rate of photoelectron generation per unit area and

time. The noise associated with the inherent fluctuations in the photo-

process was assumed to follow the Poisson probability distribution law

which infers that the fluctuations have a standard deviation equal to the

square root of the average number photoconverted in the sampling area and

period. For the case of an object imaged against a umiform background, the

mear 3quare noises from each are assumed to be the average of their sum in

quadrature so that the image signal-to-noise ratio becomes

1

SNR tno o- % [n +

- _n )(2atYl/C6(0  (69))

which is the model which we shall use hereafter. De Vries fiurther

postulated that to be llJuinall)y detectable (with 50% probability) that the

SSNR must equal or exceed some thredhold constant SNI.T. This postulate

was verified, or, at leoxst, made reasonable by Rose(11) using noisy photo-

graphic imagery. Rose also showed that this simple model could be fit to

the Blackwell (12) disk detection data for tlh unaided eye over a range of

light lev.els. We must note, however, that in the noisy photographic case,

the image signal-to-noise ratio is that inherent in the photograph which is

separate and distinct .from a signal-to-noise ratio established by the

observer' s retinal photcp-ozess. In viewing the photographs, the observer's

eýe-braln combination is usually oper&t(in& well above any inherent thresholds

as may be set by the eye's photoconversion or brain interpretation process,

temporal or spatial integration capability or by their apertures. On the
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other hand, if these other effects are taken into account, the threshold

levels as set by the retinal photoprocess will be found to be very much like

those set by any other photoprocess. Thus, tests made with noisy imagery

at light levels and of spatial detail above eye thresholds should apply to

the eye's own threshold over a reasonable range.

Our initia. concern will be with image signal and noise levels

which are substantiali.y above any eye thresholdls due to inherent accuity

or light limits. Instead of noisy photographic imagery, noisy televised test

imagery will be empioyed. In viewing such imagery, the condition that the

test imagery signal and noise levels exceed the eye-brain thresholds can be

readily achieved by permitting the observer to adJust his viewing distance

a.d the display's brightness and ciontrast at will. However, in most of

the experiments reported below, viewing distances and Ather parameters will

be fixed in any given case and Lhen varied to show the effect of the

observer's eye limitations as appropriate.

For Eq. (69), it is assumed that the eye-brain can spatially

integrate over the entire image area, a, for a constant integration period t.

It is fur.her assumed that the eye compares the area, a, containing signal,

with some comparison area of the same size containing background but no

signal. Before proceeding, we will define i•age modulation contrast

"CH specifically as

a n/2na (70)
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so that Eq. (69) becomes

SNir = (at)' 2 CM "nave)A (71)

As our -axL step, we note that the auxiliary sensor may be limited not only

by photcNnversion noise but by noises generated internally within the

systcm. If these added noises, referred to the output of the photosurface,

result in a photoelectron count in the signal (or sampling area) of n and

its equally sized comparison area, then Eq. (71) becomes

(t 2.CM (nave)

S= (at) I I (72)

Suppose further that n » nave which implies that the auxiliary sensor is

limited by internally generated system noise rather than by photoconversion

noise, then Eq. (72) simplifies to

- SN% = (at) -Mnve (73)7'.

The above equation is designated SNg% with the subscript I of Eq. (72)

changed to D to imply that the image signal-to-noise ratio is referenced

to the auxiliary sensor's display rather than the output of the input

photocathode. This is a convenience when observer eye effects aie to be

taken into account.

Continuing, we write the photoelectron rates as
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-"3 i (74)
n eA (74

where i is the photocurrent in Amperes, e is the charge of an electron in
2

Coulombs and A is tne total effective photosurface area in m . Combining

Eqs. (73 and 74)

SND t(a)]½. CM 'ave (15)
re is]

Next, the numerator and denominator of Eq. (75) are multiplied by 2 AfV,

the video bandwidth in Hz, so that

'SN% :2 t AfV (a/A.)> F 2 ave (76)(2 e is :.fv),

Those familiar with the analysis of teleývision eqtdpments will recognize

the second bracketed term as the video signal-to-noise ratio SNrL•, i.e.,

sNRI- [2) t A,01., ( a/A )' . sNNI (

This relationship between the image signal-to-noise ratio on the display

and the signal-to-noise ratio as measured in the video channel was

* (13)originally suggested by Coltman and Andnrson( P.nd provides a very.

convenient method for generatir4g noisy test imagery for use in pzychophyticl

experiments for the purpose of determining detection threshold. -is shown in

Section 5. It should be noted that the above equation only holds for images

which are unlimited by finite sensor apertures and applies only to isolated

rectangular images whereas in practice, it is more comon to employ peiodic
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test patterns.

These test patterns take various forms from sine wave patterns, to

bar pattern wedges, to bursts of bar patterns. Whatever their form, the no-

tion is to project patterns of variou* spatial frequencies onto the sensor.

Then, an observer is asked to determine the pattern of highest spatial fre-

quency which can be just barely detected as the pattern's signal-to-noise

ratio is varied by increasing or decreasing its irradiance. The resolution

so measured is called the sensor's "limiting resolution", and it is plotted

versus the pattern's highlight irradiance.

The limiting resolution versus photocathode irradiance characteris-

tic is now used by nearly all the major sensor manufacturers to specify and

compare the performance of their products with others. Test procedures

though not standardized have come to be an accepted if not a thoroughly

reliable method of comparison. The measurements which are subjective

and statistically variable, are usually made by a single observer in a

very limited number of trials and using test patterns of widely dl "ferent

parameters. Observers must, of course, be experienced. The evaluation

of sensors in this manner can be extremely costly - particularly whore now

developmental sensors or combinations of sensors, such as television pickup

tubes with cascaded intensifiers, are involved. Rosell(a14N found that,

given certain daLa of the type ordinarily supplied by sensor manufacturers,

the limit.i.ng resolution versus absolutc irradiance level could be calculated

with fair-to-good accuracy.

Although the equations above are derived for Ln isolated rectangu-

lar image, it is hypothesized that they also apply to the detection of bar mid

sine wave patterns an the premise that for pattern detection, we must detect
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the presence of a bar. However, the threshold signal-to-noise ratio required

to detect a bar in the presence of a number of bars may differ from that

needed to detect an isolated bar on a uniform background.

For reasons that will become apparent as we progress, the dimen-

sions of the bar in the bar pattern will be given in terms of the reciprocal

distances N1, NH where

NH =

e V = Y/n~AY (78)

In the above, Y is the total picture height, Ay is the linear dimension

of the bar width and nv is the bar height-to-width ratio. Then, the bar

image area relative to the total effective photocathode area is equal to

A) 2

n

_ R 2 
k79)

II

where NH is designated the pattoernm spatial frequency in "lines per

pictue height". With this result, Eq. (77) becomes

H
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1 3.2 Effect of Finite Apertures

In the perfect imaging sensor considered heretofore, a point image

on the photocathode is assumed to appear as a point image on the display.

In short, all images are transmitted through the sensor with perfect fidelity.

In real sensors, the images at the display may be distorted in amplitude,

shape, or phase (position), or all three. These distortions are due to

finite imaging apertures such as the objective lens, any fiber-optic face-

plates, geometrical defocusing, electron scanning beams, finite phosphor

particles, electrical b4dwidth limitations, etc. The effect of these

apertures is to smear image detail in a manner analogous to the filtering

of electrical signals by electrical filter networks. This analogy can be

put to good use.

To illustrate the effect of apertures, consider the point source

object of Fig. 35(a). D.e to diffraction, chromatic and geometric aberra-

tions, and imperfect focusing, the point will be imaged ý', the lens as a blur.

Similarly, a line source is imaged as a line-spread function as shown in

Fig. 35(b). The line-.s'prad case corresponds most directly to the case

most co~monly encountered in comunications system=, wherein the sig.ls

vary only in amplitude and time. Where an image is very long in one

dimension compared to the other, it can usually be cunsidered a one-

dimensional image, varying only in intensity and a single spatial dimension.

In any event, we will, for the moment, consider an aperture to be

analogous to a linear electrical filter, except that it may be two-dimensic:.al.

'here two dimensions are involved, we will assume that the two

dimensions are either independent (so that they can be treated separately)
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or that they possess radial symmetry (so that they become essentialiy

cu.e-dimensional in character). Many of the apertures that appear in nature

are found to have a response to several input stimuli acting simultaneously

that is identical to the sum of the responses that each stimuli would pro-

duce individually. A system of this type is a linear system. The property

of linearity leads to Constderable simplification in the mathematical de-

scription of such phenomena. In particular, it becomes possible to decom-

pose complicated input signals to simpler signals for which the system

response is known and then, to find the total response by summing the

individual responses in linear combination. Furthermore, we can then use

Fourier analysib in which signals are decomposed to sine and cosine waves.

The Fourier transform of a function f(x,y) of two independent variables
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x and y is given by

F(wx,w 7 ) = V[f(xY)]

ff f(x,y) exp [-j(wx+w•y)] dx dy (81)

where ;*denotes the taking of the Fourier transform, j is the complex

operator and wx and w are referred to as spatial frequencies.* The transform

as defined above is a complex valued function of two independent variables

Wx and w.. Given the function F(wx wy), the original spatial function f(x,y)

can be recovered through use of the inverse Fourier transforms (tl) where

f f(xy) 1[(xwy)]

- .. ffF(WxPW ) exp "(wxx+wyy)) dwduJ (82)

To be transformable, f(x,y) must satisfy the existence conditions

a. f(x,y) must be absolutely integraule over the infinite x,

y plane.

b. f(x,y) must have only a finite number of discontinuities and

a finite number of maxima and minima in any finite rectangle.

c. f(x,y) must have no infinite discontinuities.

For real linear systems, transforms must exist. However, some of the

idealized mathematical functions created to represent the waveforms of

interest will not meet the existence theorems. Fortunately, it is possible,

in many cases, to find meaningful transforms that do not strictly satisfyti I
* The spatial frequencies -v and -v are given by x 2 -7 kx and w. - 2 -- ky

where .x and w y are in radians per m whereas k and ky are in line pairs

per -.
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the existence conditions, but that can be written as the limit of trans-

formable functions. The limit of the transform of this new sequence is

called the generalized Fourier transform, and these functions can be manip-

ulated in the same manner as conventional transforms. The singularity

function such as the Dirac delta function, the unit step, etc., are

examples which are handled in this manner.

The Dirac delta function which is also known as the unit volume

impulse or zero order singularity test functixn it designated as Ao(x-xl,

y-yl" and has the property of being infinite at x = xl, and y = Y', and

zero everywhere else. Also,

f 60 (x-xl, y-yl) dx dy -1.0 (83)

.WD

and its Fourier transform is equal to 1.0. The Dirac delta function may

be thought of as a point image of infinite amplitude, but finite volume

in x, y space and a uniform distribution in spatial frequency space over

all frequencies. This frequency distribution is saotim-s referred to

as a "white" spectrum.

The response of any, sensor aperture, be it the lens, photosurface,

electron beam or whatever, to the Dirac delta functiun is designated ro(x,y)

in the space domain and Rf (Ox* y ) in the spatial frequency domsaIn. The

function r (x,y, is kr-mm ua the aperture's impulse response or point spread

function And Ro (w w,c) is kmow is the complex steady state frequency

reponse. If either ro(X,y) or R (w xy) are known, then the aperture's

response to any test signal can be devier-WL'ed, i.e., these functions

completely specify the parameters of the aperture.
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Fig. 36. Signal Processes in a Two-Dimensional System Whose Input Signals
and Impulse Responses are Separable Functions of Two Independent
Variables.

If the variables x and y are independent and separable we car. the:r

draw the block diagram of nig. 36 to represent the signal processes. The

ass~mption of separability permits us to write the arbitrary "unction

g(x,y) as,

gix,y) - gx(x) . %-(Y) (84)

and its FourIer transform as,

Therefore, the transform is separable into a product of two factors, one a

function of f(x) only, the seco:d, a function of f(y) only. Thus, the
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process of two-dimensional transformation simplifies to a succession of

more readily calculated and manipulated one-dlmensional transforms.

If wx and wy are independent variables, then Ro(wx w

R%(wx) Ro(W Y) ard either may be measured through the use of sine wave

patterns at the input. The output signal amplitude is then measured -i

a plot of these amplitudes (as the pattern frequency is varied) rep!Fents

the magnitude ofR0 (w X)I or IRo 6 ). Either term is also known ao the

modulation transfer function (MTF) when the output amplitudes are normalized

to its magnitude at zero frequency. In general,

R0 ) JR (j) exp rj 0(w)'. (86)

Where 0 (w) represents a phase or position sihift -and has been designated

by the International Commission for Optics (ICO) as the phase trn-fer

fxmption (PTr). The iCO also refers to R (a,), the complex steady !t#ato

response as the optical. transfer functein (OTF) which zee=i ozUX" part iaUl"

appropriate to -tnsors. The IM0 rocoi nds ctanrging the word fun~t.-on to
curie whan referring to cumv represent- the nctions. Aso Car

specific values of the function at a given frequency, the word t is

replaced by ftictor, e.g., the -AulmAtion transfer factor.

WTF ia also syionomous writh sine wave mplittde resvj se. 1n the

testing of sensors, sine wave azplitude response can be directlj* =easured

althoutgh the ma.ch1:rx required can be quite c=plex and costly. Thus, Ln

current practice, it is =Dre usual to e=mploy bar patterns in :mkirg tests.

The quantity measured is then the square wave a•plitlue response Rt( )
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If Ro(w) is known, then %Q(w) can be determined directly from

R SQ(w) Sq (w). R(w) (87)

where Sq (w) is the Fourier spectrum of a square wave wavetrain. However,

the inverse operation

Rq (W)
li ~w (88)

-annot be performed because Sq(w) is not a well behaved analytic function,

but approximations are available(15).

The statement of linearity implies that the system response to

any stimulus can be described by the solutior. 'o some appropriate set of

simul~aneous linear differential equations of constant coefficients. The

restriction to constant coefficients rules out consideration of linear

systems with time or space-varying parameters, but it permits us to apply

the principal of super-position.

In general, the linear systems we will deal with are considered

to be 9pace and time invariant (sometimes called isoplnnatic). By this, it

is meant than the sybtem impulse response ro(X1 ,Yl ,',1) depends only on the

distances (xl-4), (y1 -J) in which case,

/I ro\,X 1,4lT,) -• ro(x-, y1-)). (89)

In the case of an imaging system, it is said to be space invariant if the

image of a point s'urce changeu only in position, but not in functional
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form, as the image moves about the image plane. In a television sensor,

this would imply that corner resolution iu the same as center resolution.

This is seldom the case, but for analytical purposes, we can divide the

image plane into small areas (or isoplanatic patches) within which the

system is spatially invariant.

In order to illustrate the effect of finite apertures on image

detection, assume that the aperture of concern is one dimensional and that

its response ro(x) to a unit area impulse 6o(X) is equal to

S9x) =0)

This equation is known as the Guassian error curve and in form is identical

to that used for the normal probability density function. It is also a good

approximation to the line spread function of many real optical apertures.

This function is plotted in dimensionless coordinates in Fig. 37 . We

define the equivalent duration of the impulse response as a recta.ngle of

height equal to r0 (o) and area equal to that under the impulse curve which

is given by

Do f r0 (x) dxl/ro(o)

[2 ( 2n (91)

This equivalent duration is shown in Fig. 37.

The Fourier transform of the Guassian cu--ve impulse response is

itself an error curve, i.e.,
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Fig. 37. Irnpulse Response of the Error Curves Aperture anid
S~its Equivalent Duration in Dimensionless Coordinates

The error curve frequency response is characterized by zero phase shift so

that the output image is in correct 1:1 spatial correspondence with that

at the input at all frequencies. Then IR0(w)l becomes R (w) and in

principle, we have sufficient information, knowing either, to find the

apertures response to any input. The error curve frequency response is

shown in Fig. 38 in dimensionless coordinates.

The equivalent bandwidth of the error curve response (not to be

confused w th noise equivalent bandwidth to be defined), is defined to be

equal to the width of a rectangle with the same area as the errer curve

frequency response. Numerically,
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Aperture and it• Eouixalent Bandwidth in Dimensionless
Coordinates,

which is also shown in Fig. 38. Compqring Eqs. (9). ard 93),

Thus, the wider the equivalent bandwilitih, the na.'rower the eq~.iivalent

impuflse duration and corvers2Ly.y This is the wel' -lanow reci-procal spreading

effoect, between the space and frequmeny ,komain. Also, as the input pulse is

decreased to zero •ixlth the equivalent output pulse width decreases only to

that of the equivalent duration of the impulse response and rno further.
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The input impulse is of unit area by definition. The area of the output

pulse is also unity as can be seen from Eqs. (90 and 91), i.e.,

D .r (o) (2)/ 1.0 (95)
0 0

This result might have been foreseen because the error curve "filter" is

dissipationless. This is often true of sensor apertures.

The unit step function 6_1 (x) is perhaps the second most useful

singularity test signal. It is defined by

_(x) o x < (96)1 1l, x >O

and also,

x

6_1 (x) f 60 (x) dx (97)

Similarly, the unit step response of an aperture is given by r1l(x) and

can be obtained from

x

r1 (x) = f ro(x) dx (98)

For the error curve aperture

r_,(x) = +j erf x (99)
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Fig. 39. Output Pulse (-) for an Error Curve Filter as the Width

of a Unit Ampli tude Rectangular Input Pulse (---) Varies

In optical tests the unit step test is similar to the knife edge test.

Suppose next, that the input pulse is a unit area rectangle of width X/* .

By superposition, this input can be considered to be described by two
unit-s'ep inputs shifted by + x o/2u. For this input, the output becomes

[IN 1/2__ -r 1,/2 erff 1/1 (100)
[1/ [a 2 1/2J(az /

The effect of the error curve aperturo on the unit amplitude input pulse

is shown for two cases in Fig. 39. In (a), the effect of the aperture

on a wide input pulse is to merely round its corners. On a narrow input

pulse as shown in (b), the aperture rounds the corners and reduces the

signal amplitude. However, as we have previously noted, area under the

output pulse curve is identical to that under the input.
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In the elementary detection model, the display signal-to-noise

ratio is assumed to be proportional to image area for images of not too

large an angular extent, i.e.,

SN% = 2t(f)Ji 2 Cý iav (101)
(2eiav )

This equation implies that the eye extends its spatial integration limits

to the extent required to fully integrate the signal. As we have observed,

a dissapationless aperture, or filter, acting on an aperiodic image alters

the image's energy distribution, or volume in the case of a two-dimensional

image, under its waveshape. Thus, if the elementary model is used, the

conclusion might be that the image's detectability is unchanged but this is

not what we would intuitively expect.

Schade (8) proposes the following solution to the dilerma.

Suppose the aperture to be infinite such that the object is imaged with

perfect fidelity and suppose further that the object's image is of area a0 .

Next, suppose the object is imaged by a real lens which enlarges the objects
image to a new area, aL. If the real lens is dissipationless* then it is

true that

4H 0 a0  HL %a (102)

* Ignoring transmission losses which are spatia:l.y independent.
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where A H0 and A HL are the incremental irradiances for the infinite and

real apertures respectively. If both irradiances are equally photoconverted,

then

A io ao = A iL aL . (103)

The SN% equation using Eq. 103 becomes

2t A io ao

[a]½ (2 aL lay)ý 
I•

0t 0 oa (104)C (2 aLiav)

That is, the sisAal reswins_unchanged but because aL > a , the noise

increases. Observe that the lens aperture did not increase the noise, it

merely increased the image area. However, the photoconversion process is

noisy and the enlarged image area includes more of the noise. This process

is illustrated in Fig. 40 wherein an object's image of width xo with an

infinite aperture becomes effectively of width (x0
2 + 6L2) after assing

through a real aperture. The quantity •5L is the noise equivalent impulse

diameter to be defined below.

To determine the increase in image dimensions, suppose the test

object irradiance is a function k f (x,y) where k is the amplitude of the

function at xy - o,o. Let the area a° :Jfff2(xy) dx dy before including

the aperture effects. Suppose next that the irradiance function after

including the aperture effects is g (x,y) neglecting any constant gains.

Then the area, aL, will be
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Fig. 40. Noise Increase Process due to Increase of Effective Image Size After
Passing through a Finite Aperture Prior to Point of Noise Insertion.

a 2
0aL = (105)

.f g2 (x,y) dx

The area aL is designated the noise equivalent sampling area. Also, note

that by application of the Fourier Energy Theorem that

2

0 0 (106)

*ff G2 (N x N Y) dNx dNy
0

where G (Nx,N y) is the Fourier transform of g (x,y) when N is axya

spatial frequency as given by Eq. 45. When the test object
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is rectangular of dimensions, xo,yo, and of uniform aOplitude, Schade gives

the following useful approximation

62 2)2( )

where 6L is the noise equivalent impulse diameter of the aperture assuming

the apertures point spread functions are equal, independent and separable in

the two dimensions x,y. Numerically,

6 L = Ne (18

oL

where oLIis the apertures MTF. The quantity Ne has been designated the

noise equivalent passband by Schade. With these equations, the SN% may

be written as

x0 0  0
eA [l + ( 6L/xO) 2)~ [1 + ave/")2 (109)

It should be observed that an MTF prior to the point of a noise generation

or insertion, is more serious than an MTF following such noise insertion

since in the latter case, the noise is reduced from a white to a finite

spectrum.

To account for a finite noise spectrum, we will define a function

which is the factor by which an SNID computed for a white noise spectrum

must be increased to correct for a finite noise spectrum. To illustrate the
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processes involved: suppose the image is passed through the lens as above

and then passed through a second aperture of MTF, 1R#0  (N)i, prior to

photoconversion. Then, the Sfl would be

where 6n is the equivalent impulse diameter for the second aperture. if

the second MTF followed the phototransducer rather than preceding it,

then we must correct for the fact that the photoelectron noise is filtered.

Theh correction factors x and y are

x [(+(iL/xo)2no)1

+( •L/yo) •+ (n/-vo) l

Multiplying the right side of Eq. (110) by xY. we obtain

2t Xo Yo 2 ao

e 1+(SL/xo) 1i-(L/Yo) (2 1ave (112)][.1+ 6L/x.)2+ 86/xo)2] 8/k2 S/o ]

This result can be extended to include any number of apertures in cascade.
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We turn mext, to the effect of apertures ori periodic test patterns

which are aperiodic in the direction along the individual bars and periodic

across the bars. The effecc of the apertures along the bars may be taken

into account by the methods already described although, for bars of large

length to width ratio, the effect along the bars can be neglected since it

is mall relative to the effect in the periodic direction. In the following,

the effects along the bars will be neglected. In the aperiodic case, the

apertures increased the distance over which the eye integrates such that the

eye includes more noise leaving the signal unchanged.

In the periodic direction, the integration width presumably

reuains unchanged by the apertures while the mean signal amplitude decreases.

The new mean amplitude proposed by Schade is given by '6ie square wave flux

response defined by
CD

k~ - c k (113)
k - 1, 3, 5,.

where R (kN) represents the values of the sensor's complex steady state

.j. 0

frequency response at frequencies kN. This new measure is made necessary,

according to Schade because the square wave amplitude response bears no

fixed relathionship to the average value of flux in the half waves of the

variational flux as in the case with sine waves but instead, depends on

the harmonic components of the vaveform. The notion of the square wave

flux response is illustrated in Fig. 41 and the relationships between

the square wave flux response, the sine wave respocse and the square wave

amplitude responses are illustrated in Fig. 42. Note that if N L is the
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line number at which the I1F is approximately zero, then at values of

NLL

* >- ,'thesqare wave fluxisgi-vonb

RI(NR -2j %(N) for N > (1.14)

Let the width, W, of a single bar be written as N = 11W where W

is measured in units of picture heights. Then the SJD equation, written

in terms of the new mean amplitude (but ignoring the effect along the -ares)

becomes

2% t n, RZ(N) Aio (15)
S N R D o r N ( e i a v e

In the sbove, it is assumed that the aperture preceded the point of noise

insertion (the signal is degraded leaving noise unchanged) and also that

the effect of the apertures along the bar length may be neglected.

If, on the other hand, the aperturc follows the point of noise

insertion, it becomes necessary to include the noise filtering effect

which is done by defining a factor 9,

-R " ,"R 1 2 d N tin( 1 1 6 )

Swhere . --- Rout are all the MTF's fol Ing the point of noise

insertion. Also, note that the effect of 0 on S•D is as follows

2 t n RSF(N) Aio
(IM ?OV (2 e (11?)
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In the above, SF (N) includes the MTF of' the lens and the input photocathode

since it precedes the point of noise insertion but $ does not. If a system

generated noise is added (such as preamplifier noise, Ip), its effect can

be included as follows

2 1t RSF(N) G A i 0
[1 N [2$G2ei ave +Ip 2 Y A ]"~

where G is the system gain preceding the point of preamp noise insertion

and Afv is the noise equivalent video bandwidth. In t' :ms of average

signal current, iae and the contrast, *Cwe have

aave

It shoulL& be observed that under certain conditions, aperture

correction or compensation may be of benefit. The loss in signal

amplitude due to the lens cannot be compensated since it occured prior to

noise insertion but the losses due to the apertures which follow can be

partially compensated through a.ýoropriate correcting networks. The extent

of the correction which car. be made depends upon the phase shift generated

oy-the correcting network and upon the magnitude of any noises inserted

between the aperture. and the correcting network. Thus, aperture correction

will be much more effective in the photoelectron noise limited case of

E~q. ýL17) than in the case of Eq. (118) where preamp noise is a factor.

In particular, the preamp noi se generally is an increasing function of

frequency such that aperture correction wiay increase noise at a faster

ratc than the signal improves.
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Classification of
Discrimination Level Meaning

Detection An object is present.

Orientation The object is approximately symmetrical or
unsymmetrical aid its orientation may be
discerned.

Recognition The class to which the object belongs may be
discerned (e.g., tank, truck, man, etc.).

Identification The target can be described to the limit of
the observer's knowledge (e.g., T-34 tank,

"N friendly jeep, etc.).

Fig. 413. levels of Object Discrimination.

3.3 Levels of Object Discrimination vs M%

At very long range, a scene object may appear only as a blob.

By moving ever closer, the observer first begins to discern its shape,

than becomes able to classify it and finally to identify it positively.

Johnson(7) , has arbitrarily divided these levels of object discrimination

into 4 catego• ies which are shown in Fig. 43.

it is readily evident that a higher degree of visual acuity is

needed to identify an object as opposed to just detecting it. To obtain a

quantitativu feel for the problem, Johnson performed a series of experiments

using electro-optical sensors. In these experiments, an attempt was made

to correlate the detectability of a bar pattern of a given spatial frequency

with the level of object discriminat ion. The procedure was to increase

the object range until it was just barely detected (or recognized, etc.).
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Fig. 4.4. For the Number of Lines per Miminum Object Dimension, Count Both

Black and White Bars Individually.

Then a bar pattern was placed in the field of view and its spatial frequency

was increased until it could barely be resolved at the equivalent range. The

spatial frequency of the pattern was specified in terms of the number of

lines in the pattern subtended by the objects minimum dimension as illustratcd

in Fig. 44 where the object in each case subtends 5 lines.

Johnson's results, as tabulated in Fig. 45 are not unexpected.

If the observer could only just resolve a coarse pattern corresponding to

2 bars per minimum object dimension, the level of object discrimination

was limited to *'- action. With higher acuity, a bar pattern of higher

spatial frequency could be discerned and the level of object discrimination

increased in twum. This table has been widely used and misused by systems

designers from the time of their publication to the present. The misuse

stems from the neglect of additional requirements imposed by Johnson, to wit,
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Discrimination Resolution per Minimum
Level Target Dimension (TV Lines)*

Detection 2 +1.0
-0.5

Orientation 2.8 +0.8
-0.4

Recognition 8.0 +1.6
-1.4

Identification 12.8 +3.2
-_2.8

* Plus and minus values taken from the maximum spread in the data
from Johnson's Table I.

Fig. -45. Johnson's Criteria for the Resolution Required per Minimum Object
Dimension for Various Levels of Discrimination. Adapted from the
Image Intensifier Symposium, Ft. Belvoir, Va., Oct. 1958, AD220160.

that the "signal-to-noise" ratio and image contrast must also be sufficient.

However, it was not too clear how these quantities were to be measured and

calculated and thus,'the further requirements were neglected in many cases.

However, many competent designers did use the sensor's threshold resolution

vs scene irradiance curves in estimating the level of discrimination. Since

the threshold curves do contain image signal-to-noise as a factor in their

measurement, estimates made on this basis turn out to be reasonable if not

precise.

Most sensors are characterized by an absolute limiting resolution.

If the sensor sensitivity at a given scene irradiance level and object

contrast is sufficient to realize the limiting resolution and if this level

of scene resolution is not sufficient to perform the desired discrimination

task, further increases in scene irradiance level will be to no avail.
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The only solution is to move closer. On the other hand, if the resolution

were sufficient at a given irradiance level, a decrease in scene irradiance

level could cause the sensor/operator combination's acuity to fall below

the level required for the wanted level of object discrimination.

In the above, we have inferred that image signal-to-noise ratio,

image contrast and sensor/observer resolution are independent and separable

-quantities, whereas, in fact, these quantities are functionally related,

i. e., the image signal-to-noise ratio is proportional to the image size,

contrast, irradiance level, sensor sensitivity, etc. Viewed in this light,

Johnson's requirements reduce to one, namely, that an object should be

discriminated at the desired level, if its signal-to-noise ratio at the

output of the observer's retina after processing and interpretation by the

brain is sufficient. Obviously, the signal-to-noise ratio as defined in

this manner, is not directly measurable but as will be seen, can be

indirectly measured through psychophysical experimentation.

The quantitative models developed in this report, are based on

simple test images such as rectangles or bar patterns for which, an image

size or "resolution" can be precisely defined. Through psychophysical

experiments, the threshold signal-to-noise ratios, as calculated on the

basis of image geometry, measured electrical quantities and estimated

psychophysical parameters are determined. While the test images are of

simple geometry, it is hypothesized that these images and the requirements

for their discrimination can be correlated with the discrimination of more

complex imagery as encountered in a real world scene. Such correlation does

appear to exist as will be discussed below.

Detection is the lowest level of object discrimination since it
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usually implies only that an object of undeterminable shape has been sighted

in the field of view. In some cases, shape need not be known if other clues

are available. For example, a series of regularly spaced and moving blobs

on a road may be interpreted as vehicular traffic. On the other hand, a

single stationary blob on a road may be the shadow of a tree, a puddle, a

truck or any other number of objects. While a blob on a road has a reasonable

probability of being a/vehicle, the same blob in a field or among even a

sparse forest can be almost anything. Thus, there are obviously many

degrees of discrimination even within a discrimination level. A single

criterion such as that based on resolution and signal-to-noise ratio is

unlikely to be sufficient to cover every case. Rather, a number of cases

must be considered, and subclasses formed.

As we noted before, the results obtained by Johnson have been

widely used. The basic notion that higher levels of sensor resolution are

needed to obtain higher levels of object discrimination is certainly sound.

The concept gains even greater appeal when formulated in the form of a

signal-to-noise ratio which includes resolution as a parameter in its

determination. For this purpose, we hypothesized that the Johnson resolution

criteria is essentially correct. Then, psychophysical experiments were

performed using photographic images of real objects (vehicles). A signal-
to-noise ratio was analytically associated with these images as described

in Section 4 .3. In the experiments, the probabilities of correct recognition

and identification were then determined as the images' signal-to-noise ratios

were varied.

Next, the photographic real world objects were replaced by bar
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patterns with bar lengths equal to the length of the vehicle and of spacing

equal to approximately 1/8 and 1/13 the vehicles minimm dimensions. Then,

the probability of resolving the bar pattern was determined as a function

of signal-to-noise ratio. The result was that the signal-to-noise ratio

required to resolve the 8-bar pattern was very similar to the

signal-to-noise ratio needed to recognize the vehicle* and the signal-to-

noise ratio for the 13-bar target was very similar to the signal-to-

noise ratio needed for vehicle identification. The correspondence obtained

for the case where the vehicle was imaged against a uniform background and

when the object is imaged amid clutter as indicated in Fig. 46 but the

difference in either case is not largc. In the Fig. 46, the factor kd gives

the value by which the objects minimum dimension shouli be divided to obtain

the value of threshold signal-to-noise ratio noted. Alternatively, the SND

could be held constant and kd could be increased for the clutter case.

The Johnson criteria is based on achieving a certain level of

resolubion in one dimension but resolution of the same order in the other

dimension is implied. This could be a shortcoming of the technique if the

sensor resolution is widely different in the two dimensions. A partial

solution might be to estimate the range with the longitudinal axis in one

direction and in a direction at 900 to it. Then range might be estimated

as the square root of the ranges determined in the mutually perpendicular

directions.

* When the calculatio ,s are made as in Section 4-3.
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kd Threshold SNRD
SLines per Line Number

Discrimination Minimum
Level Background Dimension 100 300 500 700

Recognition Uniform 8 4.8 2.9 2.5 2.5

Clutter 8 6.4 3.9 3.4 3.4

Identification Uniform 13 5.8 3.6 3.0 3.0

Fig. 46 Best Estimate of Threshold Signal-to-Noise Ratio for Recognition
and Identification of Images in terms of an Equivalent Bar Pattern.

3.4 Application of the Updated Model to Sensor Prediction

In the previous sections, we have associated a signal-to-noise

ratio with an image and we have shown how the image signal-to-noise ratio

at the output of a sensor can be calculated. Through the psychophysical

experimentation discussed in Section 4, the observer's signal-to-noise ratio

requirements are determined for simple geometric test objects such as squares,

rectangles and periodic test patterns and a limited number of vehicular

objects as previously noted.

In the last two decades, it has become customary to compare

sensors on the basis of an observer's ability to resolve periodic test

patterns on the sensor's display as a function of the test patterns

irradiance on the input photosurface. The resultin8 curves are known as

the "limiting" or "threshold" resolution vs light level (or irradiance)
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Fig. 47. Schematic of the Silicon Vidicon.

characteristic. As we will show by example, this characteristic can be

computed directly with good results. Also, the threshold resolution has a

direct correspondence with the detectability, recognizability or identifi-
ability of "real world" objects as we will show in Section 4.

For the purposes of illustration, the limiting resolution

characteristic will be calculated for three cameras, the silicon vidicon
or Si V, the silicon-electron-bombardment induced response or SEBIR camera

and '.he intensified-SEBIR or I-SEBfI camera. The principles of operation of
these cameras have been discussed in some detail in Ref. 2. All of the TV

pickup tubes used in the above cameras employ a signal storage target

consisting of a matrix of silicon diodes. In the case of the Si V, the

silicon target also serves as a photoconductive photon-to-electron trans-

ducer as shown in the Si V schematic of Fig. 47. The spectral response
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of the photoconductor is as shown in Fig. 19.

For the specific radiation or light source such as a tungsten

lamp operated at 28540 K, we can write the photosurface current as

I T AHT/ev eh (120)

where aT is the specific responsivity of the photosurface to the tungsten

source, the irradiance H, A is the effective photosurface area and ev eh are

the vertical and horizonte! scan efficiencies respectively. The output

signal current vs photosurface irradiance characteristic is as shown in

Fig. 48 for a photosurface of 16 mm diameter, picture aspect ratio of

4 x 3 so that the effective photosurface area is 12.9 x 9.6 mm and a

photosurface responsivity of 45 mA/Witt. The modulation transfer and square
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Fig. 49. Modulation Transfer Function, Square Wave Flux Function andNoise Equivalent Bandwidth vs Spatial Frequency for the 16 mmSilicon V'.dicon.

wave flux functions are Shown in Fig. 49 along with the noise equivalent
bandwidth. The noise equivalent bandwidth is not particularly significant
for the Si V since it is preamp rather than photoelectron noise limited.

For a preamp noise limited sensor, tie S equation for a bar pattern is
written as

2 n t RSF (N) 2 C, ilav/e e
SNR- . F v vh (121)S" N ... .. ..' •/(Afv)•--

where i IAHTBcueoav i qT A •-SV and Ip is the rms preamplifier noise*. Because of

Assumed to be of uniform spectral denJity, i.e., "white".
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simplicity of Eq. (121)j, we can obtain the threshold resolution v3 photo-

current (or scene irradiance) directly by sotting the SNR D equal to the

threshold value SN%T and solving for i av as follows

ia.i r-.Z%-- N ev ehl .P (122)

Note that when SND is set equal to SNRYJITI i5 ,, becomes the threshold current

i av-ain* The above equation is numeric all.y evaluated using SNRrvT 2.4

Icorresponding to an optimum viewing distance, a 4/3, n, = 5, ev eh .9

AfV-6 x 10 6 Hz and IP= 3 x 10-9 Amp. -the result, is plotted as threshold

resolution vs average input photosurface current in Fig. 50 for three values

of image modulation contrast. These same curves are replotted as threshold

resolution vs image ir-radiance and illuminance in Fig. 51 using a value of
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Fig. 51. Threshold Resolution vs Average Photosurface Irradiance and

Illuminance for the 16 mm Silicon Vidicon at Image Modulation
Contrasts of (- .) 100%, (- -) 31.6%, and( ) 10%.
Bar Height-to-Width Ratio is 5.0.

45 mAA for the specific test -ource responsivity. The illuminance scale is

obtained by noting that for a 285° K source, Watts/m2 = ft-candles/2 as

previously noted in Ref. 2.

While the SBIR camera is intermediate in sensitivity between

the Si V and the I-SEBIR, the I-M3fIR will be considered next because it

is simpler to analyze since, like the Si V, only one noise source is

sigrificant. In the case of the Si V, the photocc-iverted signal is not.

amplified prior to the preamp so that preamp noise do~sinates. In tho

I-SEBIR, the signal galn within the camera tube is so high that photoelectrmn

noise generated in the input photorathode dominates. The I-SEB•R is shown

schematicall, in rig. 52. The input photocathode of the intensifLer converts

Sphoton image to a photoelectron image which is accelerated to a phosphor

4.,ish recreates a visible image of greater radiance due both to the

!l-I.
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Fig. 52. Schematic of the Intensified Electron-ombarded-Silicon
Tblevision Pickup Tube with Electronic Viewfield Zoom Capability.

accelerating voltage and phosphor and to any image minification between the

input photosurface and phosphor. The minification gain is proportional

to the area of the intentSfier photocathode and its phosphor.

The amplified imke i transferred via fiber optics to a

second photocathode which once again creatt,- a photoelectron i-age. The

net signal gain due to phosphor and photocathode is about 20 - 40 when the

intensifier is operated at maxi= voltage. The new photcelectron i=mage

generated by the SMMIR's photosurflace is accelerated to the SMIr'a

silicon aiode matrix target where the wage is greatly ozplified by an

amount up to 20JO arnd then stored for subsequent read-wut by the scanning

electron beam. The MR. equation for the SE2IR and I-SEHIR cazras is

given by
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2 nvtA %F (N) 2 CM G ia/ev eh
sm• =[--..• ]• N 2 e G 28.$ ia + 11)2 ] 1

(ev eh)

Since the gain G obtainable from the intensifier/SEBIR photocathode can be

very large, the preamplifier noise can be safely neglocted so that Eq. (123)

simplifies to

2 n t i RSF (N) GM 2 lav
S N [ - [e-"] (124)

As in the case of the Si V, this equation is quite aimple and can be solved

for iav which becomes iav-min for SNRD = S% as follows

----T 2 a --L - N 1 (125)
iav-min S 2  2 n t 2 L 7FTR

The signal currenb vs photosurf'ac irradiance curves are shown

for various SEBIR and I-SEBIR cameras in Fig. 53. The modulation trans f-,

square wave flux and fxiite-noise-bandwidth correction functions are showr.

for an I-SEBIR with an intensifier of 80, 40 or 25 mm photocathode, 25 nr

phosphor and a SEBIR with a 25 mm photocathode and a 16 mm targ"-t in Fig. 54.

The same quantities are shown for an I-SM3L with an intensifier of 80. r

40 m-,. photocathode, 40 mm phosphor and a SEBIR of 40 mm photocatht-de Wxd

25 mm target in Fig. 55. The threshold resolution vs aveiage input
'photocathode cuirrent is plotted for the I-SEMIR with 16 mm photocatho•i
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Fig. 55. Modulation Transfer Function, Finite Noise Bandwidth CorrectionFunction 0 and Square Wave Flux Function, RS, and Noise EquivalentBandwidth, Ne, for the 80/ 4 0 and 40/40 mm I-EBIR with 25 mm Target.

in Fig. 56 and for the I-SEB)IR with 23 mm photocathode in Fig. 57. For
%he latter case, we plot the threshold resolution vs average photocathode
irradiance for two photosurface diameters and two image modulation contrast
--n Fig. 58. The photocathode sensitivity for these calculations was taken
L.o be 4.5 mA/W and the picture aspect ratio is 4/3.

The SEBIR camera tube is shown schematically in Fig. 59. The

ITF, SF' 0 and Ne for the SEBIR camera with 16 mm target is shown in Fig. 60-u2 with a 25 = target in Fig. 61. The SN% is calculated for the 25 mm
'argot case using Eq. (123) and numerical values of 1890 for the SEBIR

target gai., 6 x 10o Amperes for the rms preamp noise, an 8 x 106 Hz
";rn~c bandwidth and an image modulation contrast of unity. The result is
plotted in Fig. 62. While the observer's signal-to-noise ratio requirement
"4.,r any ?given image is approximately a constant for any bar pattern spatial
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Fig. 58 Threshold Resolution vs Average Photosurface Irradiance or

Illuminance for the 80/40 and 40/40 mm I-SEBI with 25 nmm Target.
Image M ;odulation Contrast is (- ) 100% and --. -) 31.6% and
Bar Height-to-Width i~atio, is 5.

frequency or image modulation contrast, it is mathematicall.y convenient

to assume that the observer's SDT increases with reduced contrast, i.e.,

~D~ SNRDT (G =1 (126)

In actual fact, the effect of reduced image contrast is to reduce signal,

not increase observer SOD requirements; but handling the effect of contrast

reduction as a signal reduction would greatly complicate the drawring of

Fig. 62. Threshold resolution vs average signal current values are obtained

by noting tne intersection of the 0 T curves with th- SND curves in Fig.

62 and the resulL is plotted in Fig. 63. The threshold resolution vs

photocathode irradiance and illuminance characteristic is plotted in Fig. 64.
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Fig. 60. Modulation Transf'er, Square Wave Flux and Finite-Noise Band-
width Correction Functions for the SEBIR Camera Tun;e with
16 mmTarget. Ne is the Noise Equivalent Bandwidth.
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Fig. 61 Modulation Transfer, Finite Noise Bandwidth and Square Wave Flux( .Functions for the SEDIR Camera Tube with 25 nmm Target N e is the
Noise Equivalent Bandwidth.

3.5 Summary of the Model Updite Program

In this section, a new analytical model has been constructed

incorporating methods proposed by Schade. The primary purpose of

incorporating Schade's techniques is to obtain greater general acceptance

of the basic model. The elementary model used is almost identical to that

proposed in Ref. 2 but the nrw model treats the effects of apertures in a

somewhat different manner. While the numerical results using the new model

are almost identical to thiose obtained using the previous model, there are

conceptual differences. One difference which favored the older model is

thau the older model weighted noise at the signal frequency more heavily.

'hat is, it was felt that noise at the signal frequency is more disturbing

than noise at other frequencies and this notion has been experimentally

ioted by other workers. The effect is not a large one, however, and need

i.ot be cause for undue concern. Further efforts in this area are needed.
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Fig. 63 Threshold Resolution vs Input Photosurf ace Current for the SEBIR,
with 25 mm Target for Image Contrasts of (- ) 100%,(- )
31.6%, and (- )10%1. Bar Length-to-Width Ratio =5.

The updated model shows considerable improvement over that

previously used in that observer signal thresholds have been more intensively

investigated and extended to more complicated Imaging situations, i.e.,

to hi~gher levels of object discrimin~ation. The major shortcoming still

-- !

pre sent is that the updated model only applies to stationary images whereas

in practice some scene motion will nearly always be the case. Considerable

effort has been expended in this program to treat the effects of image

motion as will be seen in the discussion of Section 5. However, we do not

yet feel confident of our analytical approach and we will defer Incorporation

of image motion effects into the model to the follow-on program.
While we have Indicated some confidence in the analytical pr~e-

diction models, it must be recognized that the art of sensory aystem

prediction is still in an early stage. The major first order effects, save

=')ti~in, have been investigated but a large variety of second order effects
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remain as problem areas. For example, the treatment of sensor apertures,

while basically sound, has not been experimentally verified. The filtering

effects of apertures o d image sarpness, for example, is largely o ns own

as is the effect of non-white noise spectra whether due to apertures or

to psychophysical phenomena. The interaction between the observer and the

sensor display needs considerable further effort. In recent flight and

field tests, the degrading effects of atmosphere on image sharpness are

becoming more evident and need further consideration. As we progress toward

greater refinement of the model, more emphasis must be placed on second

order effects but these effects will prove much more difficult to resolve.

Considerably more care must be exercised in the areas of instrumentation,

experimentation, data analysis and interpretation. Even with greater care,

the tangible results to be expected will be fewer than we have experienced

in these early efforts.
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4.0 Psychophysical Experimentation

The analytical model used in predicting sensor and sensory system

performance has been derived and discussed in Sections 2 and 3. In these

analyses, the procedure was to calculate the signal-to-noise ratio of an

image provided by the sensor at the display. Then this signal-to-noise

ratio was compared with the observer's needs to determine the image's

threshold detection, recognition or identification range. In this section,

the observer's needs are investigated through psychophysical experimentation

and the results are reported. The test images used in the experiments

were of three general types, simple geometric shapes such as squares and

rectangles, periodic images such as bar patterns and, so-called "real

world" objects such as vehicles. In the latter case, both uniform and

varigated backgrounds were employed.

4.1 Stationary Aperiodic Images

The aperiodic images used were simple squares and rectangles

for which, the display-signal-to-noise ratio has been derived in Section 3

in the form of Eq. ( 77 ) repeated below

which holds if the test images are large relative to the point spread

functions of the sensory system and if the noise is of substantially uniform

spectrum over the video bandwidth AfV. The experimental setup we have used

to perform the experiments is as shown in Fig. 65 . In this experiment, a

signal pulse of rectarjular waveshape but variable duration is electronically

generated and mixed with band-limited white noise of Guassian distribution.
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Fig. 65 The Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio Experiment.

The spatial image displayed on the cathode ray tube (CRT) display is a

rectangle which can appear in any of four quadrants (but always in the same

position in the quadrant selected). The observer is asked to specify the

quadrant in which the image is located as the video signal-to-noise ratio

and the image locations are randomly located. The observer is asked to

specify the image location whether he could see it or not. The probnbiLity

of detection, determined in this manner, was than corrected for chance using

the formula

P (P - Pc)A( - P)

where Pd is the corrected probability, P is the raw probability data and

F, is the probability due to chance (0.25 in the case cited). Twonoise
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bandwidths were used, 7.1 and 12.5 MHz and the observation times per trial

were usually 10 seconds. The observer distance from the 8" high picture

displayed was 28" unless otherwise specified and the display background

lumLnarice was usually 0.2 - 0.3 or 1 ft-Lambert. The television monitor

was operated at 30 frar-- per second with a 525 line scan in the vertical.

'The precise experimental conditions for each experiment are given in Fig. 66.

For the rectangle experiments, it was found to be convenient to

define the image size in terms of the dimensions of a single scan line.

Thus, we define the quantities L. and Ly as

where 490 is the number of active lines in a conventional 525 line television

. display and a is the width-to-height picture aspect ratio of the total

effective picture on the CRT. Combining Eqs. (127) and (129), we have

SF.RD (1/490). (2 . L t A . (130)

This is the equation used to ca3culate the SN for the rect&Vjlar images

used in the experimental program reported below. Tht rnzm*-Acau values

used were t - 0.1 sec and a 4/3.

For ths first experiment, (Experiment- No. 1, See Fig. 66 ) we

hypothesized that the S5% required to detect a statiom-y rectapgular image

of variable length would be a constant (for lizinal perception, we mean 50%

probability of detection), independent of the image's area. To test this
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Fig. 67 Probab~lity of Detection vs Video Signal-to-Noise Ratiorequired for RIctar~ular Images of size 0 4 x 4, G 4 x 64,
A 4 x 128, and 0 4, x 180 Scan Lines. Televised Images at

30 frames per second Dv/DH =35

notion, we measured probability of detection -ts SNRV and SNR, for

rectangles of size 4 x4, 4 x 64, 4 x 128 and 4 x 180 scan lines. The

results, plotted in the form of probabili.ty of detection vs video SI•R are

shown in. Fig. 6'1 where it is seen that the larger the image length*, the

smaller the SNRV required for a given level of probability. When the

probability of detection is plotted vs the display signal-to-noise ratio

as calculated using Eq. (1,0) and shown an Fig. 68 , the data collapses to

a single curve conf'irming the original hypothesis. Observe that thez angular

extent of the test images relatcvl to the observer's eye vxed from 6 .134 x

.134 for the smallest rectangle to 0.134 x 6.02S for the largest rectangle.

This experiment infers that the.eye can integrate over very Iago angles

aIn this experiment, the origitudinal ahys of the rectangle was horizontal.

0.3 frte mletrctnl o0131 x600frtelretrcage

Thisexprimnt nfer tht te ee ca inegrte ver erylaro agle

* nti eprmnt h ~~tdnlaxso h rcageNa oi Ontl
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Fig. 68 Corrected Probability of Detection vs SNRT_, required for
Rectangular Images of Size 0 4 x 4, 0 4x 64, ý 4 x 128,
and C> 4 x 180 Scan Lines. Televised Images at 30 frames
per second and 525 Scan Lines. Dv/DH - 3-5.

in space; angles wlhich are much larger than were previously thought to be

the case. A review of the literature indicates that the eye's ability to

spatially integrate with high effectiveness is limited to considerably

smaller angles - perhapsto .

Two possible explanations were advanced. One is that the image.y

displayed on a CRT is a "flying spat" o f very high Intensity and that the

eye is a differentiator. Thus, in viewing televised imagery, the eye

differentiates the signal line by line and thus recovers all of the Fignal.

The sez:ozrd thought was that the eye is more seusitive to edges than to

a eas (the Mach effect) and that the test image is nearly "all edge" since

it is a long thin rectangle.

A second ex-periment was performed usirg a rectangle of length

-o. scan lines or angular subtense 3.20 and of variable widths of 4, 8, 16

132
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Fig. 69 Probability of Detection vs Display Signal-to-Noise
Ratio for a Rectangle of Height 96 Scan Lines and
Widths 0 4, 0 8, 3 16 and A 32 Scan Lines. Televised
Imagery at 30 Frames/Sec, 525 lines. DV/DH • 3.5.

and 32i scan lines corresponding to angular subtenses of 0. 13 °0, 0.2670,

0.5340 and 1.070 relative to the observer. The corrected probability of

detection for this case is shown for the various rectangles in Fig. 69

and a plot of the thresholds as a ftuction of image size is shown in Fig. 70.

For narrow long rectangles, the samý threshold value of SN% is obtained

as was obtained for narrow rectangles of various lengths (Fig. 70 ) and

we conclude that for narrcw widths (angular substance of up to about .50)

that the eye fu.f integrates the whole area of the rectangle but for wider

rectangles of angul.-r subtense larger than 0.50, the eye is apparently

less efficient in -itilizing image area. The reduced ability of the eye

in integrating disks and squares of angular extcnt. larger than 0.50 has

also been noted in the literatui.. It is therefore of interest to perform

additional experiments to establish the integration limits for squares.
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Angular Subtense of Rectangle Width (degrees)
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Width of Rectangle (Scan Lines)

Fig.. ?0 Threshold SND as a Function of the Linear and Angular Extent of a
Rectangle of Height 96 Scan Lines (3.20) and Variable Width 4, 8, 16 and 32
Scan Lines (0.0130, 0.26?, 0.534 0'and 1.070). Dashed Curve is Theoretical.
Televised Imagery at.30 Frames/Second and 525 Scan Lines DV/DH = 3.5.

In the first square experiment, square images were used of size

2 x 2, 4 x 4, 8 x 8 and 16 x 16 scan lines for which the probability of

detection vs SMN are as plotted in Fig. 71 . The best estimate of MNRD

thresholds wer• as noted in Fig. 72 . A statistical analysis for the 4 x 4,

8 x 8 and 16 x 16 scan line images indicated that image size was not

significant but that size is significant when the 2 x 2 line data is included.

However, the increase in SN% thresholds has been consistently noted for the

2 x 2 and 16 x 16 line images in other experiments and had these other data

been included in the analysis, significance would probably have been found

for the 16 x 16 rectangle as well, that is, it was likely that the rise in

SNRD indicated fo: the 16 x 16 square is real, and not due to random error.
To further investigate, experiments were performed using squares

of larger angular extent with the results shown in Figs. 73 and 74
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Fig. 71 Probability of Detection vs Display Signal-to-Noise
Ratio for Square Images of Size 0 2 x 2, 0 4 x 4,
A8 x 8 and 016 x 16 Scan Lines. Televised Images

at 30 frames/second and 525 Scan Lines. Dv/H = 3.5.

Image Size Threshold SNRD Angular Subtense Relative
(Scan Lines) .. to Observer's Eye

2 x 2 3.7 .065°

4 x 4 2.8 ,01.3

8 x 8 2.8 .2670

!6 x 16 3.3 .534 0

Fig. 72 Threshold Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio vs Image Size for
Va.,. ous Square Images.
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Fig. 73 Corrected Probability of Detection vs SNRD required

for Square Images of Size !28Sx 8, 0 16 x 16,
"C~32 x 32 and x 64 x 64 Scan Lines. Televised

Images at 30 frames per second and 525 Scan Lines.Dv/DH 3.5.

These data were taken using a wider noise spectrum (12.5 14Hz as opposed to

7.1 1{Hz previously) and with~ a brighter display back~ground (1 f.L. vs 0.2

f .L. previously). The increase in video noise bandwidth and display

brightness was not expected to change the SNR thresholds and did not.

The thresholds did increase for the larger angular sizes, however, being

about 2.5 times larger for the squares of 20 anular subtense than for

squares of subtense less than 0.50.

Thus, for both rectangles and squares 4te found as a result

that the eye is efficient in integrating the f'ul image area only up to

angular 'subtenses of about 0.5°*.

* When the angu~lar subtense is greater than 0.50 in two dimensions.
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Fig. 74 Threshold SNRD required to detect Square Images of
Various Size and Angular Extent. Televised Imagesat 30 frames/second, 525 Scan Line Raster. DV/DH = 3.5.

As a possible explanation for the observed increases in threshold,

we hypothesized that the eye actually integrates signal from an area around

"the perimeter of the area rather than the total area. This is indicated
by the geometry of Fig. 75 . Let the angular extent of the test image

rectangle be ex by 0y relative to the observer's eye. Assume that the eye

integrates the total area of the image if both 0x < 2 yx and 0 < 2 a

D . .6y), (131)

and for larger rectangles, our trial expression is

SNRD. -(Ox-~) .(0 -3D y y y~
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Fig. 75 Geometry for the Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio Analysis

for Rectangles of Large Angular Extent.

[20xyy -4 20yx - 4Ixay]z (132)

provided that both 0x and 9 are larger thin 2x and 2a y respectively.

For squares, if ax = y =a and Ox =y = 0

SN% _ (133)

and

SNRD ,2 [0 -2 , 8 • 2 (134)

For comparison purposes, we form the ratio of thresholds

SN1D (Threshold Calculated on total area bases)

SND (Threshold Calculated on perimeter area basis) (135)
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Fig. 76 Ratio of Threshold Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio Computed for
Squares on the Basis of Total Area to that Calculated on the Basis of
Perimeter Area vs the Square' s Angular Width Relative to the Observer 's
Eye for Three Values of Perimeter Area Integration Angles.

These ratios are plotted in Fig. 76 for three values of a; 5, 10 and

15 minutes of arc. It is seen from comparing Figs. 74 and 76

that the shapes of the curves are similar and tnat the computed 10' curve of

Fig. 76 would give a good fit to the measured data of Fig. 74

If the perimeter area concept is to have any merit, then we should

be able to offset the increase in threshold that was noted by increase in

the objects angular extent by simply increasing the observer-to-display

*viewing distance. Hence, an experiment was performed in which the obevrs

* .~ viewing distance was increased from 28" to 56". As Shown in Fig. 77 , the

expected effect did occur. Thus, the premise that the eye integrates only

around the perimenter, though not proven, is at least, made plaiusible.

S- . , .

Before " proceed-ing ~ b, we obsrv tha th prbblt moe used to

o • 1 ---• -- " --t-i- -:• .. .. .13-9-l
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Fig.. 77 Threshold Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio required to detect

Square Images as a Function of Their Angular Size for Two Viewing
Distances, 28" and 56", Image Size on Display is<02, 0 4, C 8, 0 16,
&32, X64 Scan Lines on a side. Large Symbols at 56", Small at 28",
Televised Images at 30 Frames/Second, 525 Lines Scan. Dv/DH = 3.5 and 7.0.

fit the experimental points of Fig. 68 are based on a model originally

suggested by Legault (3). In this model, it is assumed that the mean

number of photoelectrons within the sampling area and period has become

sufficiently large so that the Guassia-n or normal probability distribution

law given by

£z(z) =exp r-z 2/2]/(2 TT½, (6)

becomes a good approximation to the Poisson distribution law, which

actually represents the signal and noise processes. In the above, Z is a

random variable which is numerically equal to

z '1% - S%, (137)
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where SNRJ- is the threshold display signal-to-noise ratio which is generally

regarded to be that needed to obtain a detection probability of 0.5. The

random variable Z is of unit mean and variance. Other values of probability

are obtained from the formula

Z 2

Pd a2< Z< z2) ..1  f e _2 /2 z(138)

which cannot be integrated in closed form but is widely available in

standard mathematical tables.

4.2 Stationary Periodic Images

The periodic test images used were primarily bar patterns of

various heigh4 .-to-width ratios, spatial frequencies and numbers of bars in

the pattern. The experimental setup of Fig. 78 was used to perform the

necessary psychophysical experiments. Test images are projected on the

faceplate of a high resolution 1½" vidicon operated at highlight video

signal-to-noise ratios of 50:1 or better. The camera and TV monitor were

operated at 25 frames/second with 875 scanning lines (825 active).

Band-limited white noise of Guassian distribution was mixed with the camera

generated signal. Both the signals and noise were passed through identical

filters (noise equivalent bandwidth of 12.5 MHz) prior to mixing in the

monitor. The monitor luminance was approximately 1 ft. Lambert unless

otherwise specified. The displayed picture height was 8" and, unless

otherwise stated, the observer-display distance was 28".

For the first series of experiments, the test images were bar

patterns of various spatial frequencies and bar height-to-width ratios.

The observer was required to state whether or not the pattern displayed was

141
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Fig. 78 Experimental Set-up for Television Camera Generated Imagery.

resolvable as the images SM were randomly varied. Chance was not involved

since the patterns were always present on the display. The experimental

constants for the various experiments are given in Fig. 79 . The purpose

of the first series of experiments was to determine the effect of bar

height to width ratio on the bar pattern detectability with the rest,'ts

shown in Figs. 80, 81 and 82 . At low spatial frequencies of 104 lines/
picture height, the threshold signal-to-noise ratio S is seen to increase

slightly with bar height-to-width ratio (Fig. 80 ), while at the highest

spatial frequency of 396 lines per picture height, the SNRDT required is
very nearly independent of bar height-to-width ratio as shown in Fig. 82
By threshold SUR, it is implied that 50% of the total number of patterns

displayed are resolved (or "barely discerned"). The SNRDT values are

sumarized in Fig. 83 as a function of spatial frequency and are seen to

1.42
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.Fig. 82 Fraction of Bar Patterns Resolved vs. Display Signal-ti -Noise
Ratio for a 39 *6 Line Bar Pattern of Length-to-Width Ratio
0 5:1, 0 10:1, @ 20:1 Televised Images at 25 Frames/sec.
875 Scan Lines, DV/D H =35
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decrease slowly with line number for all of the patterns. Also, note that

the number of bars in the various patterns were varied. For the 5:1 pattern,

5 bars were used; for the 10:1, 9 bars and for the 20:1, 17 bars. Length-

to-width rat'o and SN•R were randomly varied. In these experiments, the angu-

lar subtense of a single bar in the pattern was as shown in Fig. 84.

Recall from Section 3 that SNRD is calculated on the basis of the total

area of a bar. Specifically, the Eq. (121) of Section 3, slightly modified is

_____v R sF(N)
SD (139)

was used. In the above, Ai is the peak-to-peak signal current for a broad

area pattein (unity modulation transfer function) and In is the rns noise

that is added to the camera generated image. Real cameras, of course, have

a response that is a function of frequency and the value of Ai in the viideo

channel for square wave inputs becomes Aip-p, the peak-to-peak value of the

video signal when the frequency effects are included, that is, we have

A ip- -i %Q( N) (i14o)

Combining Eqs. ( 139 ) and ( 140 ), we have that Eq. ( 139 ) becomes

_ N RSZ.(N) .I

n

where RF(N) is the value of the flux factor at N, ly(N) is tho value of

the square-c wave response at N and A i the value of the peak-to-peak signal
P-p
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Bar Pattern Angular Subtense Angular Subtense in the Vertical
Spatial Freq. in the Horizontal for Bar Length to Width Ratios of

(Lines/Pict. Ht.) -(degrees) 5- 10 20

104 0.1570 0.785' 1.570 3J.1 0

200 0.08180 0.409°0 0.818° 1.6360

396 0.04130 0.20650 0.4130 0.8260

Fig. 84 Angular Subtense of a Bar in Each Experiment Relative to the

Observer as a Function of the Bar Length to Width Ratio.

corresponding to N as measured in the output of the video channel. For

calculation purposes, t, the integration time of the eye is taken to be

0.1 sec and a, the picture aspect ratio is 4/3. At low spatial frequencies

the displayed images approach a square wave while at high spatial frequencies,

above about 500 lines/picture height, the displayed images were nearl.y

pure oaine waves. In Fig. 85, the value of mnduiatien transfer function,

square wave response and flux factor are shown for the vidicon.

To further confirm the fal.-of in thveaholds at the higher

spatial frequencies, a second series of experiments were performed using bar

patterns with bars of 5:1 height-to-width ratio. A number of bar patterns

oA various spatial frequencies were displayed at the same time and the

ooserver waz aAked to indicate the pattern of highest frequency that was
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Fig. 85 Square Wave Amplitude (---), Modulation Transfer (- ), and
Square Wave Flux (--.-) Functions for the 11" Vidicon used in
Bar Pattern and Real World Object Experiments.

barely visible as the signal-to-noise ratio was systematically varied from

high levels to low levels a•iu the reverse in steps of 1 db. The fraction

of patterns resolved by this "method of limits" are plotted in Fig. 86 as

a function of Display Signal-to-Noise ratio and the thresholds determined are

plotted in Fig. 87 . Also plotted are the results deteimined in the

previous experimont. As eca be seen, the "method of 2imits" gives the same

vailues for the thresholds and do confir the fall-orf in threshold with

spatial frequency. Uhe method of limits is used in measuring the limiting

resolution of real camwra tubes and tiis method of test thus appears to be

&ppropriate.

In the above experiments, the bar patterns were vertically

Prionted with their longitudinal axes perpendicular to the direction of

". The results with the axes horizontal are shown in Fig. 88 . One
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Fig. 88 Threshold Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio required to recognize
the Presence of,, 0 Horizontally Oriented and, 0 Vertically
Oriented Bar Patterns vs. Bar Pattern Spatial Frequency. Televiý;ec
Images at 25 Frames/S"ec., 875 Scan Lines, Dv/DH =3.5. Bar
Height-to-Width Ratio was 5.

observer~ was used for the exp~eriment . Also shown in Fig. 88 are the

results for vertical bars for the same observer (virtually, the same results

as those shown in Fig. 87 ). A-s can be seen, the orientation is iamateriaJ.

at the low spatial frequencies but the thresholds for the high spatial

Irequencies increase with horizontal bw-rst. Indeed, the 635 line pattern

could only be seen with no noise added to the signal.

In the next bar pattern experiment, viewiZ. distance was varied

in discrete 3tep3 from~ 14"1 to 26"1 to 56. The bars were vertically, oriented.

The res alts are as shcun in Fig. 8 9 . At the short distances, the low

patter-n frequencies become less dtotectable while the reverse was true at

the long viewing distancee. It is clear from Frg. 89 that, for a giver, line

n =~-ber thi-ire is a viewing distance that minimizes threshold MR.J* In the

f nal bar pattern experiment, the observer adjuisted Uis position at each
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S. ig. 89 Threshold Display Signal-to-Noise Rati$ vs. Bar Pattern Spatial
Frequency for Display to Observer Viewing Distances of 0 14",
0 28" and 0 56". Televised Images at 25 Frames/Src and 875

Scan Lines.
SN% value to enable him to see the highest line number possible for the

SND value and the threshold values of SND are shown in Fig. 90 . A

comparison of Figs. 89 and 90 shows that the optimum distances for low line

numbers are greater than 56" whereas for high line numbers, optimum distances

are approximately 14" from the 8" high display.

4.3 Levels of Discrimination

In the previous sections, various aspects of target detection were

discussed, and equations were derived for calculating the display sigal-to-

noise ratio for detectirg aperiodic laboratory targets such as squares nd rec-

tangles as well as recognizing periodic patterns such as bar patterns. It was

shown that for a given detection probability that a specific value of display

signal-to-noise ratic was required and that this value was indepernent of

target size for aperiodic targets and was a slowly varying function of line
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of each of these categories are discussed in Section 3.

In the above it is shown that there is a value of display signal-

to-noise ratio which corresponds to bar pattern detection. By recognition

it was meant that the observer can resolve the individual bars of the bar

pattern. An interesting question is: is there a correspondence between bar

pattern recognition and real target discrimination? Such a correspondence

would be expected based on the results of Johnson, but the correspondence

needs to be established for televised imagery together with the required

signal-to-noise ratio values. Before proceeding to the results that were

obtained using images of tactical targets, the reader should review the

results that were obtained using bar patterns of 5:1, 10:1, and 20:1 length

to width ratios (LiW ratios) shown in Fig. 83

4.4 Tactical Target Recognition

Two different classes of backgrounds were used for the

recognition of tactical targets. The first background was a uniform white

background and the second was a transparency of a real background. First,

the uniform background case will be considered. The experimental setup

is the same as tsiat shown in Fig. 78 in which the transparency on a light

box is imaged onto the photosurface of a high resolution 1j" vidicon.

Experimental conditions are detailed in Fig. 91 •

The transparencies used in this experiment were high quality photo-

graphs of models of vehicles amid white uniform backgrounds. The photographs

were taken of the vehicles side aspect but at An angle of 450 to simulate a

nadir to object aircraft. angle of 450. These photographs, sho~m in Fig. 92,

included a tank, a van truck, a half track with a top mounted radar antenna

and a tracked bulldozer with derrick. The areas of these various objects
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dcre adjusted to be approxim~ately equal which, on the display were about

22

J.S57 (in) . Thr objects presented and the signal-to--noise ratios were randomly

'.3ried arnd the probabilities of recognition were deterniined. Chance was

,:'rr~cted for. SNDfor the various izzages was calculated on the basis of the

t ptal. image az~ea divided by 8 and maximum peak-to--peak video signzl-to-rms

nw~se ratio. The z•xizzum signal is s~ecified because t~he Lmnges sho~cd •hr~des•

o" grey. The anglr subtenses of •he displayed imaes relative to the

"•" wer tppox~immtcl~y 0.3 by 0.6 degreoes. A total of 5 observer•

* - ;.ticip.ted in the experiont an•d .a total of 1,000 daa points were taken.

"-n oig. 93 , the results of the esperimfnt are oT , and it is

::.e•, that. z, avlrae value of Tr of 3.3 is Drquired to recoznize the

k t~irBet gainst the unifor background at the 50% level. Let us

.e .. aj ust we htoe a bpro pattere of ei cht bars (Johnthd's resolutiou
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requirement for recognition) of total area equal to that of the

target image with the same SNRD; that is, the value of SNRD calculated

on the basis of the area of a single bar is 3.3. For the size target used

herein, the bar pattern spatial frequency would be 355 lines and bar length-

to-width ratio 16 (the target had a 2:1 length-to-width ratio) and from eiii.

83, it is seen that a value of MRDT of about 2.9 is required to recogniz::

a square bar pattern consisting of bars of a 16:1 L/W ratio. Thus, to

within about 12%, the same value of SHD_T is required to recognize a

tactical target against a uniform background as is required to recognize

an 8-bar, bar pattern where the dimensions of a bar is W/8 x L. (L is the

average length and W is the average width of the image of the tactical target.)

The bar patterns used for the experiment which yielded the

results shown in Fig. 83 were approximately square whereas the

tactical targets that were used were of a 2:1 aspect so it was of interest to

do a bar pattern recognition experiment with bar pattorns of 2:1 length-to-

width ratio. Two such exper'ments were performed, and the results of the

two experiments are shown in Figs. 94 and 95 For each case the

background was black. The bar length-to-width ratio was 16 -and the number of

bars was chosen so the pattern WA ratio of the patten, was approximato; 2:1.

The bar pattern spatial freqLencies were 329, 396, 482, vnd 635 and there

were 7, 7, 9, and 11 bars in each bar pattern, respectivel-. Frrc= the

two 111P. ( 94 and 95 ) we have that the average value of SN %-T

2.9 '_ 15%) which is the sae wval.e as that pr edcted fro Fig. 83 and s

within 12 of that predicted frc the Luminorm background recognit i=

experiment. There is, therefore, little error in usixg the results from
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Ii

Fig. 83 for square wave bar patterns for bar patterns of 2:1 1/W ratio.

The second recognition experiment used a transparency with regions

containing a road, a grassy field end grass among trees as the background and

it is shown in Fig. 96. The target transparencies were the same ones used in

the first recogU.ition experiment discussed Phove. One of the vehicle trans-

parencies was randomly chosen and placed over either the transparency of the

road, the grassy field or the grass among trees. The choice of background

was randomly chosen.

The signal-to-nois -.o was also randomly varied so that each of

the 12 vehicle-background combinations was shown at 5 different signal-tc

noise ratios. A total of 60 different vehicle-background-SN% combinations

were used. Eight observers viewed each combination 5 times and a total of

2,400 data points 6ere taken. To calculaLe SN%, the maximum peak-to-peak

video level was used as in the previous real 'iehicle experiments.

In Fig. 97, tihe results from the experiment with the road back-

ground are shown. The 501 threshold value of SN% is 3.8 which is only 15%

higher than that previLusly measured with a uniform background.

In Fig. 98 , the results from the experiment with the grass

background are shown. The 50% threshold value of SND is 4.1, a val'ie

that is 25% higher than the uniform background case and 16% higher than that

with the road background. In Fig. 99 , the results from the experiment with

the grass between trees background are shown and the threshold value of SND

is 5.0. This value is 52% higher than that for the uniform background

case, 31% higher than the road background case and 22% higher than the grass

background case. From the above, it is seen that a somewhat higher SND is
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Fig. 96 Photograph of' Real Background -#'L Grass #2 Road #3 Grass-
Trees Used for Rlecogniition ExI,-%fiments.
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required at increased background complexity than is required in either the

uniform background or road background cases.

i, identification

Two different size images were used for this experiment. In

each case the target was imaged against a uniform background. The

.ýLages were high quality transparencies made from photographs of models

if tanks. The photographs were taken side and top aspect at an angle of 450

.o :iimulabe a line-of-sight depression angle of 450 and are shown in Fig. 100.

"Yhecz models were of the American M47 Patton and M48, the British Centurion,

Lhe German Panther and the Russian Stalin. In the first experiment, the

average image on the display was 0.9 in and was approximately 1.3 x 2.6

degrees of angular extent at the observer's eye whereas in the second
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U Panther,OC Stalin--.Against U~niform Background. TelevrisedImagery at 875 Lines, 25 frames/see, DV/Dý = 3.5.
exp-eriment, the image was about 2.2 in 2 and the angular extent of the target
was about 2 x 4 degrees. The object. and signal-to-noise ratios were randomnly
varied and the probabilities of l.dentification, corrected for chance, were
determined. For týhe calcul~ati~on of SN%,, the total iztage area divided by 13
and the maxcimumi peak-to-peak video signal-to-noise ratio was used. In each
case, 5 observers were used and 1,250 data points were taken. in Fig. 101,
the results from the first experiment are shown. From Fig. 101, we get that
the average value of SNRD is 5.2. The corresponding bar pattern of the
jame total area with 13 bars of 26:1 L/W ratio (N =137) should have a
slipD1 . 5.2. An estimate of 5.2 is obtained from Fig. 83 for SNTD- for a
23:1 bar L/W for N =137, and we see that the estimated value is very
reasonable.

Finally, in Fig. 12, the rslsfrom the second identification
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experiment are shown. The average value of SND is 6.8. The corresponding

bar pattern of the same total area with 13 bars of 26:1 L/W ratio (N = 101)

should have a SNT = 6.8. An estimate of 5.8 is obtained from Fig. 83

and again, we see that the estimated value of SNT is reasonable.

4.6 Conclusions of the Recognition and Identification Experiments

We have seen that higher level6 of target discrimination such as

recognition and identification can be approximated by bar pattern resolution

and SN%, Specifically, Johnson's resolution requirements for recognition

or identification of an object together with the SNRDT values required to

recognize a bar pattern of the same size as the target with the number of

bars equal to Johnson's required resolution requirements yields a value of

SN% that is the same as measured for the real target. Thus,

real target recognition and identification can be equated to
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bar pattern recognition. This correspondence significantly simplifies

the analysis and synthesis of real tactical targets.

4.7 Noise due to the Retinal Photoconversion Process

In the analysis of sensor performance, it is normally assumed that

operator performance is limited only by the image signal-to-noise ratio as

established by the sensor. it was assumed that the primary effect of dis-

play luminance was in establishing the operator's visual acuity and that,

the luminance was adequate so as to insure that the operator was not acuity

limited by light level. This is a reasonable assumption for many situations

but cases can occur in which a fluctuation noise, generated in the observer's

retinal photoconversion process due to the average display luninance can

limit the detectability of images. Such a Aituation may occur -dhere the

scene high-light-to-low-light irradiance ratio is large and signal gain

must be reduced due to display brightness or dynamic range limitations. 1r

this situation, the small signals due to the scene may be so small that they

cannot be seen in the presence of the fluctuation noise associated with the

average monitor luminance. In the following, the results of some psycho-

physical experiments directed toward determining the noise equivalence of

the monitor luminance will be given. Then an exampie will be given on the

impact on system performance.

To illustrate the possibility of this limitation, we will first

consider the principle of display operation as shown in Fig. 103.

Ordinarily, there are two controls used by the observer in adjusting the

CRT's operating poiWts. The first is the "brightness" control which adjusts

th• average level of display luminance. The second control is usually

rteferred to as a contrast control but is actually a video gain control.
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Fig. 103 Effect )isplay ControIs on Output Image Brightness
and Contrast
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This is not a complete misnomer, however, since this control determines the

swing of the display luminance about the steady state luminance and therefore

increases or decreases the contrast of the displayed image. As was mentioned

above, there is a retinal fluctuation noise associated with the display

background brightness and if the video gain is sufficiently reduced, the

signals which correspond to the low lights in the scene can fall below; the

level of the fluctuation noise. In this case, the observer will be said to

be display-luminance-fluctuation-noise limited rather than sensor noise

or photo-electron-noise-limited.

The conditions for the experiments which follow are given in

Fig. 104. For the first two psychophysical experiments, the experimental

setup shown in Fig. 65 was used. The displayed images were electronically

generated squares. In the first experiment, the video gain of the monitor

was equal to 15.5 and the target was a square 4 scan lines high. No noise

was added in the video, the observcr-monitor distance was 28 in. Four display

luminance values were used, 0.2, 1.0, 5.0 and 10.0 ft-Lamberts and the moni-

tor luminance was systematically varied from low to higher values. At eachi

luminance value, the video signals were randomly varied between 5 values.

In Fig. 105, corrected probability versus video signal level is

shown for the four values of monitor luminance. At a given probability,

the higher the value of monitor luminance, the larger the video signal level

must be. In the actual image of a scene, if the stgnal levels from other

pomiions of the picture wero not too high, the video: gain could be increased

to juch a level that the influence of fluctuation noize from the monitor is

negligible. However, tnis is not always possible because of the display's

iL'.ux• lurnance Limitation and consoquently thc -esulting retinal
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photoconversion noise can be limiting as observed for the detection of scuares

above. In Pig. 106, the results of A similar experiment for a 8 raster line

wide square are shown. The video gain was 5.5. The same trends noted in

Fig. 105 are seen ir, Fig. 106 but the data is shifted in video level which

is to be expected due to the different size target and different video gain

level.

For the cases where the noise in the vidol is the dominant noise

* :cuce. the display signal-to-noise ratio can be written as

2 a t ) GV (142)

, a i5 the .rea of the image on the display, A the area of the display,

"I ", entegration time of the eye, A'4, the video bandwidth over which the rms
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value of noise, NV it masured, Sv the pea'-o-peak video signal and CV the

gain of the mnitor as measured between the input of the monitor and the

control grid of the cathode ray tube. Assume that in the ithsence of noise

in the video clhnn.el, that the retLnal photoconversion noise associated with

the tn,-'itor luminance can be c:%ressed as an equivalent electrical noise at

the grid of the wmitor of v~lue L e-ver a bandwidth of .fV" By analoV to

~-q (~2),we haVe

23t fy av (k7

3sing the threshold values of display signal-to-noise ratio from Fig. 74,

! q. (i.3) can be solved with the experimental data from the above two

,.Yrerizz.t5 frr ;L, the noise equivalence of the mnitor luminance. Doing
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this, mne obtains the results shown in a4. 107 which show that at low

luminatce levels, NL is a constanzt whereas at hiUgher levels, NL is pro-

prt-snal to the sqounre root of the =nitor l:-•.ince, that is

'1where K iv a pr'cr~trlnality cunatarkt a'td- 1 is the-oan l"mlnwin2- . n.
,.3. ic the noise eqUivalence cf the rdtor !umZ.Iwce is shown for 1-

r"tter c$ &isplay litr ancth and ;aLn values. At high nitor -zinance

-.t.,:' 'h.i mod.tcr gain values =ust be -.zed if the L-nluence of the retinzl

:z)t.5--! ssýcCired with the =mnttor !-r4dn&ac is to be negiible

!t is reasonable to expect that the total noise -t c t-

g.... C h!-t•h v z ef =-k IS given by

! "2



EQUIVALENT DISPLAY LUMINANCE (fL)Noise of Display
(mN) 1.0 5 10 50 100 500 1,O00 5,000

at control grid 2
K of CRIT 395 750 1,050 2,350 202 7,500 10,500 23,500

NB/C at video input
for G-=10 39.5 ?5 105 235 33 750 1,050 2,350

NBGat video in5put7 10 23
for G==100 3.95 7.5 10.5 23.5 33A 71 205 23

Fig. 108 Noise Equivalence of Retinal Photoconversion Noise at the
Display Input.

NT -(XL K 2GV 2(145)

and the display signal-to-tolse ratio is given by

2at AfVt• SV GV

A -i;-*(1,46)

Using Eqs. (145 -and 146), together w-ith the data frome Fig.. 1W7, the curves

shown in Fig. 109 can bt made. The horizontal axis in Fig. 109 is NV G-1 and

the vertical axis is SV 0 (2at Afv/A). At low scene irradiance levels, the

signal currents are low and the amunt of photuelectron noise is maU.

This corresponds to low values of noise-gain in Fig. 106 if the value of

monitor gain is low. Under these conditions, the required value of signal
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to satisfy Eq. (146) must be much larger for high monitor luminance values

than at low ones. Indeed, factors of 10 or more increases in video signal

are required because of the fluctuation noise. This requirement can

severely limit system performance.

A third psychophysical experiment was performed using bar patterns

and the vidicon camera wi'h the setup like Fig. 78. Two gain settings,

2.3 and 11 were used and 1426 and 1206 data points were taken respectively

Set the two settings. Four observers were used at each gain setting. White

noise of 200 mv with a bandwidth of 12.5 MHz was adder in the video. The

display luminz¢ice was 10 ft-Lawhcrts. The results of the experiments are

shown in Figs. 110 and 111. With a gain of 2.3, the noise equivalence of

the fluctuation noise associatud with the monitor luminance should dominate

the video noise where as with a gain of 11, the video noise should dominate.
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nAt a given probability, the electrical signal-to-nois. ratio at the controlA"

ri.1d of the CRT, including both noise sources, should be equal for the two

--aues. That i3

2 ,.-G L2)5 = .... . 2 - ! 7(GVI2 N2 (22 2 2 L).

where ,i and SV2 are the measured video signals into the monitor corre-

is:poniding to gain G VI and GV2 respectively, N V i,- the video noise- into the

:ýonitor mid RL is the noise equivalence of the monitor luminance. Usin~g

the results from Figs. llO and Illwit'h, E•.- l7)O caderinT

for different line jiumbers and the value of UL is plotted vs; N, line number,

in Fig. 112 using the 50% probability data from Figs. 109 and 110. Also
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shown in Fig. 112 is the noise equivalence of 10 ft-Lamberts from Fig. 107

from the experiment with squares. There is a gradual rise in the noise

equivalence with bar frequency at -all but the highest line number. After

the experiment, it was discovered that the black bars were nearly b7% larger

than the white bars for the 629 lines/picture height pattern and consequently

the estimate of NL for the N = 629 should not be used. For' the 5 values, of N,

the average value of b, is 970 which is only 8% lower than that determined

from the experiment with squares and, for the largest difference, (N -W 104)

the value of N-L is only about 25% lower than the previously determined value.

As was shown most clearly in the experiment with squares, the

smallebt incremented signal that can be seen increases as the gain d&-,reases

or as the monitor luminance increases. This effect has been observed in

forward-looking infrared systems. In such stems, the minimum resolvable
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temperature difference as shown in Fig. 113 increases as gain is reduced.

The same effects are seen in LLLTIV where video gain is reduced because of

bright. lights in the field of view. In effect, the system sensitivity

is reduced and consequently, a higher irradiance level is required to

resolve a given line pattern than was required befitr the gain was reduced.

An example of the impact of inadequate gain on resolution vs light luv,.i

for LLLTY! is shown in Fig. 114. The numbers used to calculate the low

gain case were taken from Fig. 109 and represent the relative effect of

loss of gain. Clearly, the system performance can be seriously limited

by the fluctuation noise if the monitor is bright and there is a large

scene high light to low light irradiance level.

4.8 Psychophysical Effects of Image Motion

It has been observed that images in motion, when viewed on the
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display of an electro-optical sensor's display are degraded. This

degradation can be due to the motion itself combined with storage mechanisms

within the sensor, psychophysical observer 9ffects, and sensor time constants.

In this section, it proposed to investigate the psychoph~ysical effects.

It is co n experience that objects can be visually tracked at

rather high angular rates of speed. Dlata from the NASA Bioastronautics Data

Book, (16) for instance, show's that the eye can track at rates that are at least

as high as 120 degrees per sec. The data shows that at a given object

luminance that there is approximately a 3-fold increase in apparent object

size required (called the critical detail) for the s"m detectability if

the angular velocity is changed from 20 degrees per sec to 1210 degrees per

sec. At 20 degrees per sec, the slopes of the curves aa'e small and one

has the result that at small speeds the critical detail size is not very
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different from that under static conditions.

For the 8-inch high display which was used for our psychophysical

experiments which was 28 inches from the observer, the display width

extends a visual angle of a little more than 20 degrees (21.6°) so a 20

degree per sec speed corresponds to a target speed of 1 sec per picture

width; a very high speed for camera systems. Indeed, typical speeds

used for testing camera systems are 5, 10, and 20 sec per picture didth,

which for the present case would correspond to 4, 2, and 1 degrees per sec;

rates that are very slow indeed from a psychophysical viewpoint. For low

light level television systems, it is reasonable to expect therefore that

there should not be a large increase in the display signal-to-noise ratio

required with image motion due to purely psychophysical effects at the

speeds at which systems can operate. This remains to be demonstrated,

however, and in the following the results of some experiments will be

presented which tena to confirm this hypothesis.

In the first experiment, we electronically generate the moving

images for the television display. In this case, the lag and frequency

effects associated for camera tube generated imagery are absent. The

televisicn monitor itself exhibits lag and a frequency effect but these are

negligible for the image sizes and pattern speeds which are used below.

For the experiment, squares in motion were used as the test objects. The

experimDntal setup is similar to that of Fig. 65 except that the square

could appear in either the top, middle, or lower third of the displayed

picture. The test motion was from left to right. Two image motion rates

were used, 20 and 5 seconds per pi-ture width (only 93% of the actual

picture width was used). The effect of these speeds on detection probabillity
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is shown in Figs. 115 and 116. In Fig. 117, the threshold values of

display signal-to-noise ratio are plctted as a function of square size for

the static, 20 and 5 sec per picture width cases. F'or all but, We i st

images, an image speed of 20 sec per picture width has virtually no effect

on the required display signal-to-woise ratio; the threshold values of

display signal-to-noise ratio are virtually the same as those for the

static case. Notion apparently helped the detection of the smallest
target; the required value of display signal-to-noise ratio was 24% lower

with 20 see/picture width than in the static case. With 5 sec/picture

width motion, the average value of display signal-to-noise ratio is 26%

Kgher than the static case for the larger square and is vi rtually the

same as the static case for the small square. The experimntal conditions

for these motion experiments sumarized in Fig. 104.
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If bar patterns were used as the test objects instead of squares,

the results of the motion experiments would not be expected tr be signifi-

cantly different from the above. Bar patterns could not be converiently

generated by the elactronics which were used sbove and consequently the

vidicon camera viewing trarsparenciAs of bar patterns was used for

generation of the image:. The setup was similar to that shown iJi Fig. "8

except that the bar patterns could be movood at a rate of 20 sec per picture

vidth. The ]Ag or the camera significantly influer, is the signals. For

instance, in Fig. 118, &n A-tracd is sh*wn of the signals arn as is seen,

the peak-to-peak signal in the first bar of each bar pattern is significantly

less than that in the subsequant bars. For the calculation of display

signal-to-noise ratio, the average peak--o-peak signal in the three bar-

wa,5 used. For the experiment, one observer was used and 280 data points
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5.0 Image Motion

In real time imaging systems incorporating image storage, it is

imperative that the scene being viewed remain approximately stationary during

the sensory systems exposure or integration period as will be shown.

Stationary scenes are usually achieved by motion compensating and stabilizing

the sensors sightline. Image motion is ordinarily a degrading effect but

can be of aid in the specific case where a scene object is moving relative

to its background in a way so as to distinguish iýt from background clutter.

To be of most help, however, either the object or the background should be

held stationary and hence both sightline stabilization and motion compen-

sation are still needed. In th•; more usual case where the objects and

backgrounds are both stationary, any sightline motion will be degrading

due to the motion itself and due to sensor lag or response time effects.

The effects of image motion on bystem performance can be considered

as three distinct mechsnisms. The first is the interaction of image motion

and signal storage time, the second is due to observer psychophysical

effects and the third is the influence of sensor lag or response time.

The psychopyiical effects, which are generally small have been previously

considered 'm Section 4.8. We note that the sensor lag effects are tht

most difiicul5t nichanisnz to model at this time.

5.1 FPfactb Due to Motion Only

In tho fcllowing section, the emphasis will be on the

degradation duo to image motion alone. For this purpose, we will begia with
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the flight geometry of Fig. 120. In this figure, an aircraft is assumed

to be in straight and level flight at altitude, H, and true ground velocity,
V, along the ground track. The sightline a.-gle relative to the aircraft

is * which can be resolved to a depression angle component, $, and an

azimuth angle, o. The slant range to a flat earth is R. The angular

rate of change of the depression angle, 8, is desired. Referring to Fig. 120,

we have,

d I?_ Vt Vii sin/ s- 2 !?
dt R H H

andd
dt H v cos. sin/2? , (149)
dt -H

or
V Cosa 1 - cos 28-H co • .(150)

For the azimuth angle, 
(,

d , .. .Vx V x sin ;
at R ........ (151)

s

so that

SV___ (_dt H sin sin!? (152)

and for the sightline anglo, ,, since

dC 2  2 2(•) "( dfk- + (1?(15•3)

we have
2 1/2 (154)

sin a (0 - cos , Cosdt Ii

which has a maximum when 0 is 9e0 and the maximum is, of course, equal to
the V/-H ratio. In a more usual viewing situation, 0 might be 30o and

a 0 00 but even here 'd- is 0.25 V/H. Thus, V/H, though it is a worst case
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estimate o2 the highest angular rates to be encountered, is not an un-

-easorable rate to design for.

Suppose it is desired to image a sine wave or bar pattern on the

ground perpendicular to a sightline depressed at a fixed elevation angle, 8.

Let the t~nguýLar subtense of one of the bars referenced to the sensor be Aý.

If the sensor incorporates image storage for a frame time of tf seconds,

the pattern would com pletely disappear if the sightline moves a distance

2 AV in time tf. Thus, to resolve the bar pattern,

2 ,'-(155)
dt tf"

For our worst. case, d- V/H and hence 2*A/tf > V/H or V/H < 2A/tf. Ifdt=

A* = 0.2. x 10-3 radians and tf = L/30 second, then V/H < 6 x l0-3 sec-1.

At an altitude of 666S feet, V, the true gr. .nd speed would be limited to

24 kts which is obviously too slw for fixed wing aircraft. Th-ce V/H

considerations are plotted in Fig. 121 for fixed deprev-sion angles of 900

and 30e for the equality of Eq. (155). A b, ound speed s.,ale is also pro-

vided for sn altitude of 6666 at. It is s- .3i that even with a 300 depressicn

angle, that for resolution of the order of 0.1 mr, aircraft velocity is

limited to less thsn l3O kis. Thus, high resolut io4i systems must be Amage

motion compensated for even modest V/H riaios.

It iv readily seen that even uith image motion compensation,

tnat only one point in the image will be saationary - all other points

will move at various rates. Assuming perfect compensation of the sightline

and zero azimuth, the rate of change of images off the sightline will be
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A

*1 - ( 1 5 6 )dt dt at

and using Eq. (150) for -and d (S +-A$) for • 0, we have
and dt

dt - 1/2 [ -cos 2fl + cos 2 (13 + A$) ,td H___

1 V 1/2 [ -cos 2f (1 - cos 2A/[ ) + sin 2/1 Ein2A] P (157)H"

The image point is at an angle A$ from the sightline as shown

in Fig. 122. The Eq. (157) has a "maximun at 0 450 for which the equation

becomes

T = sin 26 . (158)

As before, we assume that there is a bar pattern at the image point of

bar width 60. To resolve the pattern

2A (159)at - tf

or, for the present case,

V 1 (160)
_ t ,f

and this equation has been plotted, in Fig. 122, as a function of V/H for
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the worst case where the equality holds. For the curve it was assumed that

tf 1/30 second.

As can be seen, bar patterns spacings oi 3.1 mr can be resolved

only with low V/H ratios and then only for angles off the sightline of a

few degrees. It is observed, however, that systems with 0.1 mr resolution

seldom have fields-of-view larger than a few degrees in any event. The

analysis above is quite approximate since no account was taken of the scene

lengthening or foreshortening with change in 8.

As an example of how the above would impact on a real system

consider the following. Assume that an airplane is flying at an altitude

of 6,660 ft. with a velocity of 454 miles/hr (V = 666 ft/sec). The V/H

ratio is .1. Assume fuither that the field-of-view is 4' (A$ = 20) the

downlook angle is 450. From Fig. 122, we have that AO = .056 x 10-3 rad

which would correspond to a pattern line number of 746 lines per picture

height for a 3 to 4 aspect field-of-view. In most cases, this would not

limit the system too severely but if the altitude were lowered to 3,330 ft.,

then we find that AO becomes .115 x 10-3 rad or 372 lines per picture

height. Clearly at lower altitudes the system is severely limited by

motion. Using Eqs. (154, 155, 158, and 159), we can calculate the speed

of a bar pattern through the field-of-view in units of seconds per picture

width as follows. If 0 is the height of the field-of-view in radians, the

width is 4/3 e. For the fixed downlook case (not tracking), the velocity

in seconds per picture width of the image of a bar pattern is given by

VP (161)

dt
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where isgvni q 14.sm

where di given in Eq. (154) Similarly, when a grcud point is tracked,

and defining AO = ( we have that
4

(162)
dt

where 4 is given by Eq. (158). The above equations have been solved for

various values of field-of-views and V/H ratio and the results are plotted

in Fig. 123. The smaller the field-of-view, the larger the differences in

velocity for the two cases. For instance, for a 20 field-of-view and a

45 downlook angle, with a fixed downlook angle, the pattern would travel

nearly 60 times faster than in the fixed point, ground track case.

It is seen from the above that to minimize the effects of motion

one must track the ground. The smallest possible look down angle should be

utilized and the smallest V/H ratio (highest altitude) is needed. One can't

always satisfy these conditions and some loss, due to motion, will occur in

the edges of the field-of-view for all systems.

The purpose of the above analysis was to show that image motion

compensation is usually a necessity and that even with compensation, motion

can be limiting to resolution. The resolution limits determined in the

above are maximum since the limit criteria used was that value of resolution

for which the signal current is zero. However, any motion whatsoever has a

degrading effect at all spatial frequencies. As will be shown, these

effects are best described in terimn of a modulation transfer function.

The case to be considered will be that of linear motion of the

field-of-view as shown ii the geometry of Fig. 124. If the sensor's

objecti%'o lens has a focal length, FL, then the image moves at a rate
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d p/dt equal to

d /td p/dt (163)FL R

for a scene motion rate of d p/dt perpendicular to the sightline. But,

d o/dt, the velocity of the sightline vector is given by

(d p/dt) d (164)

at

so that

(d p/dt) F (165)

Ldt
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where • is as shown in Fig. 124.

Now, suppose the image to be a line or impulse of strength J0

which is moving at a rate d p/dt vi. Let the sensor's storage time be

tf* Then the line image becomes smeared out into a rectangular image

distribution of amplitude J /Vi tf and Ouration Ao = vi tf. If Jo is of

unit area in the direction of motion, then the rectangular distribution

becomes the line spread function due to motion and its Fourier transform

becomes the complex steady state frequency response or optical transfer

function whose magnitude is the MTF, i.e.,
vi tf/2 I

R (kr) - v tf exp(-j k p p) d p

sin rr k vi tf

Ti k v t ' (166)

and

sin rk v t
R (k) Pi (167)

0 P nk v t

where k is the spatial frequency in line pairs/ran if v, is given in

mn/sec. The above response has zeros at kp - p/vi tf where p = ., 2 -

In terms of television resolution expressed in lines per picture height, NT,

sin (TTNT Vi tf/2Y) (1

0o (NT) NT vi tf/2Y(68

for vi given in Dm/sec and Y is the picture height in mm. it is sometimes

convenient to express the motion MTF in dimensionless form using the "cut-

off" spatial frequency k which is that frequency at which Ro0 (k p) first
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goes to zero. Thus k = 1/vi tf and,

s in (-Tk k )cR 0 (kc p ,/p (169)

whi:h is plotted in Fig. 125.

It has become custoa-ry to measure the "dynamiL resolution"
I° of many sensors. In the particular case of television cameras, one test

is to measure limiting or threshold resolution for bar patterns which s3e
in linear motion across the field-of-view. The motion is specified in terms

of the number of seconds, ts, required for the test pattern to traverse the

picture width. For this case, thi pattern velocity becomes

4_L picture widths (170)S 3ts sec 170)
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-in- the cutoff frequency

U I • t line
2 t. picture height ' (171)

which is plotted va time t for two fr-a tiLws of 1/60 and 1/30 3econd in

png. 126. Using Eq. 171 in Eq. 168, the NITF dueo- to W-tion 1or the two

integration times can be calculated ai4 the result of such a calculation

is shown in Pig. 127. The itwo integrr-tion ti.e are uzed because in an

interlaced system such as IV, it is possible to erase both fie!-t in a

single s=an such that the integration ti = is actually only 1/2 the frawa

tLne. It shozuld be observed that patterns of higher spatiai f-equency

than the cut-cff frequency can be detected since the M? due to ntier.
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ý;xsts beyond the c'ut-off but response beyond these frequencies represents

false or spurious resolution, This process is sometimes called aliasing.

* ~5.2 Introd~uction* to Camera Lag

With only a few exceptions, the performance char'acteristics of

camera tubes are generally specified in terms of results of static imaging-

tests. With recognition of'the fact that imaging of dynamic scenes results

71 in tube cha.racteristics degraded from thoce achieved thr-ough static tests,

attempts to characteriza dynamic performance in a simple waIy have led to'

'lie specification of an image lag parameter. The lag parameter is a measure

*Sectionu 5.2 through 5.5 were performed at the Westinghouse Electronic
Tubc Division, Fanira, New York.
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of the degree of image retention when a spot of illumination, spatially

fixed, is turned off and on. Basically, the parameter measures the

deviation in performance of the particular camera tube from that exhibited

by an ideal device.

The interpretation of the lag parameter depends upon its specific

definition and method of measurement. Its real meaning however is achieved

only through its association with actual dynamic performance after

eliminating other degrading effects.

When measurements of limiting resolution as a function of the

illumination of a camera tube sensing surface are carried out on moving

resolution bar charts it is found that the tube sensitivity is less than

that achieved when the measurements are made or, a sta'liona7 bar chart.

This particular type of measurement is very limited in meaning and involves

several image degrading processes. Some of these are signal mixing, first

scan read-out effect and the phenomenon of lag. E.periments of this type,

while indicating tube zensitivity degradation at the illumination

threshold for perception of given resoluLion specifications, do not indicate

the p~rformance to be expected at higher illumination levels.

It is the Iarpose of this section to sumaarize some preliminary

investigations directed ultimately, toward achieving an understandi.g of

the processes involved in dynamic imaging. More particularly the following

sections deal with experiments in which the buildup and decay lag parameters

are precisely defined and measured and the influence uf moving resolution

bar charts on tube sensitivity and amplitude response are assessed.

In the following seftion, the various pertinent phencmena

influencing dynamic performance are discussed. This is followed in Section
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5.4 by measurements made on a specific camera tube type while in Section

5.5, an attempt to calculate and relate some of the important processes to

the experimentally observed results is made.

5.3 Phenomena Influencing Dynamic Performance

a) First Scan Readout Effect

This effect is not explicitly evaluated here, however, its

existence should be noted. First scan or single scan readout of a charge

storage target is generally manifested by a reduction in the target MTF

compared to that achieved during repetitive and steady s t.;topation. Th 7.e

extent of the MTF reduction is dependent on the target structure and is

a result of the scanning electron beam, during first scan, sensing the
potential distribution rather than the charge distribution stored in the

target. Basically, the stored charge pattern produces a mirror image

charge in the signal plate or other conducting electrode in proximity to it.

This results in a broader potential distribution than would exist if the

conducting electrode were absent. Once a steady state condition is

established, the broadening due to the mirror image charge is compensated

for and the M2F improves.

When a moving charge pattern is established in a storage target

during dynamic imaging, a first scan condition will, to some extent, exist

since various regions of the target will never have ai apportunity to
achieve a steady state condition.

The first scan readout effect has been discussed by several
investigators(1- and Lowrance and Zucchino have evaluated the effect

for both the image isocon/orthicon and SEC type tubes. The image isocon/

orthicon in particular shows very severe MTF reduction which may account
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for their apparent great loss in sensitivity under dynamic imaging conditions.

b) Signal Mixing

Signal mixing is a process that occurs to the same extent in all

charge storage targets, regardless of type, and is caused by the motion

of the image across the storage target during the integration period. A

bar chart. imaged onto the photocathode of a camera tube results in a

spatially distributed square wave charge distribution on the storage target.

If the image is in motion, the charge distribution moves across the target

and the charge built up during the integration time results in a stored

charge distribution significantly different from the light pattern

imaged on the photocathode. This process has been treated by Anderton

and Beyer(20) and a family of curves generated relating relative contrast

and resolution line number on the target for several rates of image

motion. Fig. 128 shows such a chart generalized for any rate of image

motion and adjusted to reflect an integration time of one frame (1/30 second)

rather than one field (1/60 second) used by Anderton and Beyer.

c) The Phenomenon of Lag

The phenomenon of lag is a consequence of the inability of the

camera tube read beam to completely neutralize the charge stored in a

storage target during a single scan across a picture element. The

incomplete neutralization of the stored charge results in the partial mixing
II

of information from one frame to the next and may be manifested in image

smear when viewing moving objects or, in the case of color television, lack

of color purity.

Any quantitative specification of lap is dependent upon its

precise definition and the method of measurement. For the purpose of this
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Fig. 128 Relative Response vs TV Lines/Picture Height for Unit
Chart Speed - Multiply Abscissa by Chart Speed in Sec/
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report and the data to be presented later, two lag quantities, namely

buildup and decay lag are defined as follows. A small spot of light

is imaged onto the center of the input to the camera tube and the resulting

signal current as a series of pulses, one for each successive field, is

displayed on an oscilloscope. The occurrence of a pulse is mid-time between

the beginning and end of any field. This time is given a field designation.

At the same time during a vertical flyback the illumination is turned on.

The field prior to this is designated zero and that following the onset of

illumination is denoted one. Thus, the illumination is turned on mid-time

between the zero and first field readouts. This is shown in Fig. 129.

The light remains on for a sufficient number of fields to permit a steady

state to occur and then mid-time between two successive field readouts

the illumination is removed for an equal number of fields. In Fig. 129,
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IS(SAT)

0 2 4 6 8 10 1214 6 18 20 22 24 26

Field No.

light on light off

Build up lag (nominal) IS3 = IS3

Is (SAT) IS15

Decay Lag (nominal) IS18 = IS18
IS-TSAT) 1S15

Fig. 129 Definition of Lag

the illumination was maintained for 15 fields. The nominal buildup lag

and decay lag parameters are defined as indicated on the figure. Unless

otherwise specified, this is the definition of lag used in this report.

If one considers an ideal target in which all the stored charge

in a picture element is neutralized in a single scan and a scan system

in which perfect interlace exists the signal buildup is 100% in the third

field and the signal decay is 100% (i.e., the signal current is zero) in

the eighteenth field which is the third field readout after the

illumination is removed.

Any third field signal current less than Is (SAT) and any

eighteenth field signal current greater than zero indicates departure from

ideal performance. For the ideal target the stored target charge

dependence on the sequence described above is illustrated in Figs. 130 and
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131. For an ideal target, the number of fields required to achieve satura-

tion and complete decay are insensitive to the precise times at which the

illumination is turned on and off. In the case of real targets in which

the buildup lag is less than 100% and the decay lag is greater than zero

the precise timing of the illumination changes may be reflected in the value 4
of the nominal lag parameters. "1

For a real target, assuming the sequences pictured in Fig. 129,

130 and 131 a relative charge buildup and decay diagram can be constructed.

This is shown in Fig. 132. During the steady state period a total charge

Sis accumulated and after a readout the charge is reduced to a residual

value Q'. During the integration period, a charge Qi is supplied to the

target during a single complete frame and Q is then the difference between

and QR which is the charge readout comprising the signa- The relative
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Fig. 1.31 Relative Charge Decay - Ideal Target -Even Field -

Odd Field - Perfect Interlace.

magnitude of the residual charge Q. with respect to T is a function of the

detailed charge readout process which is reflected in the nominal lag

parameter. Although a nominal lag parameter can always be specified, the

precise nature of the buildup and decay transients will not be known unless

the details of the readout process are specified. One simple way of

specifying the readout process is to assume that for all readouts the

charge neutralized is a given fraction y of the total charge on the target.

Such a specification turns out to characterize the performance of some

resistive sea type silicon diode array targets. Thus, if the steady

state signal charge readout is y QT where T is the total charge, the

residual charge during steady state is (1 - y) QT and the decay lag, for

example is found to be (4 - Y) (1 - Y)/4. Similarly the buildup lag is

found to be Y(5 - Y)/4.
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Fig. 133 Signal Build-Up and Decay - Deep Etch Target - WX31793
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For relating the lag phenomenon to dynamic imaging, the

details of the readout process should be specified, such as by specifying

y if this specification is pert~inent, or by some other parameter. Detailed

data on signal readout at each field serves this purpose.

Fig. 1,33 shows the signal buildup and decay for a WX-31793 ty-pe

tube employing an experimental Westinghouse deep etch target. The data

at a target voltage of 15 volts shows a characteristic very close to that

of an ideal target. In this case y would be very close to 0.94. Fig. 134

shows a characteristic for a 25,m resistive sea silicon diode array

target. As in Fig. 133, Fig. 134 shows that the buildup and decay

processes are sensitive to the target bias voltage. For a bias of 15V, the

data is very closely approximated by a y of 0.75.
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d) Specification of y

The na'coure of the charge readout fraction ¥ is dependent upon

the specific type of charge storage target employed. As has already

been indicated this can be determinred from the buildup and decay

measurements previously described. y may be dependent upon the total

target charge at the time of readout in which case ¥ and both the -

buildup and decay lag parameters are fuxLctions of the signal current..* In

some cases, y is essentially constant and is independent of the total

charge at the time of readout. tUnder these circumstances, the buildup

and decay lag parameters are essentially independent of the tube •,ignal

current. This latter characteristic is exhibited to a considerable extent

by m~any silicon diode array resistive sea type targets and may be aesaociated

with the potential division between the resistive sea capacitance (CR)

".a and that of the silicon diode depletion region (Cd). The relation between y i
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and the two capacitances is indicated in Appendix 1.

5.4 Static and Dynamic Resolution Measurements

a) Dynamic Imaging Measurements

Measurements were carried out using a Westinghouse WX-31841

type camera tube. This tube employs a 40 mm diameter photocathode of the

multi-alkali type, a minifying diode electrostatic image section and a

resistive sea type silicon diode array target of 25 mm active diameter

with 2,000 diodes per linear inch. The gun employs magnetic focus and

deflection. A read beam scan of 25 mm diagonal giving a raster of height

to width ratio of 3:4 was employed.

b) Static Characteristics

The data given in Figs. 135 and 136 indicate the performance

characteristics under static conditions. Measurements were made under

standard TV scan conditions utilizing two interlaced fields per frame.

The preamplifier noise was approximately 12 nA (rms) at a bandwidth of 12 MHz.

c) Dynamic Characteristics

Dynamic characteristics were obtained by measurements of buildup

and decay lag, amplitude response dependence on motion of a moving

resolution test chart and tube sensitivity dependence on rate of image motion.

d) Buildup and Decay Lag 'I
Lag measurements were made as described above. The dependence

of signal buildup and decay on ;teady state signal current and target

voltage were assessed. The lag process proved to be essentially insensitive

to the value of the steady state signal current but showed a significant

dependence upon target bias voltage. This latter observation was

anticipated and offers the opportunity to control the lag process over a
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• ,. ......... . .

I. Photocathode Response (2879*K radiation). 95 pA/lumen.

2. Dark current with lens capped and a photocathode voltage of
-10 kV.

Target bias (Volts) id (na)

7.5 20.0

10.0 26.4

12.5 31.8

15.0 31.8

17.5 31.8

20.0 31.8

3. Signal current as a function of photocathode voltage at an
illumination of 1.38 x10- 4 footcandles.

VPC (Wv) s (hA)

10 135

8 70

6 23

4 0

3 0

4. Light transfer characteristics* taken with a photocathode
voltage of -10 kV and target bias of +15 V.

Illumination (fc) _s (hA)

1 x 10-3 985

5.2 x 10- 4  500

2.58 x 10-4 255

1.38 x 10- 4  135

8.4 x 10-5 80

5. Limiting resolution at a signal current of 400 nA and band-
width of 12 MHz - 900 TVL/RH.

6. Static square wave amplitude response measurements made with
the RCA P-200 chart at a bandwidth of 4 MIUz, a signal current
of 400 nA and a read beam adjusted to deliver a maximum signal
current of 700 nA (See Fig. 136 ).

1Fig. 135 Static Performance of the WX 318E10 F!S Camera.
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SBU 
Decay BU Decay BU Decay BU Decay

7.5 V 54 49 43 49 52 43 57 46

10.0 V 66 38 54 37 62 32 66 37

12.5 V 74 29 66 29 74 26 72 29

15.0 V 80 26 72 26 76 21 74 23

20.0 V 86 20 77 20 83 17 80 20

Data taken on WX-31841 tube type.
Resistive sea type silicon diode array target
25mm diagonal 3 x 4 aspect ratio raster.

Target Bias Is = 100 nA = 200 nA I s400nA I S 6C nA

Fig. 137 Summary of Lag Characteristics for the WX 31841 EBS Camera.

could be run at various speeds across the field of view of the camera tube.

The pattern was illuminated from behind and the image adjusted to the proper

size. The illumination was adjusted to give a static signal current (in

excess of the dark current) of 400 nA.

The signal modulation was displayed on an oscilloscope and by

sampling the proper line bursts on the test pattern the perCent modulation

was read directly from the oscilloscope presentation. When usir.g this

chart a bandwidth of only 4 MHz is required. This results in a signi-

ficant decrease in noise thus offering Vhe possibility of direct reading

from the ocislloscope for chart speeds as high as 2.5 seconds per

pic'1ire width.

Because of the test Chart design it wa.s found necessary to adjust

the chart speed for each resolution line number in order to obtain tn
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Fig. 138 Dynamic knplitude Response for ' Pattern Speed of 60 Second/
Picture Width - 0Signal Mix c V, = 20 V,G V7 = 7-5V for
WX 31841 Solid Curve Static CaseT

equivalent single speed corresponding to that which would have been used

with a vertical $'-'u' chart. Chart speeds wer e employed that gave equivalent

vertical bar chart speeds of 60 sac/picture width, 20 sec/picture wicAth and

10 sec./picture width. Measurements were made at target voltages of VT-7.

vol.ts. The corr-esponding lag characteristics are obtainable from Fig. 1,37

and Appendix 2. Response ýaeasurements were made for resolution line burst of

100, 200, 400 and 600 W.I. Raster' Height.-

The inlfluence of ima~ge ot~ion o~n the amplitude response is

* ~summnarized in Figs. 138, 139, azId 140. The data in the three figures give

Ithe -static response, the responae at the indicated chart speed for the two

* target bias values and data indjicating the effect of signal mnxing alone.

The latter points were calculated using the curve of FiU. 12 and mnlti-

plyir- these relative contrast values by the co-respeniung static ampli-
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tude response values measured on the tube. This procedure is not

without some error as it involves multiplying together square wave responses.

It does, however, offer a fair assessment as to the degree of response

degradation due to the buildup and decay lag.

f) Dynamic Limiting Resolution

Similar to the measurement of dynamic amplitude response, measure-

ments were made of the tube dynamic sensitivity by imaging a 100% contrast

Westinghouse vertical. bar resolution chart on the camera tube and determining

the minimum illumination required to permit perception of various resolution

line numbers. For these tests the tube was operated with target voltages

of 7.5 and 20 volts with the chart maintained stationary and also run at

speeds of 60, 20, 10 and 5 seconds per picture width. All measurements

were made with a photocathode potential of -10 kv and a video bandwidth

of 12 NHz. From the resulting data, curves of limiting resolution as a

function of photocathode illumination for the various rates of image

motion were generated. These are presented in Fig. 141 for a target

voltage of 20 volts and Fig. 142 for a target voltage of 7.5 volts.

For a resolution of 100 TVL/Raster height, the tube sensi-

tivity degradation between static conditions and motion at 5 sec/picture

width was only a factor of 6 for a target voltage of 20 volts and

for a target bias of 7.5 vol-s the degradation was approximately a factor

of 15.

The most surprising result was the large sensitivity loss for

the very slow image motion rate of 60 sec/picture width and its dependence

on the target voltage and consequently the target buildup and decay

lag. It is difficult to reconcile this loss in sensitivity with the
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Fig. 143 Dynamic Sensitivity for 35% Contrast Pattern, VT 20 volts
0 Static, U 10 Sec/P.W., Bandwidth 12 MHz

relative insensitivity of the amplitude response curves to the same rates

of image motion at identical target voltages.

Curves similar to those shown in Figs. 141 and 142 were generated

ADusing 35% contrast patterns and are shown in Figs. 143 and 144. One image

speed was used, 10 seconds per picture width and the two target voltages

were used, 20 and 7.5 volts. With a low target lag (20 = VT) the

amount of loss in sensitivity with motion is smaller for the 35% contrasts

case than that for a 100% contrast whereas for a high target lag (7.5

VT) the amount of loss in sensitivity with motion is larger for 35% contrast

than that for a 100% contrast.

5.5 Discussion of Results

In the preceding measurements no attempt was made to separate

from the dynamic imaging process the influence of first scan readout.
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Fig. 144 Dynamic Sensitivity for 35% Contrast Pattern V T= 7.5 volts
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Performance degradation due to this effect is believed to be small1 as a

consequence of~ the high storage capacity of the silicon diode array

target. The diode depletion region depth is small, about 5 microns, and

the silicon dielec~tric cor.staiit high. The remaining factors leading

to degradati.on ai'e signal mixing and lag.

The !n~luence of signal mixing is apparent from Figs. 138, 139,

and 140 where thiLs contribution to degradation of performance is seen to

be very significant. In fact, the amplitude response data indicates

that for the lag obtained with a target voltage of 20 volts (i.e., buildup

lag about 83% and decay lag about 17%) the signal mixing effect is

severe and predominates at high line numbers. Lag figures such as these

indicate a target readout characteristic considerably different from that

of an ideal device. In spite of this, the effect of lag has not dis-
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astrously affect the dynamic MTF of the tube. For the case of a 7.5

volt target bias where the buildup lag is about 52% and the decay lag

43% marked degradation beyond the effect of signal mixing is apparent.

The dynamic amplitude response curves obtained for an image

motion of 10 sec per picture width exhibit a relatively flat tail between

about 400 and 600 TVL per raster height. The existence of this very

marked tail is a consequence of the influence of signal mixing. For the

resolution line number of 450 TVL per raster height the response due to

signal mixing falls to zero and for higher line numbers again increases.

This is the region of negative contrast indicated on Fig. 128. (
The dynamic sensitivity measurements in which the limiting

resolution dependence on illumination was determined with image motion

rate and lag (i.e., target voltage) as parameters show that for high lag
the sensitivity is degraded by about a factor of 15 at 100 TVL per raster

height while for low lag the loss of sensitivity is only a factor of about

6. These degradation values relate static performance with image motion

at 5 sec per picture width.

At the very slow image motion rate of 60 seconds per picture a

surprising loss in sensitivity is observed for even the low lag of approxi-

mately 80% buildup and 20% decay (i.e., VT - 20 v). Examination ofthe

corresponding amplitude response for 100 TVL does not immediately offer any

direct clue concerning the cause of this effect.

One may assume that the integration period of the eye must be

considered.. Since this may be as high as 0.1 second serious signal mixing

within the eye may occur. On the other hand if the eye automatically

adjusts itself so that the image remains stationary on the retina no such
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signal mixing occurs. In addition, in view of the fact that this observed

effect is lag dependent, other causes must be sought.

For 60 seconds per picture width the modulation does not depart

significantly at 100 TVL per raster height from 100% even for the high

lag situation. For higher line numbers however, the MTF degradation does,

at least in terms of percentage of the static value, indicate thab some

change in the video signal must be occurring even though the signal

amplitude for 100 TVL does not decrease significantly. The effect that

occurs is likely a distortion of the video signal with removal of sharp

leading and trailing edges. Thus, if, for example, an observer focuses

attention on the leading edge of a moving bar, the observer's ability

to perceive the bar may be seriously impaired by any loss in edge

sharpness.

Figs. 145 and 146 show a construction indicating the change in

structure of a rectangular video profile to one with a slowly rising

leading edge and slowly decaying trailing edge as a consequence of motion

of a bar across the field-of-view. The particular patterns were developed

for a rectangular bar corresponding in width to that of a 100 TVL per

raster height bar and image motion at the rate of 60 seconds per picture

width. Included in the construction were the effects of signal mixing 4

and lag. Frames 1, 2 and 3 were calculated from the top configuration

taking y = 0.75 which correspondz roughly to a buildup lag of 80% and

decay lag of 20%. The configurations shown in Fig. 146 were obtained as

the 6th frame for a case in which V = 0.50 which approximately corresponds

to a butildup lag of 56% and decay lag of 44%.

The top configurations of Fig. 145 show the rectangular bar,
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Fig. 145 Construction of Charge in Structure For Rectangular
Bar Corresponding to N = 100 for Motion of 60 Second/
Picture Width - Low Lag Case "'= 3/4
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Fig. 146 Continuation of Construction of Charge in Structure for Rectan-
gular Bar Corresponding to N = 100 for Motion of 60 Seconds/
Picture Width - Frame 3 Low Lag Case - Frame 6 - High Lag Case

during steady state, to have a total charge QT= 20/3. Readout is then

5 units (i.e., 20/3 x 0.75) leaving a residual charge indicated as t

Res = 5/3. If the chart were set in motion and signal mixing alone

occurred the broken line profile would occur. The configuration labeled

frame 1, Fig. 145, shows the configuration after 1 frame of motion

including buildup and decay lag along with signal mixing. For determining

the influenze of lag, the broken line profile of frame 3 (i.e., low

lag), Fig. 146, should be compared with the profile indicated by frame 6

(i.e., high lag), Fig. 146. The reason for coqaing two different frames
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for the two cases arises from the fact that the trailing edges have both

decayed to the same values, specifically indiclted as 5/64 while the leading

edges have risen to the same values 315/64. The magnitude of these values

indicate that a steady state dynamic situation has approximately been

achieved. For steady state to occur 3 frames are required for the low lag

case and 6 for the high lag case with the indicated profiles resulting.

The construction indicated in Figs. 145 and 146 is readily

carried out for broad bars and low rates of image motion. In principle,

this method may be followed for high image motion rates and narrow bars

although the procedure becomes extremely difficult and tedious. The

process nay be simplified however by considering the imaging of a bar

pattern with a sinusoidal variation in illumination.

Assume a photoelectron current distribution due to an

illuminated bar pattern falling on the photocethode to have the form

J 1÷ + i (

electrons per unit area per unit time. Here X is the spatial wavelength

of the bars. The bars are perpendicular to the position axis X. The

rate of motion of the bars parpendicular to their length is given by their

velocity v. The instantaneous time is given by t.

If one considers the charge readout process from the target to

be characterized by a constant -,- as previously discussed, the effects

of signal mixing and lag may be incorporated into an expression describing

the form of the video signal obtained from the target. Beginning with a

-ituation in which the pattern is stationary and steady state prevailing,

• •,= zignal readout charge to which the video signal is proportional is given
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Nn neilYQT Y •(1Y) N-1 K+E •o(i-_)n-1 Tn-1

+ E y(1.-Y)"-n_ co0 2(x-vnT)-cos I (x-v(n-1)T) (172)

where

QTN is the total charge after N frames

y is the readout fraction

T is the frame period (
X is the spatial wavelength

x is the position coordinate

v is the velocity of motion of the image

K (i-) (l+sin2) T

Using the above relations the spatial form of the target readout at a

given time t may be determined. By choosing N sufficiently large a

dynamic steady state condition may be examined. For smaller values of N

the transient condition betueen initiation of the motion anu the dynamic

steady state is obtained.

If y is taken as I the influence of signal mixing is obtained.

If y is other than unity its value, in part, determines the value of N

for steady state. Thus, N should be chosen for steady state so that the
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contribution from at least one term in the su-mation for which n is

sufficiently small may be neglected.

Due to oimputation errors this expression has not as yet been

completely evaluated. Development of the expression is indicated in

Appendix 3.

Preliminary lata for evaluation of parameters influuucing

dynamic imaging have b~e presented. These indicate as anticipated they

both signil mixing and buildup and dAcay lag influence dynamic imaging.

While both effects are degrading, th4 relative importance of them remains

to be more firmly established. The results suggest that for imaging of

bar patterns the signal amplitude fo- a given resolution line number is

not in itself su'ficient for assessing the device performance. The entire

amplitude response =,rve must be considered. In addition to the amplitude,

the signal shape is of importnmce as this m= influence the visual

perception capability of the observer.

The possibility of mathematically generating signal wave for=s,

which include the effects of sigmal mLxig arnd lag, for as3essinig

dynamir imaging performance have been indicated.

The material reported here is the rezault of an initial. ffort

toward investigation of the praess of dynamic i ing-. More extensive

k.xprimentation is necezsary, particularly vith camera tubes employing a

'variety Lf types of chrge storage targets. The influence of the effect

of first sc.n reldout on d&vice performance which was noat considered in

this prelinar= study should be undertaken.

5.6 SoRe C=-parative Dynamic ResolutiGn Rxesul.s

The above illustrates how important dynamic respcose characteristics
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Fig. 147 Threshold Resolution vs Photosurface Illuminance for (-) Static

Par Patterns and Patterns Moving at (- - -) 20 and (- -) 10
seconds Der PictuAwe Width. 25 -m .WX30691 SEC Camera. March 1968.

are. From the strong correlation between bar pattern resolution with tactical

image detection, recognition and identification we have that a system's

response to bar pattern motion should be a measure of system performance

under conditions which, to a varying degree, approximates ectual

operational conditions. Unfortinately, very little dynamic resolution data

exists for the various cameras. In the following, some dynamic resolution

data is presented for the Secondary Electron Conduction, Electron Bombarded

Silicon, Image Isocon, and Intensifier Image Isocon cameras.

In Fig. 147, the dynamic resolution curves for the 25m

WX-30691 Secondary Electron Conduction camera are shown for image speeds

of 20 and 10 seconds per picture width for a 100% contrast pattern. The

loss in sensitivity, with image motion is nearly a constant for a given

amount of image motion. The average loss is a factor of about 4 for the 10
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Fig. 148 Threshold Resolution vs Photosurface Illuminance for (- ) Static
Bar Patterns and Patterns moving at --- -) 25 and (- -) 10
Seconds per Picture Width. RCA Data Sheet for 40 mm C21095C Image
Isoeon, April 1970.

Seconds per picture width and about 3 for the 20 seconds per picture width.

For the 40 mm C-21095C Image Isccon, the dyn.ic resolution

curves are as shown in Fig. 148. Again, the contrast. of the pattern was

100%. The loss in sensitivity increases at the higher line numbers over

that at low IirL- numbers, e.g., it is about 3 times larger at 600 lines

than at 150 lines. The average values of the loss in sensitivity ý-.re 30

and 18 for notion ratezi of 10 Ind 20 sec per picture width revpectival,.

Comparing the same resolution ranges for- the Secondary E1octron Curnuction

and the Image Isocon, it is seen that the Image Isocon loses 5 times more

'n sensitivity thzn the Secondary Electron Conduction camera. The ,res,ilts

for the intensifier vursion of the Image Isocon are shown in Fig. 149 with
a 40 m= intensifier added to tile C-21095C Image Isocon. A comparison of

the carves for the image Isocon and the Intensifier Image Isocon shows that
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Intensifier Image Isocon Type C21095C with (-) Static Bar
Patterns and Patterns Moving at 20 and 10 Seconds per Picture Width.
Naval Air Developmnent Command Data of Marých 1970.

the addition of the intensifier does shift the dynamic resolution curves

fox, the Irtensifier Image Isocon to approximately the same position as

that for the Static Secondary Electron Conduction camera case.

In Fig.- 150 the dynamic resolution curves for an Intensifier

Image Isocon with a 25% cuntrast pattern is shown. The larger liner ~ numbers correspond %.o a larger loss in sensitivity. The average loss

in sensitivity is less, by a factor of 2, than that for the 100% contrast

pattern,

Irn Fig. 151, the 10 sec per picture width curve is Shawn, with

the Static curve, with a 100% contrast pattern for the 40 =WX-319U.

Electron Bombarded Silicon camera. Compari~ng the same resolution range, we
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have that the Electron Bombarded Silicon camera exhibits a similar loss in

resolution as the Secondary Electron Conduction camera but slightly higher

(200). A comparison of the corresponding curves for the Image Isocon

shows that the Electron Bombarded Silicon camera is nearly a factor of 10

more sensitive for dynamic imaging at rates of 10 sec per picture width

than is the Image Isocon.

In Fig. 152, NADC measurements for the 40/25 I-EBS camera with

a 100% and 10% contrast pattern, for static, 25 and 10 seconds per picture

width are shown. In Fig. 153, the corresponding curves are shown for a

25% contrast pattern. These were also measured by NADC.

I
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wnrt~s -25% Contrast Pattern.
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6.0 System Performance Specifications

The purpose of this performance synthesis program is to develop

analytical models for predicting the performance of observers augmented I
by electro-optical equi~ments in the visual tasks of detecting, recognizing

and identifying scene objects at long range. Though considerable effort

remains in the quest for more accurate models, the inroads made to the

general problem are also considerable both in terms of developing and

applying models and in gaining general acceptance for their use throughout

the government and industry. We consider the gaining of general acceptance

of the models to be of foremost importance since they may then be used in

system procurement specifications.

By specifications, we do not mean physical details of the

equipment such as the finish of parts, their vulnerability to fungus,

the quality of construction, or the like. Though these features are important

to the final product utilization, the concern here is with providing the

procuring agency with some assurance that the equipment being proposed for

a given mission will have some reasonable expectation of actually meeting

the mission requirement.

Before beginning, we observe that human observers, of

statistically varying capabilities, interests and motivations, are integral

parts of electro-optical imaging systems and hence, it follows that per-

formance predictions will also be statistical in nature. Thus, any

system performance specification must be accompanied by some statement

regarding the level of probability desired.

6.1 Specification Probelm Areas

It is presumed that most military electro-optical systems are
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procured with some intended end purpose in mind. Ordinarily, the end

purpose is to enable an observer to detect, recognize or identify a class

of targets at a useful range and, for the purposes of specification, a

few targets can be readily singled out as being representative. However,

the main specification problem area comes in defining the target and scene

parameters. Too often, the target is specified to be of low contrast, of

low reflectivity, in near total darkness and at long range through an

atmosphere of poor visibility. These parameters, taken in combination

become impossible to meet with a system of reasonable size and complexity.

Faced with unreasonable requirements, the designer can, however, exercise

some options which tend to offset the unduly strict requirements by selecting

the most favorable contrast definition of the many available, neglecting

such factors as sky-to-ground luminance ratio in the atmospheric model,

neglect image motion effects, adopt the easiest detection criteria and

neglect certain MTF's such as those associated with the display or the

observer's eye. By these means, and others, a system design, on paper

may approach the specified goal. This manner of cancelling the effects

of an unrealistic requirement may nevertheless result in a realistic and

useful system but the practice is to be deplored because it is first of all

unethical, and secondly, because the comparLag of various system proposals

becomes all but impossible - particularly if the definitions used are not

carefully documented.

In many other cases, the sensor parameters rather than the mission

requirements are specified. Again, a variety of definition problems are

encountered. One of the most usual is to confuse the contrast transfer

Vziction or CTF with the modulation transfer function or HTF. The former
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is much more optimistic. Some sensors such as the image orthicon have MTF's

which are light level dependent but no note is made of it. It is also not

uncommon to see MTF quoted including electronic aperture correction.

While the picture painted above may be overly black, there are

both intentional and unintentional abuses in the specification game. Many

of these couL!d be eliminated by creating specification standards and defini-

tions. In the following, a number of scene and system parameters will be

discussed with a view toward pointing out problem areas. In certain

instances, definitions will be proposed. The need for standards in

certain areas will be highlighted. However, the discussion below

represents only beginning effort which needs considerable refinement.

6.2 Scene Parameters

As we discussed in Section 2, scenes and objects in them can

assume infinite variety depending on the type of scene irradiance, its

directivity, the atmospheric condition, the foreground, etc. For passive

TV sensors, it is recommended that the scene irradiance be considered

diffuse so that the general contrast models developed by Middleton [Eqs.

(8-13)] can be used. P&rticular attention should be paid to the air-to-

ground imaging case for which the curves of Fig. 6 are drawn. These

curves are a function of the ratio of sky to ground radiance. Maný-

designers use the curve for SK/GD 1 1, which is usually quite optimistic.

With sensors limited to the near infrared band, where reflectivity

differences are generaIll higher, values for 5K/GD of 2 to 4 might be

more appropriate.

The reflectivity of the object and its background can be specular

or diffuse or combinations thereof. In general, the diffuse case is more
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commonly encountered. Scene reflectivities, particularly in the near

infrared, tend to be quite high - nearer 50% than the 10% usually

specified but again, considerable variation can be encountered. Reflectivity

differences, leading to contrast differences are also usually higher than

the 10% values often specified. This is particularly true of active systems

where man-made objects tend to stand out in strong relief against their

backgrounds. Ships, for example, appear nearly white against a black

background. We note in this regard that we speak of an inherent object

contrast as if the contrast were a fundamental property of the object.

This is not the case. Object contrast will usually be a continuous function

of the viewing angle, the directivity amd direction of the scene irradiators,

and the properties of the foreground and the background. For example, the

contrast of a ship imaged against the horizon sky is much different than

its contrast when viewed straight down. Image contrast is also not

numerically equal to the differential reflectivity of the object and its

background except in very special cases as is extensively discussed by

Middleton( 4). For calculation purposes, it will probably be necessary to

assume the object-to-background contrast has some near constant value but

its continuously varying nature will lead to considerable apparent errors

when efforts are made to correlate predicted and measured results.

It has been said that there are at least 14 different definitions

of contrast. The isolated image contrast definition of Eq. (1) has,

perhaps, been the most widely used but we are recommending the use of Eq. (2)

3ince it leads to analytical simplicity because the use of Eq. (1) leads

ts the inclusion of contrast in the sensor noise expression. Note in Fig. 2,

thr.'• at 1.w contrasts, the isolated image contrast, C1 , is nearly twice as
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large (in magnitude) as •, the modulation contrast.

The atmospheric extinction coefficients for the visible spectrum is

tabulated in Fig. 3 and is in general use. As we noted in Section 2, the

extinction coefficient is a function of wavelength. To show this

dependence, we have elected to use the Steingold and Strauch expression of

Eq. 20. Alternative curves are given in the RCA Electro-Optics Handbook,

SCN 102-67. The RCA curveb are somewhat more pessimistic. We have no

strong feelings about either approach. The extinction coefficient is also

a function of altitude as noted either by the slant range approach of

Eq. (6) or by the correction factor approach of Fig. 4. Since the correction

factor approach is easier to use, we tentatively recouend it for the

near term at least.

Object radiation can also be modulated both temporarily and

spatially by the atmosphere - primarily due to thermal refraction

effects. We have not studied these effects with sufficienL detail to

include them in our models. With the current increase in interest in

high resolution systems, these effects become ever more important and

more effort in this area is recommended.

Range-gated-active sensors are also becoming of increaaed

importance because of their ability to increase scene lighting levels,

reduce atmospheric contrast degradation and increase the contrast of

man-made objects. The analysis of scene parameters should be much more

straightforward for active sensors since the source location and the directiv-

ity are known. A start has been made in this area in Section 2 but

much more can be done. In the passive system case, the scene can take

on near infinite variety and defining a small group of typical imagizrg
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situations becomes near impossible. For active sensor, we should be

able to define a standard set of typical scenes.

The scene object is characterized by dimensions. However, the

dimensions of interest are not necessarily the object's overall length and

width but rather, some more elemental area such as is suggested by the

"equivalent bar pattern" approach wherein the object is replaced by a bar

pattern with bar widths equal to the vehicle's minimum dimension divided

by kd, the level of discrimination factor. The equivalent bar pattern

approach is shown schematically in Figs. 20 and 44, and the level of

discrimination factor may be inferred from Fig. 45.

The current range gated active systems employ a monochromatic

source whose wavelength is precisely known. If the scene reflectivity and

geometric factors are known, then the differential radiance can presumably

be specified in radiometric form. For naturally lighted scenes, it has been

customary to use luminous measures of the light level in spite of the fact

that the visible is entirely filtered out. This practice can lead to

substantial errors as will be discussed below.

6.3 Sensor Parameters

For the purpose of discussion, we will define the sensor to

consist of the lens and photosurface only. The various first order lens

parameters have been discussed at some length in Section 2.6. One of the

most important lens parameters is its MTF, particularly for long focal

length lenses. The MTF of any aperture whether it is a lens, a target or

an electron beam is quite often confused with its contrast transfer function

or CTF. The CTF is synonymous with the square wave amplitude response

which can be substantially higher than the MTF as shown in Fig. 42.
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The problem with CTF as a descriptor is that it cannot be multiplied by

other system MTF' s to obtain the overall system MTF. Neither can the CTF

be used to obtain the square ware flux response, RsF(N).

The primary merit of the CTF is that it is easy to measure

because bar test patterns are easier to construct than sine wave test

patterns. The CTF is not a well behaved analytical function, however, and

the MTF cannot be obtained frcm the CTF directly. When only CTF is

provided, the only recourse to finding the MIT is to use the approximate

technique developed by John Coltman and reported in JOSA in Vol. 44, No. 6,

June 1954.

The lens MTF should be reported at the center of its field of

view, half way between the center and edge and at the edges. It should be

clearly stated that the MTF rather than the CTF is reported to avoid

confusion. Also, the relative focal plane irradiance should be given

as a function of the angle off-axis.

The photosurface sensitivity has been reported in many ways.

The most desirable from a systems viewpoint is a spectral response vs

wavelength curve such as is shown in Fig. 18. The curves of Fig. 18 are

only appropriate for photosurfaces which have unity gamma. For surfaces

such as the vidicon which have gammas which are approximately constant,

the specific responsivity curves obtained as discussed in Ref. 2, Section X1I.

In many cases, it i- desired to characterize the sensitivity

of photosurfaces by a single number. For photosurfaces which are sensitive

in the visible and near infrared, it has been customary to use a quantity

"microamperes per lumen" measured using a tungsten bulb operated at 2C,5° K.

This is not an unreasonable quantity wbeh .4e photosurface has a response
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t ailo.. ,d to match the spectral response of the eye and where the scene

illuminance is mainly tungsten as is often the case in comnercial television

broadcast studios. It can be very misleading in military usage. For

example, one tube could have a specific luminous response of 200 pa/lumen

but have its response only in the near infrared, while another tube has

the same luminous response but span both the visible and near infrared.

For military reconnaissance, the former tube would be much more valuable

most of the time.

One alternate solution proposed is to convert luminous response

to radiant response by noting that a tungsten bulb generates 20 lumens/watt

and that there is 10-3 mA/la. Thus, 200 pa/lumen corresponds to 4 mH/W.

But this is merely exchanging one number for another. A more appropriate

method would be to give the average response over a given wavelength

interval. The S-20VR of Fig. 18, has an average response of about 30-46

mA/A, in the 0.7 to 0.9 micron spectral interval while its response to A854 K

light is only 6-8 map/. As we indicated in Section 2.11, the radiometri-

sensitivity of the S-25 photosurface t- a combination of moonlight and

airglow is approximately 23.4 mAt'Watt when the om.tire spectral bandwidth

i=used.

No 3ingla standard can be proposud becate the desired stnda-rd

will be a xiction of the application. For example, if the sens=r is to

Z ae d omay in cerju;ction with a O.6 micron scene irradiator, only

sensitivity vt 0.86 micron is of interest. On the other hand, a nu--mr ot

spectral bandz approp-iate to var-ious recornaissance t2aks can be defined

* u.. the n:',uf'Sczurc.r can be reqUmred to provide average sensitivities within

*~2se ~2;.0
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It should also be noted that the MTF of both the lens and the

photosurface can. be wavelength dependent. Thus, if the spectral bandpass

of the system is to be restricted, the MTF should be specified and measured

in the restricted wavelength band.

6. 4 Signal Processor Parameters

Ordinarily, the signal processor .-epresents all those elements

w'thin the sensory system following the inpat photocathode but preceding

the display phosphor but in some either the photosurface or the display or

both may be included when discussing certain signal processor parameters.

The primary function of the signal processor is to transmLt the image

from the photosurface to the display and to amplify and magnify the

image as necessary so that the output displayed images can be easily and

comfortably viewed by an observer.

One function, which combines the parameters of the photosurface

and a portion of the signal peocessor is the light transfer characteristic

which is a plot of the signal output of' a TV camera tube vs its photosurface

irradiance or i.lluminance as shown in Fig. 53, Often, when the input

photosurface is linear, a single point on the signal transfer curve is

given. For example, with a 16 mm Si3IR, a number such as 1 mA/W/m or

500 :ia/ft-caa.dle mi ht be given. While this single number serves to define

the light transfer characteristic, neithtr the curve nor uy num-ber on it

can be used to specify the camera tubQ's sensitJvity as A's often done. This

is improper because the -amera tube's signal currant is the product of the

photosurface sensitivity, photosurface area, prestorage slgral current gain,

the gains of any internal electron multiplier and the inverse of the readout

scan efficiency and these quai.tities are n(-% Literchangeable in the signa: -to-.
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ncise ratio expression.

For example, an image signal-to-noise ratio is established by

the photosurface which inherently limits its detectability. The more

sensitive the photosurface, the higher this signal-to-noise ratio will be.

The prestorage signal current gain, usually associated with the camera

tube's target, amplifies the image signals and noises alike. Thus, a

high prestorage gain cannct compensate for a low photcsurface conversion

efficiency. A high prostorage gain is, however, desirable for two

VC3Sons. First, it is used to bring the signal and noise levels up to a

point where thb preamp noise added in the next step of signal processing

becomes less of a factor. Tb4.s preamp noise may be added either in the input

of the first dynode of an internal preamp or in the input resistor of a

preaxr external to the camera tube. Secondly, P nigh prestorage signal

gain is desired because it tends to reduce the sensor ti.me constant.

Again it should be clear that prestorage gain fund internal preamp gain is not

interchangeable nor is the internal preamp noise interchangeable with

photoconversion efficiency. The scan efficiency is a form of prestorage

signal current gain but not quite because a low scan efficiency (high

gain) resuOtj lai,• a need for an increased viaec bandwidth which can impact

on preamp noise. The Ltivation for characterizing camera tube sensitivity

ty a sinle nLMaer on the light transfer cur-ie is a simple one - fewer

reject tabes and simpler acceptance testing.

It is therefore recommended that any sensor specification call

xut the minimum photosurface sensitivity and internal sansor gains

.eparately. it ,must, )f course, be realized that acceptance on tne basis of

*'.: Lndivluual photosurface and gain parameters may increase the rejection
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rate and costs in turn unless reasonable minimums are set for these

quantities. Since the light transfer characteristic has no fixed relation-

ship to the sensor's sensitivity, it is a very poor way to compare tubes

of different types. The signal transfer curves of tubes containing

internal preamplifiers should never be plotted on the same curve as tubes

which do not. Specifically, the light transfer curves of image orthicons

or image isocons should not be plotted together with tubes such as the

SEBIR or SEC camera tubes. It is, however, acceptable to plot comparative

curves of video signal-to-noise ratios (properly compensated for equalf video bandwidth) as a function of photosurface irradiance level.

( We have observed that the photoconversion efficiency and the

various internal sensor gains are not interchangeable quantities. There

may be a number of NTF's in a sensory system and while the overall

sensory system MTF is a product of the individual MTF's, the individual

NTF's are not interchangeable with respect to their location.

To illustrate the effect of MTF location consider the case of

a sensor with two principal MTF's and two principal noise sources. Let

the two MTF's be that of the lens and the target as was the case in

Section 2.9 and let the noises be the photoelectron noise and the preamp

noise. Consider first, a periodic image input. In this case, the signal

modulation is reduced by the combin.d effect of the lens and target

JTF's. The photoelectron noise is generated after the lens but

before the target. Thus, the photoelectron noise is unaltered by the lens

but filtered by the target. The preamp noise which is inserted after the

lens and target is unaffected by either MTF.
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For isolated aperiodi.,i images, the lens and target MTF's have

no effect on signal except tc distort the image. The lens MTF increases

the observed photoelectron and preamp noise but filters neither. The target

MTF filters the photoelectron roise while increasing the observed preamp

noise. The point of the above discussion is that the location of the MTF's

relative to the points of ncise n.msertion does matter. Sensor and sensory

system manufacturers should be recfired to detail the MTF locations, all

noise sources and their points of insertion.

Before continuing, we note that it is usual to assume that

apertures such as the lens are ass'ir-nd to be linear components, i.e.,

that their response to several stimuli acting simultaneously is identical

to the sum of the responses that each of the component stimuli would

produce individually. In practice, imaging systems are seldom linear over

their entire object field but it is usually possible to divide the object

field into small regions called isoplanatic patches over which the system

is approximately linear. If a system aperture is linear, or nearly so,

then an MTF can be defined and the MTF will have three properties. First,

it will have a value of unity at zero &patial frequency. Secondly, its

value at any other spatial frequency will be less than its value at zero

frequency, i.e., smaller than 1. Thirdly, the MTF will be symmetrical

about zero frequency although it is customary to plot only the positive

frequency position. Sometimes, functions are plotted which have valuer

greater than unity but are called 14TF's. While the definition of HTF might

be extended to include these functions, the apertures that they represent

are not linear and this fact. should be noted. The super response of the

..ge co rthicon noted when the tube is operated above the "knee" of its
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light transfer characteristic is an example of a non-linear response.

The 'NTF" of a non-linear aperture cannot be multiplied by the VTF of some

other aperture to obtain the overall MTF.

We have noted that the positions of the internal sensor gain

elements are important. In particular, we noted a de~sire for high gain

before readout by the electron beam and prior to the insertion of preamp

noise. This is the case when imaging at very low light levels, but as

scene light level is increased, the reverse may be true, i. e., gain

before readout should be reduced to a minimum. This apparent anomalty

results from the following reasoning. Under very low light levels, m&'dimum

gain is desired to achieve the photoelectron-noise-limited condition. As

the light level increases, a point will be reached where the scene high-

lights saturate the camera tube. At this point, it w.ll be found that the

maximum video signal-to-noise ratio obtained at low spatial frequencies is

about 10 or 20:1. With further increase in light level, the system operator

has three options. He can reduce the lens iris opening, decrease sensor

exposure time, or he can reduce sensor gain. With a poor lens, he may

elect to reduce the iris opening somewhat in order to improve the lens'

MTF. The low frequency video SNR remains limited to 10 or 20:1 as before 4
but high frequency SNR may be improved somewhat due to the MTF improvement.

With a good lens, or after the lens opening has been reduced

enough to gain an MTF improvement, the proper procedure with further light

level increase is to reduce sensor gain by n an=ount sufficient to keep the

scene highlights just below the camera tube saturation level. When this is

done, the signal-to-photoelectron noise ratio keeps increasing but eventually

as gain is sufficiently reduced, the preamp noise becomes a factor.
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Nevertheless, the low spatial frequency video SNR improves and may become as

high as 100 to 300:1. The high spatial frequency video SNR also improves

proportionately. In no case should the exposure gating be used until the

sensor gain has been reduced to its minimum. The gain reduction is usually

obtained by reducing the voltage across the intensifier, if used, and the

voltage across the image section. There is a limit to the gain reduction

which may be o9.tained because the electron image may tend to rotate or

lose focus. In certain cameras, such as those employing vidicons, no gain

reduction options are available.*

When a gain control option is available within a sensor, the (
system's designer should specify the sequence he will employ in controlling

the overall light level and to show that the control icquence is such as to

optimize picture quality.

It is quite common to provide aperture ccrrecting networks within

a camera tube. At very high light levels, such aperture correction networks

have been shown to be effective in sharpening image detail and maý" enhance

object recognizability or identifiability; at low light levels, the zeverse

has been true in the past although some of the newer Vigh gain sensorm

such as the 5EBI3R camera tube should, and do, benefit somewhat from

corrective networks.

Tha effect of most finite sensor apertuwes is to reduce the

Wmplitudc of high spatial frequency signals. The purpose of an aperture

A Although it mviy be desirable to decrease target voltage in order to

rduce dark current.
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correction circuit is to restore these signal amplitude losses by means of

an amplifier whose gain increases with increase in spatial frequency. While

such correcting circuits can be readily constructed, they may or may not be

effective in increasing SNR. When an aperture, or OTF, precedes a point of

noise insertion, a corrective network following the point of noise insertion

will increase both signal and noise alike. For sensors in which the pre-

amp noise is a substantial factor, the effect of the correcting network

is usually deleterious because the preamp noise itself is an increasing

function of frequency. In the case of an Lintensifier-SEIR camera, the

gain is so high prior to the insertion of preamp noise that the preamp

noise can be neglected. The photoelectron noise is inserted prior to the

MTF of the phosphor of the intensifier or the MTF of the SEBIR target.

Aperture correction of these MTF's should be effective since signal is

increased at a faster rate than the noise. The most effective aperture

correction can be obtained when the correcting network precedes the MTF.

For example, a display MTF can be corrected in the video amplifier without

addition of noise unless the noise of sources prior to the aperture corrector

becoma adversely affected.

The main point is that aperture correction may or may not be of

benefit depending on the location of the corrector relative to noise

sou-ces and the nature of the noise. When an aperture corrector is included

in a systen design, the proposer should be prepared to show its probable

effectiveness.

Sensor time constant. are very important system parameters but

are ignored in most system analyses including the work discussed herein.

The reason for this neglect is the poor understanding of the processes
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involved and the lack of a good analytical model. Several measures of

sensor time constant are in current vogue. One is the discharge time

constant which is measured by illuminating an area on the photosurface until

steady state is achieved. Then, the illumination is suddenly cut off and

the current in the previously illuminated area is monitored on successive

readouts. The reported measure is the percentage of current remaining

in the third field. While discharge time constant is important, the signal

buildup time must be given equal weight. Unfortunately signal buildup times

are seldom reported. The main problem with either signal buildup or

discharge measures is that methods of using them in system range prediction

have not been developed. Only qualitative statements have been made such

as the lag on 3 field should be less than 5% or 10% at the average photo-

surface light level of interest.

A third measure is the dynamic resolution vs photosurface

irradiance characteristic. This measure is considered the best of the lot

at the moment although the methods of using this characteristic have not

been developed either. Typical dynamic resolution vs photosurface

illuminance curves are shown in Figs. 150 and 151. It is seen that a

factor of 4 to about 80 in apparent sensitivity can be lost due to ever.

very slow image motions2 it was also shown in Section 5 that motions of

the order to be troublesome are the rule rather than the l-xception in

airborne imaging environments.

The s:uprising feature of the results shown in Figs. 150 and 151

thAt so much sensitivity is lost at low line numbers. With a bar pattern

-.f :90 lines per picture width, a pattern velccity rate of only 20 sec per

;.t •r w'iitl. :results in a large sensitivity loss, yC , each bar in the
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pattern moves only a sma=1 fraction of a line width between successive

readouts. It was also noted that the signal amplitudes did not seem to

decrease enough to account for the very significant apparent sensitivity

loss. The motion aspects of sensitivity loss obviously require more

study and it is planned to emphasize the study of motion in the follow-on

effort. In the interim, it is reconmended that manufacturers depreciate

the sensitivity of their cameras by an amount equal to the shift of the

limiting resolution vs light level curve at some line number, say 200 lines/

picture height when the pattern speed is 20 sec/picture width and when the

input image contrast is 100%.

The intrascene dynamic range which can be tolerated within any

given scene is an often discussed but undefined quantity. It may also be

a variable quantity depending on the camera tube's operating point. For

example, the intrascene dynamic range should be higher for a SEIR camera

when it is operated at low g.iýn than when it is operated at high gain.

Most camera tubes have some limitation to the maximum signal current it

can store or readout either because of limited signal storzage capability

or because of a limited beam current. Sometimes the maximum is well

defined duo to a reasonably har\3 knee in the signal transfer char.icteristic

while at other times, the knee is quite rounded. However, the maximum

signal current, which can be translated to light level, is eazier to define

than the minimm light level which is mainly dependent upon the noise level

in some £unctiornl way. It is a t.mptation to use some measure such

as a video signal-to-noise ratio of unaty in defining the lower light

level limit but video signal-to-°oise ratio is not a fundamental quantity

for systems whos4e displays are viewed by humans.
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In the past, shades of grey have been used as a measure of

dynamic range although it is not a good one as currently used because it

lacks analytical and quantitative precision. However, shades of grey

represent a viable concept and is considered a worthy contender. In

some future effort, it is proposed to develop a grey shade pattern which

might take the form of a number of isolated square images in vertical,

but not contiguous array. A number of vertical arrays would be provided,

each with squares of different sizes, e. g., 8 x 8, 4 x 4, 2 x 2 scan

lines, etc. Then psychophysical experiments would be performed to quanti-

tatively associate the various patterns with display signal-to-noise

ratio. The suitability of other patterns such as Air Force "three bar"I' I'
patterns should also be investigated. The use of different square sizes or

bar patterns of varying spatial frequency overcomes one of the current

objections to the grey shade measure, i. e., that the dynamic range is

also a function of spatial frequency. In the interim, it is recouuended

that as a minimum, the grey shade scales dimensions should be standardized.

Along the same lines, we note that various camera types differ

substantially with respect to their ability to withstand bright light

overloads. Some quantitative measwus are now being developed and some

results reported are that they are isolated from the camera tube'sa

sensitivity. A camera with low snsitivity should in general be capable

of writhstandizn larger overloads then one which is photoelectron limited.

SL-ilar.ly tube-. with large signal storage capacity are more effective in

h.ndlirn overloads but the large storage capacity can result in a long

n.i.or• tLz constant. Sice trade-offs exist between signal storage

,.-aacity, sensitivity and time constant, or means of showing these
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characteristics in some composite way. In no event should the overload

Scapacities of diffei•.nt W-e types be plotted on the same coordinates

without some indication of the other significant tube properties.

6.5 Observer Parameters

The primary objective of the psychophysical experimentation

is to obtain the necessary "constants" for use in the analytical models.

TheCe constants take the form of SNR thresholds for a given level of

probability of success in performing a desired level of object discrimina-

tion. A large number of these constants are reported in Section TV. We

note that these constants hold only when the calculations are made using

the methods used in obtaining the constants in the first place. For

example, if a different integration time is used for the eye, .a

different constant would result.

With regard to detection, we have established two tentative

criteria; one for cluttered and the other for uncluttered environments.

As we saw in Fig. 33, the threshold reange differs markedly for the two

cases. In general, the un;1.-.. ud object case is seldom encountered.

On the other hand, the clut -tred object case probably leads to somewhat

pessimistic predictions. As an ir' orim recomendation, we have been leaning

toward analzing the detectability of objects in moderate clutter (vehicles

on roads) by using a one line per rLnimum object width criteria but using

the analytical treatment as for the cluttered case as is examplified by

zq. 67.

For recogr.ition and identificaltion of objects,- the equivalent

bar pattern approach is flit to have some merit. Here, we sublstitute a

bar pattern, for the "real world" object with bars equal in length to the
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length of the object and of spacing 1/8 or 1/13 the minimum object dimension

fox- recognition and identification respectively. The notion of replacing

the "real world" object with a bar pattern has appeal because we know a

great deal about the discernability of bar patterns. In the Section 4,

it was seen that the discernability equivalent bar patterns as measured by

a threshold SNR was similar to the SNR's required to recognize or identify

the objects. On the other hand, the SNR for the object was calculated on

the basis of the peak signal excursion relative to background while for

discerning bar patterns, the observer must be able to see modulation within

the pattern. We observe that real objects are not usually periodic but

rather, are assemblages of aperiodic objects. Generally speaking, we would

expect the effect of MTF's to be less severe on aperiodic objects than on

periodic objects and thus, the equivalent bar pattern approach may lead to

pessimistic range predictions. While we recognize and even emphasize these

differences, we do not now have better criteria to suggest. For the mom.ent,

we suggest that the equivalent bar pattern approach be adopted, using

thresholds such as those tabulated in 4ig. 46 wth the under-standing that

the results predicted are probably pessimistic.

6.6 R•vge Prediction

We mentioned that the objective of an overall system specification

is to provide the procuring agency with some assurance that the equipwint

te".g proposed bor a given mission will have so=- ieasonable expeCtation of

a:tw;iAlly mO'ct the mission requiremnt. Wiile range prediction for

-r--ptical sensors must still be considered an art, reeding considerable

i'•~-.tr rever heless, the first order effects have been investigated nnd

S.,, r. Met 'hod of predicting ra:ge were develope1 and presented in
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the previous report (REF 2) and again in Section 2 of this report. We have

used these techniques to predict system range performance and we find that

the predictions arm generally consistent with those measured in field and

tower tests when due account is taken of unknowns such as meteorulogical

visibility. These predictions were particularly good for" field test

targets which are similar to those used in the laboratory such as bar pctterns

and for the active system where the scene irradiance could be measuied.

It is felt that any reasonably competent system manufacturer (ar

perform a range prediction and that range predictions should be a require-

ment in any proposed effort. It is not necessary that the procedures

proposed in this document be followed precisely but in view of the rather

considerable general acceptance of the methods used herein, any large

deviations in method should be explained.

6.7 Formation of a Specifications Committee

In the past, committees such as those fortmd by the IM h-ve

generated standards, specifications and guides for television sen3ors. How-

ever, these committoes have dwelled upon the measurement of specific

sensor parameters such as photosurface spectral sensitivit-y, targct gain,

synchronization st-andards and he like. Little thought has been given to the

over&ll sensory system porforman•ce including the observer as an integral

part of the sensory system. The authcrs of this report are active ýn and .

are contributing to the work of the cýLrrent IM co=mittee o. i=agirg tube

specifications. While some izage quality gides, based on imAge signal-to-

noise rMttio concepts =ay be Lncorporated, the =a Jor emphssis is on specific

sensors parameters as =n the past. This is partia!ly due to the comparative

newness of the electro-optical image quality analysis and partially due to
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the greater commercial orientation of the IEE standards group.

Thus, it seems quite clear that if standards are desired for

military purposes in the new terms, it will be necessary to form b joint

committee composed of industrial and military organizations. The committee

approach is necessary to obtain general standards acceptability. The

advantage of a committee with military orientation is that it can focus

on the long range detection of objects under marginal viewing conditions

as opposed to the meeting of commercial broadcast standards.
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Appmndix I - Charactorization of the Signal Readout Process from a Resistive

Sea Type Sil..iccn Diode Array Target Tube
Ir the following, the resistive sea type EBS target will be

discussed. A simplified equivalenc charging and discharging
circuit for the resistive sea EBS target is shown in Fig. 154 A.
The circuit elements have the following meaning:

CR = caracitance/area of resistive sea

RR = resistance through unit area of resistive seadR

Cd =capacitance/area of diode depletion region
(i.e., storage capacitance)

Rd = diode leakage resistance

I =target zharging source
T = Irame time

V beam dwel" ne
To further simplify the circuit, we will assume that

T1  < cR R <<T (174)
End the equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 154 B.
Now let

CR + Cd
R d - r 

(175)

The general solution for buildup of odd fields proceeds as follows
and is depicted in Fig. 155.

Field
-No. Peak Base Readout

1 1 1 14 4r r( -)

3 1 (I +4r r 4r 2 r r

1 + 1 + 1 + J_ 1++ +r 4r 2 r r2 4r 3  r 4r72 r

71 1 + 1 1- 1 1 + 1 1 -- + L
r rr r r 4r r 4r
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I Read Beam

CR R
R R

(A)

dTeItI

Read Beam

ICR

1~1 I (B)

Fia. ±54 Equivalent Circuits for Resistive Sea EBS Targe[-
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Fig. 155 Charge Buildup - Odd Fields

C.)

tP I$4

0 k_

13 14 15 16 17 18

Light Off

Fig. 156 Decay
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So we see that the base tends to I C and the readout tends
to 1.

For ideal target r -.- oo
The general solution for buildup of even field is developed
similarly below.

Field Peak Base Readout
No.-

3 3 3
2 4o 4 -L4 4r -r

3 1 3
4rr 4r24r r

6 1 +_3_3 1 + _ 3 01 + r 4r2 r r -( + 3_ _ (1 _ )
r2  4r 3  r 4r2 r

8 1+ + 2 + 3 1 + 2 + 3 ++ _ + 1 + 3r r 4r2 r r r 4r 4  r 2 r
4r

1 Cd

and we see that the base tends to 1- as was Lhd case for
odd fields. r

The readout tends to 1.

t (-) where " is the parameter defined in Sectionr
an the fraction of the total charge readout in a single scan.
The solution for decay is depicted in Fig. 156 and is developed
below.

During Steady State

Readout 1

Base (--)
r- 1

Peak rr-)
r25 r
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For odd fielda, we have the following,

Odd Fields Readout

15 1

17 • () (r + 3)

4 1

19 1 (-L) (r + 3)24
r

211 (r + 3)
21 4)

r3i1 (L) (r + 3)

r4

25 1 1
25- ( ) (r + 3)

r

whereas, for even fields, we have

Even Fields Readout

14 1

18 1 1+)
6 () (3r + 1

r 4

20 1 1 i-L (-L) (3r + 1)

r

20 -1 (1) (3r + 1)

r
24 -Lg (i~) (3r + 1)

2 51 (3r + 1)r5 45
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For the ideal tube r- Oo•

For WX-31841 tested, R = 4 gives excellent agreement with measure-

ments at VT = 15V $ is = 400 P.. This implies CR = 3 Cd' With
decreasing VT, Cd increases although CR remains fixed. Thus r
decreases with increasing VT.

Nominal buildup lag on basis of the series capacitance model

is .- 80%.

Nominal decay lag is • 200%.

2

9 ~I

LL
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Appendix 2 - Measured Signal Buildup and Decay Data
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Appendix 3 - Charge Readout with 3±iga; Mixing and Lag Effects Included

Consider a photco.eectron flux density incident on the target.

The flux density is independend of position normal to the x-axis.

The number of photoelectrons p~r cm2 per sec. falling on an

elemental area of unit length pnd width &x in the time interval dt

at time, t, is proportional to

J C 1 + sin 2• (x - vt) (176)

where X is the spatial wavelength of the periodic pattern and v is

its velocity of motion parallel to the x axis.

Consider the pattern, initially, to be stationary and with a

steady state condition achieved. Each readout by the read electron

beam consists of neutralizing a fraction 7 of the total accumulated

charge. Steady state requires that

"I QT = Of OT = total charge density (177)

where Qf is the charge per unit area integrated onto the target

during a single frame. After each readout a residue charge density
OR = (1 - " )QT remains upon which Qf is subsequently deposited.

Thus QT = Qf + QR" Assume now that the pattern is put in motion

with velocity v. During one frame time TI the new charge per unit

area integrated onto the target will be

TI
TiTf 1 + sin (x - vt) dt. (178)Ofl

A 0

The total charge density will be Of, plus the residual from

the previous steady state readout, or

TI = Q f1 + 0 RO where (179)
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To

SQR O "- f o "- /I +'0

~= (1- "- ( + Sin 2Trx (180)

QRO - (1 + -- 0--) To (181)

and
"A (cos 27 2,_Tx

Q =T +-- (x - vT1 ) -cos- . (182)

QT = K + T + -k cos 2 (x -vT 1 ) cos 2-x

where K = = (Q) (1 + sin ---rrx) T (184)

At time t T I the charge density - QT1 is read out,

"•QT1 "K + 7T• . Y A 2 (x vT) cos 2 ,__x (18 5 )

A residual QR1 (I -i) QT1 then exists.
RIII -ý (I K +(I )T + ( •cos 2_£ (x-vT1 Cos )(186)

0 RI 1  (1 - "i) K +- (1 - ;)T 1 +- :v OS2'x '
R I 2--v

During interval T)2 (T.+T,) - (TI) a charge per unit area Qf 2

will be inteqrated onto the target giving a total accumulated

charge per unit area of
A Ico 2- coso 20 T2 (1 -. )•. + (1 - ~')T + (1 -" ) 2-(x-vT.

+ (T +---v -7 (x-v (T + T) - 7 2- .. - vT,,

The reado-it will be . T2"
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0QT2 = /(1 -7) K + (1 -7) TI + IT 2 + 2(1 - 7r) -. (188) 1

(cos 27(xr - vT) -cos 2_x

+ ( cos 2v v + cos2vx(x vT27rv -i (J-)

The residual QR2 = (1 - ,f) QT2"

In general a residual charge density will be
N

(1 -: (1 )N(
= RN K + n (1 - Y)nTn (189)

N

+ 0 (1 7 )N-(n-1) A(cos ii(x - vnT)-cos 2r-(x-v(n-1)T)
n-1

where N is the last frame number and n has values 1, 2, 3,

The readout at the end of frame period Tn is given by

Qjw) R (190)

or
N"QTN '-)NK + 0 - n-1 Tn-1 (i1i)

n-1

N
+ --n (Cos 2- (x-vnco) -- -i) .

n=1 2-ý )

If N = I integration of charge occurs over only one frame. and if

"",* the charge readout reflects the effect of signal mixing

alone. The relative modulation in this case is given by
T (.T.a) x T (max)

T.... .. V m (192)

0 To (max T

T A 2- - c os 27 (193)T

To
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To determine the value of x/A which maximizes this expression
[ the quantity in the brackets is differentiated with respect to

x and set equal to zero. Doing this, we find,

0 - 2A + satisfies this condition. (194)

For signal mixing along the relative modulation or contrast

becomes, for a sinusoidal input
A_ -vT vT 195)M-2...vT cos 27 ( + ) -cos 27 (2w + )

The relative siqnal mixing contrast for the sine wave is shown

in Fig. 157 where it may be compared with the corresponding

quantity for square wave input taken from Fig. 128. The

frame time T was taken as 1/30 sec.
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